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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION
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To the ordinary man in the street, Tuesday 8th April 1941 

was going to be like any other wartime day in Belfast.

Business would be carried on just as usual. The normal 

routine of going to work, coming home, going out in the 

evening would remain undisturbed. The war in fact seemed a 

long way off. The "Blitz" was something which happened in 

London or Coventry or Merseyside or Glasgow and which one 

read about in the "Belfast Telegraph" or saw on the newsreels 

at the cinema. The "Northern Whig" had been trying for a 

long time to make people aware that it could happen in 

Belfast; the Government had been doing its share of warning 

but the general attitude was "why take any notice?". Despite 

the v/arnings and the Civil Defence exercises the sirens had 

only blown for false alarms. Belfast after all was a long 

way off from mainland Europe and had totally escaped the 

Autumn "Blitz" of 1940.

Tuesday the 8th April was to see that complacency 
shattered for the first time]- The harsh reality of war was 

to visit Belfast in the way it had visited almost every other 

major urban area in the United Kingdom at some time in the 

last eight or nine months. The day had been pleasant and in 

the late evening there was an air of bustle in the blacked-out 

streets as playgoers, cinema and dance hall fans made their 

way homewards. Hundreds of dimmed torch lights weaved their 

way through the streets; the last dark ghost-like trams 

ground their way noisily to their destinations.

1. Belfast Telegraph 8th April 1941 - "Ulster is now 
definitely in the raiders ' schedule"
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Here end there could he seen a chink of light as doors 

opened or as people had forgotten to pull down their blinds.

Suddenly the sirens walled. Buses, trams, even the 

trains stopped. Was this to be yet another false alarm?

The wardens who had received prior warning had difficulty at 

first persuading people to go to the shelters. Most people 

just remained in their houses but thousands came out into the 

streets just to watch} A short time after the siren came the 

truth. This was not a false alarm but the real thing - a raid. 

Six aircraft were involved but they came and went at long 

intervals and to the people below it must have seemed like a 

full-scale "Blitz"'! Mingled together were a host of different 

noises - the droning of aircraft engines, the crump of high 

explosive bombs and heavy anti-aircraft shells, the splutter 

of machine guns, the crackling of fires caused by incendiaries 

and above all the sound of human voices.

Still many people refused to take cover. In areas not

directly affected they stood at their front doors and

discussed it with their neighbours. In the areas on higher

ground they watched the gun flashes and the fires as if it
3

was some gigantic firework display. However in contrast to 

these detached views a close up of the docks area told a 

different story.

The Docks area was the target of the bombers with their 

load of high explosive bombs, incendiaries and parachute 

mines. Unfortunately for those below, the majority of these 

missiles did not fall on the strategically important dockyard 

facilities but instead on the rows and rows of houses in the

1. from eye-witness accounts given to the writer in personal 
interviews

2. CAB5A/61/14A - ’History of the Wardens and Communications 
Services’

3. from personal account given to the writer by T. Harvey 
Civil Defence Ambulance Driver
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Dock sres end along the Newtownards Road. The effect was

shattering both in physical terms and on the minds of the

people living there. War became very real as houses blazed,

walls were blown apart by blast, windows shattered and roofs

were ripped off in the tiny streets. We in the 1970's have

become used in Belfast to the sounds and effects of explosions

but in April 1941 it came as a profound shock.

Despite this shock however there were few signs of any

panic. Most people in the areas affected left their houses

quietly and went to the available shelters or helped the

Civil Defence workers. On the Newtownards Road many women

especially, unconcernedly tackled incendiary bombs with

buckets of sand or with bedding. On the following morning
2

there were only 2,500 applications for evacuation, Most of 

the population of the bombed areas returned to see what they 

could salvage. Many seemed to experience a feeling of relief - 

a feeling that if this was the “Blitz", then there was nothing 

really to worry about.

However the raid of the 8th April 1941 was only a

foretaste of what was to come, three more times within a month.

Furthermore it was only a small diversionary raid, the main
3

force having gone that night to Clydeside, Despite this the 

six aircraft involved managed to inflict a fair amount of 

damage. The raid began at fourteen minutes past midnight
4

and ended at two minutes before four. Thirteen people were
5

killed and eighty-seven injured^

1. Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.l in 
HA 18/3/7

2. CAB3A/65/121 on ’Evacuation and Billeting'
3. J.W. Blake 'Northern Ireland in the Second World War' F226
4. CAB3A/61/14A 'History of Wardens and Communications Services'
5. Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summaries No.l 

and 2 in HA18/3/7
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Nine of those killed met their death when a parachute mine

exploded just north of Ranks Mill which was severely damaged^

Nine bombs including a parachute oil bomb dropped on the

Shipyards and on the aircraft factory. The oil bomb hit the

fuselage production shed of Short Brothers and Harlend and
destroyed about fifty fuselages of Stirling bombers^ In

Duncrue Street in the Docks area incendiaries set fire to the

huge timber stocks of McCue Dick and Company and produced the
3

biggest blaze of the raid. In other parts of the city

incendiaries produced small fires particularly in the

Newtownards Road area between Templemore Avenue and the
4

Albertbridge Road, In Ballymacarrett, St, Patrick’s Church 

was severely damaged. Therefore for the first time people 

were shaken from their complacency and shown the terrible 

effects of bombing from the air.

The Germans did not get away unscathed on this occasion. 

The anti-aircraft guns in the city fired off over 300 rounds
5

of 3.7" ammunition at the bombers without success but over 

Downpatrick one of the raiders was shot down by a Hurricane 

of 245 Squadron from Aldergrove, piloted by Squadron Leader 

J. Simpson. This was to be one of the two successes of the 

active defences during the raids.

The Civil Defence forces were able to cope adequately 

with the raid and by daylight all the fires were either out 

or under control, the roads were being cleared and damage to 

mains and v/ires was being repaired. In a way their success 

was misleading since the raid was small and their capabilities 

were to be severely tested over the next month.

1. Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summaries No.l 
and 2 in HA18/3/7 

2 . ibid. ,
3» ibid,,
4 . ib id .,
5, War Diary of 102nd Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment in

CAB30/8/24
6. J.W. Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War" P227
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This raid of April 8th 1941 was tha first of four raids 

which collectively make up the "Belfast Blitz". The second 

came on Easter Tuesday, April 15th 1941 when almost two 

hundred German aircraft dropped two hundred tons of high 

explosive bombs and numerous incendiaries. The result was 

devastating with over seven hundred civilians killed and 

thousands of homes either destroyed or damaged. The 

psychological effects though more difficult to calculate were 

equally devastating, producing thousands of "ditchers" 

nightly over a long period. The third raid which also 

involved around two hundred aircraft came on the night of 

May 4th/5th. It was predominantly a fire raid and 

consequently civilian casualties were lighter and material

damage greater than on the Easter Tuesday raid. The final
/

raid was a small affair on the night of May 5th/6th 

though it too brought its fair share of tragedy.

Altogether 967 people died in the four raids, 674 were
seriously injured and 1791 were slightly injured! This was

a horrifying toll for such a short time. Professor Blake,

the official historian of Northern Ireland in the War has

calculated that only London end perhaps Liverpool suffered as

heavily in one raid as Belfast did on the night of April 
2

15th/l6th.r In material terms the losses were equally 

heavy. Over 1,300 houses were totally destroyed and over 

35,000 were damaged. On top of this around 250 commercial 

buildings were demolished by the bombs'.

Throughout its troubled history, Belfast has been used 

to violence and death on many occasions but these figures far 

outstripped anything which had been known before. One has 

indeed to look to the past few years to find anything comparable.

1. Figures in HA6/3/D733
2. J.W Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War" P233
3. Ministry of-Public -iecurity War Diary GAB3A/6S/128
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Furthermore throughout its history Belfast has known violence 

mainly from within. This was the first time when all the 

citizens irrespective of religion or political connection 

were attacked impartially from without.

Perhaps one should now take a look at the city of Belfast, 

its history, its position and its peculiarities before 

examining in detail the raids and their effects. The city can 

trace its modern foundation back to the Ulster Plantation 

when Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland was granted 

the land and castle of Belfast. There had been some form of 

settlement there for considerably longer since the name implies 

that it lies near sandbanks from which one could ford the 

River Lagan. The Normans undoubtedly built a motte and bailey 

castle there and much later, in 1573, the Earl of Essex had
1

tried to set up a town there round the former O'Neill castle.

However Chichester can be looked on as its modern founder.

By 1611 the Plantation Commissioners were able to report - 

"The Towne of Belfast is plotted out in good forme, wherein 

are many fame lyes of English, Scotch, and some Manksmen already 
inhabitinge^ . .." In 1613 the town was constituted a

corporation by charter as part of the plan to increase
3

Protestant representation in the Irish Parliament. Throughout 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the town was to be 

dominated by the Chichester family.

From the seventeenth to the early part of the twentieth 

century the history of Belfast was one of almost continuous 

expansion particularly during the Industrial Revolution. The 

town seemed always to be in the forefront of economic development 

in Ireland. During the seventeenth century the development 

of the town was slow. It became the centre for a growing

1. Quoted in J.C. Beckett and R.E. Glasscock ed. "Belfast - 
Origin and Growth of an Industrial City" P20

2. J.C, Beckett and R.E. Glasscock ed’. op at F24
3. ibid P26
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settler population in Counties Antrim and Down, At first it 

provided a market for agricultural produce but later in the 

century its importance as a port and as a commercial centre 

grew. By the end of the seventeenth century it was the 

principal commercial centre of the north-east of Ireland, 

having overtaken both Carrickfergus and Londonderry.

During the eighteenth century the growth of the linen 

industry brought a new prosperity to Belfast as the city 

gradually became the main centre for the marketing of linen. 

This prosperity was clearly illustrated by the amount of new 

building in the town especially in the IVVO’s e.g, Donegall 

Place and St, Anne's Church and by the development of a new 

commercial middle class. This new class, mostly Presbyterian 

began to question the whole contemporary political framework 

of Ireland, especially their own lack of political pov/er.

In the 1780's and 1790's Belfast felt clearly the influence 

of both the American and French Revolutions, The town became 

the focal point of political agitation in the whole country 

with enthusiastic support first for the Volunteers and then 

for the United Irishmen. At this point in its history the 

citizens were known for their tolerance. However the failure 

of the 1798 Rebellion put paid to the agitation and the 

citizens once again concentrated their energies on economics 

rather than on politics.

After the Act of Union 1800 Belfast's importance and 

economic prosperity increased rapidly. At this stage it was 

only the fifth largest town in Ireland with a population of 

around 20,000 but within fifty years it was second only to 

Dublin, Industrial growth was stimulated by the success of 

its textile Industries, linen and cotton. In the first decade 

of the nineteenth century there was a boom in the cotton 

industry in Belfast with over 2,000 weavers employed.
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In the 1830’s and again in the ISSO’s there was a boom in 

the linen industry to compensate for a decline in the cotton 

industry. Sven as early as 1835 one half of all the exports 

shipped through Belfast were linen goods. In the 1840's and 

1850's a railway network was created throughout Ulster linking 

Belfast with most of the provincial towns. In the 1850's 

shipbuilding developed as a serious industry with the opening 

of two yards on Queen's Island, one of which developed into 

Harland and Wolff, These were complemented by developments 

in the ropemaking, engineering, brewing and tobacco industries.

The outcome of all this was that by 1860 Belfast was unique in 

Ireland in that it was the only great industrial city in the whole 

island.

Belfast businessmen had shown themselves to be thrifty, 

ingenious and successful. They had used their business 

experience and whatever wealth was available to them to turn 

the city from a small commercial centre into a major 

manufacturing centre of national importance.

This change brought with it the usual Victorian urban 

problems. Like Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow etc, Belfast 

suffered badly from overcrowding, bad housing, filth and 

epidemics of typhus and cholera. It also suffered however from 

outbreaks of sectarian strife. With industrialisation the 

Roman Catholic population of the city increased and the old 

feelings of tolerance among the Protestant population gave 

way to suspicion especially among the working class. These 

feelings were exacerbated by the Home Rule controversy since 

the Protestants tended to associate their comparative 

prosperity, with their links with the economy of the rest of 

the United Kingdom. During the nineteenth century therefore 

there were sporadic outbreaks of rioting between Catholic and 

Protestant in certain parts of the city resulting quite often

9



in death and destruction of property.

Despite this economic growth continued and the city 

expanded in size. Most of the middle and upper classes moved 

out to the suburbs especially along the Malone and Antrim 

Roads and gradually the eastern part of the city became 

absorbed e.g. the suburbs of Ravenhill, Belmont ana Knock,

The working class remained concentrated in the centre and west 

of the city. These divisions remained in 1941.

This picture of continuous growth lasted only until the 

end of the First World War. The inter-War period proved a 

very testing one for Belfast, as one by one her established 

industries got into difficulties. The self confidence of her 

citizens took a terrible knock. Being based on exports these 

industries were badly affected by the world-wide slump and 

decline in trade. In the late ig^O’s the linen industry 

slumped and thousands were made idle. The picture in the 

shipbuilding industry in the IQdO’s was even more depressing 

with Workman and Clark's going out of business entirely.

The only bright spot was the founding of Short Brothers and 

Harland Aircraft Works in 1937. Unemployment therefore was 

the grim reality of Belfast in the 1930's and perhaps because 

of these terrible economic conditions there were further 

outbreaks of sectarian disorder in the city. By 1941 with 

war orders, the situation regarding unemployment was only just 

beginning to improve, when the 11 Blitz" came to focus peoples' 

minds on something more tragic and terrible.

In 1941 therefore Belfast was a major industrial city of 

almost half a million inhabitants. It was the administrative 

capital of Northern Ireland and the seat of its Government.

It was also one of the leading ports in the United Kingdom in 

terms of tonnage handled. On top of this its main industries 

were almost all of strategic importance - shipbuilding.
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engineering, aircraft production. Therefore it was an obvious 

target for the Luftwaffe in their offensive against the ports 

and cities of the United Kingdom in the Spring of 1941. 

Furthermore if the German bombers found their way to the city 

it was inevitable that heavy damage would ensue because of 

the nature of the site and location of the industries and 

because of the particular geological nature of much of the 

land on which the city was built.

Belfast lies at the head of Belfast Lough, the twelve

mile estuary of the River Lagan. As already noted the site

was originally a ford across the river. Apart from the

approximately four-mile wide Lagan Corridor the site is

surrounded by hills. On the County Down side these are the

Holyv/ood and Castlereagh Kills and drop towards the city in

smooth slopes from heights of about 500 feet. According to

Professor Estyn Evans they are a continuation of the Southern
2

Boundary Fault of Scotland. On the County Antrim side the 

picture is different. Here the city is faced by steep 

escarpments of basalt, the southern edge of the Antrim Plateau, 

They rise above 1500 feet at Divis, average around 1200 feet 

at Gave Hill and drop below 1000 feet only at Cernmoney Hill. 

The city is therefore built on what was once a continuation 

of Belfast Lough and in a very striking setting, dominated by 

the black forbidding cliffs of the Antrim Coast and the 
pleasant green hills of Down'?

1. For History of Belfast see J.C Beckett and R.E Glasscock 
ed “Belfast - Origin and Growth of an Industrial City11
J.W Blske 11 Northern Ireland in the Second World War1'
T.W Moody and' J.C Beckett ed “Ulster 'since 1800l, 2 3
R.J Laurence “The Government of Northern Ireland"
T, Wilson ed “Ulster under Home Rule - a 'study of the 
political and economic problems of Northern Ireland"
G. Benn “A history of the town of Belfast from the earliest 
times to the close 'of the eighteenth century'1

2. E.E Evans “Belfast: the site 0na the City" - Ulster Journal 
of Archaeology 3rd series, 7 (1944), P5-29

3. ibid
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For attacking bombers therefore the city was a 

comparatively easy target lying at the head of an estuary and 

between low hills. Once they had found it, their target then 

would inevitably be the dock area and the city centre and it 

was in these parts of the city that first of all the con

centration of strategic industries and secondly the most densely 

populated areas could be found. These parts of the city were 

built either on reclaimed land or on slob-land which is water- 

saturated estuarine clay between twenty-five and fifty feet 
thickl It could not provide adequate foundations for heavy 

buildings, which had to be supported either on wooden piles 

or on concrete rafts. Furthermore any thought of underground 

or half-buried shelters in these areas was out of the question. 

The Boundary of this area built on slob-land is marked by the

old prehistoric coastline i.e, Shaftesbury Square, Peter's
2

Hill, Holywood Arches and MountpottingerT This area was per

haps the most vulnerable in Belfast and was indeed the one
3which suffered most in the "Blitz" of April and May 1941,

However geographical position and geological nature alone 

do not explain why the casualties and damage in Belfast were 

so great. Other factors must be examined end other questions 

must be answered. Were the active defences adequate for a city 

of Belfast's size and importance? Was there an adequate 

provision of shelters for the population and were they the right 

sort of shelters for Belfast's needs? Were the Civil Defence 

services adequately prepared, manned and equipped for the tasks 

they had to perform? Had enough been done to evacuate the old, 

the infirm and the children? The answers to these questions

1. E.E. Evans 'The site of Belfast', "Geography", E2 (1937) 
P169-177

2. ibid.,
3. Report of E. Bowman a Ministry of Agriculture Civil Servant 

and pilot who carried out an air survey in June 1939 in 
HA6/3/D361
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are all factors which influenced the situation in April and 

May 1941.

Casualties and damage were not however the only issues

raised hy the air raids. Citizens who had formerly been

complacent not only about their safety from air attack but

also about their whole situation now had to reappraise their

whole attitude. Many of the more comfortable citizens end

many in the outlying areas of the city were shocked by what

they saw during and after the raids, shocked at the housing,

shocked by the lack of proper hygiene, shocked indeed by the

ill health and in some cases filth of the refugees from the
worst hit areas^ They began to ask themselves about the state

of the City of Belfast and about what the Government was

going to do to rectify the situation. They began to realise

in the light of their experiences during the raids that a

vast improvement was called for. This had inevitable political
2

repercussions throughout and indeed after the War.

In other ways too the raids changed the situation in 

Belfast. The links with the rest of the United Kingdom were 

strengthened by blood but at the same time the old enmities 

between Catholic and Protestant were at least temporarily 

forgotten in what was a community of suffering. Death in 

April and May 1941 was completely impartial and completely 

divorced from the centuries old controversies in Ireland.

The answers to the questions raised and a detailed 

examination of the effects of the raids we shall leave to a 

later stage, However two points should be made to sum up 

what we have been saying. First of all the raids were a short 

but dramatic interlude in Northern Ireland's war but were to

1, Report of comments of Moderator of the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in Belfast News Letter June 3rd 
1941

2. R.J. Lawrence 'The Government of Northern Ireland' P69-79
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have extremely far reaching consequences. Secondly, despite 

the casualties and the damage caused, the courage and good 

sense of ordinary Belfast people whether in the Civil Defence 

Services or not was as clear in 1941 as it is in the face of 

similar destruction today.

14



CHAPTER TWO

THE DEVELOPMENT OP AIR DEFENCE IN 

THE UNITED KINGDOM 1918-195S
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Belfast was not of course the only major city to suffer 

at the hands of bomber aircraft In the Second World War.

Much more striking examples spring to mind like London or 

Coventry or Rotterdam or Dresden. The Second World War saw 

the putting into practice of the concept of the strategic air 

offensive leading proponents of which included Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Arthur Harris of the Royal Air Force^and General 

Curtis Le May of the United States Army Air Force. Their 

belief was that strategic air power could be sufficient to 

destroy the enemy’s will and his resources to continue the 

struggle. The logical outcome of this belief w^s the decision 

to use the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki to end the 

war with Japan.

Air power is a tv/entieth century phenomenon end its first 

major application was in the First World War 1914-18, as both 

sides sought an alternative to the stalemate of the war in the 

trenches. The new advocates of the use of aircraft as 

offensive weapons, rather than merely as a new means of 

reconnaissance, sav; the opportunity to use aircraft to strike 

first of all at the economic resources of their enemies and 

secondly at the morale of their civilian population. Experience 

of the use of air power in the First World War v/as to have a 

major effect on strategic thinking right up to the outbreak 

of the Second World War.

During the First World War Britain was attacked first of

1, See Marshal of the RAF Sir Arthur Harris ’Bomber Offensive' 
London 1947



all Toy the Zeppelin airships end then by Gotha aircraft from
1

1915 up until about May 1918. London was their favourite

target. The most serious attack was carried out on London by

aircraft on the thirteenth of June 1917 when over one hundred

and fifty people were killed and over four hundred were 
2

injured. This was followed intermittently by other major raids

during the summer and early autumn of 1917, Public nervousness

rose alongside irritation at the deficiencies in Britain’s

defences which allowed such raids to take place. The Cabinet

was forced to appoint General Jan Smuts as a special adviser
3on home defence against air raids. They were forced to give 

way to demands for public warnings which at first took the 

shape of policemen on bicycles carrying placards declaring 

'Take Cover' and they v/ere forced to allow the tube stations 

to be used as air raid shelters. Apparently "trekking" from 

the centre of London to the safer western districts of the 

City became a common practice among Londoners, Many in 

authority were alarmed at what they considered a tendency to
4

panic.

Altogether in the First World War there were one hundred 

and three bombing raids on Great Britain, fifty-one by 

airship and fifty-tv/o by aircraft. Approximately three 

hundred tons of bombs were dropped causing over four thousand, 

eight hundred casualties of which over fourteen hundred v/ere 

fatal. However based on the major raids the authorities were 

led to believe that each ton of bombs dropped could cause 

over fifty casualties and of course from experience they felt 

that the danger to public morale was potentially much more

1, See H.A . Jones "The War in the Air" (official History of 
the War of 1914-1918 Vol.~iii, 1931) P243

2, T.H. O'Brien "Civil Defence" (official History of Second 
World War) P.9

3, H.A. Jones "The 'War in the Air" Vol.v Appendices 6 & 7 for 
his reports

4, T.H. O'Brien op, cit. P10
17



serious than the casualties suffered.

With this in mind Great Britain embarked on her own

strategic air campaign in 1918 using the newly created
2

Independent Force led by Major-General Trench©rd» In five 

months it dropped over five hundred and fifty tons of bombs 

on industrial towns in Germany from aircraft like the 

de Havilland DH9A and the Vickers Vimy and had the war gone 

on this tonnage would have been greatly increased by the use 

of the giant Handley-Page V/1500 aircraft.

Therefore the use of aircraft for offensive purposes had 

come a very long way in a very short time and it is no surprise 

that many observers foresaw a tremendous, if not an 

overwhelming future for this type of warfare. One such 

observer was the Italian airman General Douhet who in 'The 

Command of the Air' published in 1921 argued that a bomber 

force, if properly used, could destroy an enemy power in a 

number of weeks by attacking its nerve centres like ports, 

railway junctions, factories etc. Furthermore he argued that 

the only defence against bombing was counter-bombing. This 

was the concept of strategic air power - a succession of 

hammer blows delivered against the cities of the enemy with 

the objectives of destroying his industries, his communications 

and his civilian morale. This was the theory of the 

'knock-out blow' which was accepted by most strategists 

including those of the Air Ministry in Great Britain in the
5

inter-war years. This led obviously to a far greater 

emphasis on the offensive than on the defensive and also to

1. T.H. O'Brien "Civil Defence'1 2 3 Pll-12
2. B. Collier "The Defence of the United Kin.gdom11 (official) 

History of Second World War) P9-10
3. "Discussion of 'Douhetism' in T, Harrisson 'Living through 

the Blitz' Ch.l and discussion of British ideas on strategic 
bombing in B. Collier op, cit. Ch.l and in Sir C. Webster 
and N. Frankland "The Strategic Air offensive against 
Germany 1939-45"
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an over-estimation of the effects of bombing on civilian

casualties and civilian morale. However it was in the light

of this thinking that the British Government based its

expansion of the Royal Air Force in the 1920’s and 1930’s and
this became very clear with each successive expansion plen^

In the early inter-War years the British Government’s

actions in defence were dictated largely by three main factors.

First of all the internal political climate would not tolerate

a heavy defence expenditure. The Great War was considered to

be the ’war to end all wars’ and therefore the British

Government’s policy would have to be one of actively pursuing

peace. To accomodate this general public feeling Lloyd
2George’s Government introduced the Ten Year Rule which

suggested that Great Britain would not be involved in a

major war for ten years and therefore no measures need be

taken in contemplation of one. This was reaffirmed annually
3by successive Governments up until 1932. Secondly Britain’s 

economic position in the inter-war years was so unhealthy 
that a policy of retrenchment in defence was the only 

realistic policy. This financial stringency was a constant 

feature of the 1920's and 1930’s. Thirdly Britain hoped that 

the creation of the League of Nations would lead to a 

peaceful settlement of future international problems and 

would encourage disarmament. These three variables, largely 

economic and political, dictated the level of defence 

expenditure.

The result of this for the Royal Air Force was, from 

1919, a major reduction in strength, both offensive and

1, T.H. O’Brien op, cit. Oh. 2 for estimates of casualties 
B. Collier op. cit. Chs. 1 and 2 for their effect on 
Government plans for RAF

2, B. Collier op. cit. P.6
3, B, Collier op. cit. P24-25
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defensive, since the Royal Air Force was considered a

luxury which the country could not afford. By 19B1 indeed

it had "been reduced so far that it was hardly considered

strong enough to support the army and navy. This was the

situation when the possibility of air attack on Great Britain

was considered by the Committee of Imperial Defence along with

other major strategic questions in 1921, The Committee’s

main emphasis was on the dangers in the Far East but for air

attack, France was taken as the hypothetical enemy and It was

assumed that her air force could drop a minimum of one

thousand five hundred tons of bombs per month on Great Britain.

The Committee came to the conclusion that London would be the

major target, and that the effect on public morale would be
1

much greater than the material damage. This was in line with 

the experience of the First World War. Furthermore they 

reaffirmed Douhet’s theory that the offensive was superior 

to the defensive.

In the light of these conclusions the Air Ministry 

asked for more responsibility for air defence and this was 

considered by a Standing Sub-Committee of the Committee of 

Imperial Defence chaired by A. J. Balfour. Up to this time 

the air defence of Great Britain was the responsibility of 

the War Office, the Royal Air Force being responsible only 

for providing the necessary fighter squadrons. In the Spring 

of 1922 however, the Government decided to meet the Air 

Ministry’s request and gave operational control of air defence 

to the Royal Air Force, although the War Office remained
2

responsible for anti-aircraft guns and for searchlight defence, 

A few months later, in August 1922, the Government agreed

1. T.H, O’Brien op. cit. P.12
2, B. Collier op. cit. P12-13
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further to an expansion scheme for the Royal Air Force, to 

bring the number of squadrons based in Great Britain up to 

twenty-three. In line with current strategic thinking, 

fourteen of these squadrons were to be of bomber aircraft and 

only nine were to be of fighter aircraft, These nine 

squadrons of fighters were supposed to protect the country 

against a possible attack by three hundred bombers, a 
patently impossible task]-

A Joint Service Committee was set up under Air Chief 

Marshal Trenchard to see how these bomber and fighter 

squadrons could best be organised. In February 1923 the 

sub-committee on the fighter element reported and produced 

the Stee 1-Bertholomew Plan named after the two members of 

the sub-committee Air Commodore Steel and Colonel Bartholomew. 

It's most important feature was the creation of an "aircraft 

fighting zone" some fifteen miles deep and stretching around 

London from Cambridgeshire to Salisbury Plain, Inside this 

was to be an "inner artillery zone" of anti-aircraft guns 

and searchlights providing close defence for London and 

outside it an "outer artillery zone" to harass enemy bombers 

near the coast. This Plan was however overtaken by events 

since in 1923 a further Government Committee, headed by 

Lord Salisbury had advocated a further expansion of the Royal 

Air Force and in June 1923 the Government adopted a new 

scheme to increase the metropolitan air force to fifty-two

squadrons. It was hoped these would be ready by the end of
3

1928, Once again the balance heavily favoured the offensive 

since there were to be thirty-five bomber squadrons end only 

seventeen fighter squadrons, a ratio of over two to one,

Based on this fifty-two squadron scheme a new committee

1, B. Collier op, cit, P14-15 
2 , ibid P15 
3. ibid
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heeded by Iva j or-General C. P. Romer was set up to plan the 

organisation of the force, especially to create a suitable 

system of command. It came up with a plan by which the 

bomber squadrons were to be divided into three bomber groups 

based on three series of airfields, while the fighters were 

to be divided into ten Fighter Sectors. A new command called 

the Air Defence of Great Britain Command would be set up to 

direct the operations of the bombers, fighters, guns and 

searchlights but immediate control of all but the bombers 

was delegated to a subordinate command, called a "Fighting 

Area Command", The 'aircraft fighting zone’ and the 'inner 

and outer artillery zones' of the Steel-Bartholomew Plan 

were all retained. Furthermore a new Observer Corps was to 

be recruited. This new system became operational in 1925 

when Air larshal Sir John Salmond was appointed the first 

Air Officer Commander-in-Chief Air Defence of Great Britain.

This however was one of the few positive advances in the 

1920’s. The aircraft in service were basically old World War 

One types; the Army - Royal Air Force cooperation worked out in 

1922 gave rise to command difficulties but worse than these 

the economic and political restraints at work on both the 

Conservative and Labour Governments of the late 1920's gave 

rise to the postponement of the completion of the fifty-two 

squadron scheme, first of all to 1936 and then to 1938. The 

Air Ministry themselves were pertly to blame for this because 

they were not anxious to expand too quickly in case they 

antagonised the other Services and in case too quick an 

expansion should lead to inefficiency through dilution. By 

1932 indeed only forty-tv/o squadrons were ready, ten short of 

the total and this nine years after the initial requirement

1. B. Collier op, cit. P16-17
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was announced. On the army side the anti-aircraft and

searchlight defences were equally behind schedule v/ith only

two sectors fully manned and equipped. Even the new Observer
1

Corps had only four Groups instead of the eighteen required.

In 1932 the Government was forced to abandon the Ten

Year Rule instituted by Lloyd George, but because of the

economic and financial crises little could be done to satisfy

the demands of the Chiefs of Staff of the Three Services for

provision of armaments for purely defensive commitments. The

Government pinned Its hopes on diplomatic moves for

disarmament. Little however came of these and the Government

was forced to accept the need for the improvement of national

defence. In 1933 a Committee was set up under Sir Maurice

Hankey, the Secretary to the Cabinet, to advise the Cabinet

on how to meet ’the worst deficiencies’ In national and

Imperial defence. This Defence Requirements Committee met

for the first time on the fourteenth of November 1933 and

consisted as well as the Chairman, of the three Chiefs of

Staff, the Secretary to the Treasury and the Permanent Under
2Secretary of State at the Foreign Office.

The Committee soon reached the conclusion that Germany 

was the ’ultimate potential enemy' and its Report issued in 

February 1934 emphasised the importance of putting the 

United Kingdom in a thoroughly defensible position. The Report 

reorientated strategic thinking from the Far East to Europe 

and drew attention to the possibility of an early knock-out 

blow on Great Britain delivered from the air. Therefore it 

stressed the urgency of completing the fifty-two squadron 

scheme in order to cover 'the worst deficiencies' in Britain's
3

defences.

1. B. Collier op, cit. P19-20
2. ibid P25
3. ibid P26
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The Government faced with the failure of disarmament

moves and indeed Hitler’s claims for German rearmament

heeded the Committee’s advice and plans for a further

expansion of the Royal Air Force were laid. This resulted

in Scheme ’A’ of July 1934 which advocated a metropolitan

air force of eighty-four squadrons including forty-three of

bombers and twenty-eight of fighters, and an overseas air

force of twenty-seven squadrons. This would give the Royal

Air Force a first-line strength of over twelve hundred

aircraft. However in the following year faced with estimates

of German air strength of fifteen hundred aircraft by 1937

and the claim of Hitler to Sir John Simon that Germany already

had parity in the air with Great Britain, Scheme ’A’ was

admitted to be too small and Scheme ’C' was introduced

providing for seventy bomber and thirty-five fighter squadrons

to be ready by 1937, Scheme ’C’ of course still reflected

the Air Ministry's thinking that in the long run only offensive

power could give the air superiority which could provide

safety. The fighter force therefore remained comparatively
weak'!’ Nothing it seems could shake the Air Ministry’s belief

in the superiority of the bomber.

However attention was now drawn to the need for adequate

protection against air attack and the direction of this attack

was now considered to be from Germany, Therefore some changes

were rendered necessary in the Romer Plan and to affect these

the Reorientation Committee was created in 1934 under
2

Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, This Committee

1, Air Ministry expansion schemes ran from Letter A to M, 
(excluding I) See B. Collier op. cit. P28-48 P63-65;
P.E, Blair "Air Power and Appeasement" in "Essays presented 
to Michael Roberts" Belfast, 1976 P162-169: C. Webster 
and N. Frf nkland "The Strategic Air Offensive against 
Germany 1959-1945"~ London i96i, iv P103-104

2. Collier op. cit. P33
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reported early in 1935 and advocated a Continuous defence

zone preferably divided into two areas for the defence of

North and South England respectively end comprising as in the

previous plans of an ’aircraft fighting zone’ an ’outer

artillery zone’ and an ’inner artillery zone'. The

continuous defence zone was to stretch from the River Tees

to Portsmouth, but local defences were also to be provided

for the major industrial areas like Manchester, Leeds and

Birmingham, The needs of the air defence were enumerated

and included a far greater provision of aircraft, anti-aircraft

guns, searchlights, barrage balloons, camouflage, smoke

screens, height-finders, communications equipment etc. In

the case of anti-aircraft guns the number required was

doubled and in searchlights it was trebled. This great

increase could not be achieved overnight and the Committee

advocated that it be completed in three stages with a final

objective of completion by 1942, The Government for

financial reasons would not agree to such an early completion 
1

date ,

By 1935 therefore the plans for the air defence of 

Great Britain were rather out of balance. The fighters under 

Scheme 'C' would be operational by 1937 but the other equally 

essential equipment like guns and searchlights would not be 

ready even by 1942, However for the first time there were 

clear objectives to work towards. In addition to this other 

advances were made in 1935 and 1936, Two bodies, the 

Committee for the Scientific Survey of Air Defence and the 

Air Defence Research Committee had consulted R. A. Watson-Watt 

of the National Physical Laboratory about radio direction
o

finding and the result was the early development of radar.

1, B. Collier op, cit. P33
2, B, Collier op. cit. P37
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In 1935 sanction was given for the building of five radio

direction finding (R. D. P.) stations around the Thames

Estuary, the first of the Chain-Home stations which, with

their ability to spot aircraft up to forty miles away and

above three thousand feet, were to prove so useful in

1940-41, By 1937 the building of twenty of these stations

was approved. Secondly on the fourteenth of July 1936, the

Air Defence of Great Britain Command ceased to exist and

instead air defence became the responsibility of Headquarters,
Fighter Command^at Stanmore, Middlesex, under the command of

Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding who was to remain at this

post during the crucial battles of 1940 and 1941, Thirdly

1936 saw the specifications issued for the first eight-gun

monoplane fighters for the Royal Air Force, the Hurricane end

Spitfire and for the first four-engined monoplane bombers, the
2Halifax and Stirling. Finally the Royal Air Force Volunteer

Reserve was created in 1936 and training of reserve pilots
3for the Royal Air Force began.

These were all major advances undertaken during a period 

of international crisis but it was nonetheless clear that 

parity with Germany had been lost and would not be regained 

without a much more drastic effort. The major drawback was 

again the political and economic restraints under which the 

Government was working. This was the period of appeasement 

and of economic crisis so the Government was reluctant to 

divert the nations resources to warlike ends. However despite 

this it still planned for the worst.

Sir Thomas Inskip was created Minister for the Co

ordination of Defence in 1936 and he invited the Reorientation

1, B. Collier op. cit. P36 
!d. B. Collier op. cit. P42/43 
3. ibid



Committee to drew up a scheme for the ideal defence of the 
United Kingdom?” This scheme, drought out in February 1937, 

was far more ambitious than any of its predecessors and 

recommended the extension of the continuously defended zone 

northwards to Newcastle and westwards to include West Yorkshire 

and the Midlands. At the same time it called for a huge 

increase in the Observer Corps to thirty-five Groups and in 

the strength of Fighter Command - to forty-five squadrons.

The major drawback to the scheme was the impossibility of 

supply especially of items like anti-aircraft guns and 

searchlights. This scheme therefore remained simply as an 

ideal. Its objectives were not to be attained until the early 

years of the war. In its wake however the Air Ministry 

introduced Scheme 'L* which, while agreeing to the increase 

in bomber strength called for by the Reorientation Committee, 

asked for only thirty-eight fighter squadrons. The Air
a

Ministry therefore still deposited its faith in the bomber.

The greatly increased international tension of the 

latter half of 1938 led the Government to order an emergency 

deployment of the greater part of the home defences. This 

provided a rather salutary lesson since it provided a 

convincing demonstration of Britain's unreadiness for war. 

Fighter Command included only five squadrons of Hurricanes 

and these could not fight above fifteen thousand feet because 

of their guns. There were no Spitfires and no stored reserves 

of aircraft. There was only a partial radar cover between 

the Wash and Dungeness, Only one-third of the London barrage 

balloons were ready and only one-third, of the approved scale 

of anti-aircraft guns and searchlights were available.

1, B. Collier op. cit. P47 
B, Collier op, cit. P63

P, Blair op. cit. P165



including only fifty of the new 3.7 inch anti-aircraft guns'!'

The crisis was ended by the Funich negotiations but it 

had served to show what was required. The Chief of Bomber 

Command had to confess the inability of his force to ensure 

a strategic success in a war against Germany. In any case it 

had become obvious that the value of the bomber force as a 

deterrent had declined since it had signally failed to deter 

either German rearmament or Italian aggression throughout the 

IGSO's. Priority was now belatedly given to fighters and as 

events proved, this was just in time. Scheme >M1 2 of November 

1938, intended for completion in 1942, went some way towards 

redressing the balance between bombers and fighters with
2

eighty-five squadrons of the former and fifty of the latter. 

Furthermore the fighter force was to consist purely of the 

modern monoplane fighters - Spitfire, Hurricane and Defiant.

In addition many of the Auxiliary Air Force Squadrons were 

to be equipped with fighters and new Operational Training 

Units were established to prepare qualified pilots for active 

service. It was rather indicative of British defence planning 

since the end of the First World War that it took the shock 

of almost the brink of war to bring about decisions which 

should have been taken several years before. However once 

the decisions were taken in late 1938, this time there was a 

major effort to try and put the plans into effect,

A new Air Ministry plan introduced in 1939 called for 

fifty-three Fighter squadrons and over four thousand anti

aircraft guns and four thousand searchlights and increased 

the number of areas which were to be given anti-aircraft 

defences. For the first time Belfast was included in the 

Air Ministry's plan along with areas like the Humber, the

1, B. Collier op. cit, P65
2, P.S. Blair op, cit. P169 B. Collier op, cit. P68



Forth and the kersey. During 1939 great efforts were made 

to increase production to meet these targets.

However when war came in September 1939 Fighter Command

of the Royal Air Force was far from prepared for action.

Despite the various plans of 1938-39 only thirty-nine fighter

squadrons were operational and of these six were still

equipped with obsolete biplane fighters like Gladiators and

Gauntlets. Furthermore there was only a small reserve of

aircraft. Anti-Aircraft Command under Lieutenant-General Sir

Frederick Pile was worse off. Its seven divisions had only

one-third of the heavy, one-eigth of the light and seven-

tenths of the searchlights to which it was entitled. In

Balloon Command under Air-Vice-Marshal Boyd there were only

six hundred and twenty-four balloons out of an approved

establishment of one thousand four hundred and fifty. There

were however a few bright spots on the horizon. First of all

the Auxiliary Air Force was up to strength and able to reinforce

the Royal Air Force straight away. Secondly the Observer

Corps was also up to strength and able to function immediately

and thirdly and perhaps most important of all the Radio

Direction Finding stations approved in 1935 and 1937 were
2

complete, though their radar cover was as yet imperfect,

This then was the position when war finally broke out 

In September 1939 after years of tension in Europe. During 

1938 and 1939 great efforts were made to bring the air 

defences of Great Britain up to a reasonable strength and a 

reasonable state of readiness but Dowding’s forces had to 

pay the price of years of neglect. During the 1920*3 the 

Ten Year Rule, financial restrictions and public opinion had 

prevented any large scale expansion of the Royal Air Force

1. B, Collier op. cit, P70
2, B. Collier op. cit. P74
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and even if this had "been permitted the Air I/inistry’s belief 

in Douhet’s theories would have left little room for the 

development of active air defences. During the 1930*s 

public opinion on rearmament changed very slowly and perhaps 

with the realisation of the state of Britain’s defence forces 

in their minds, the Government pursued a policy of appease

ment towards Hitler and Mussolini, This policy would not 

allow a sudden and dramatic increase in Britain’s strength 

but the Government did, to its credit, provide for a gradual 

policy of rearmament from 1936 onwards, The Air Ministry 

however still clung to its offensive theories until 1938 and 

greater emphasis was placed on the development of bombers 

than on air defence. The result was almost catastrophic as 

the events of 1940 and 1941 were to show.

However if during the period between the wars the air 

defence of the United Kingdom as a whole were weak and 

inadequate, the air defences of Northern Ireland in particular 

were non-existent. During World War One there had been no 

German air attack on any part of Ireland, so it was felt 

unlikely that in a future war Northern Ireland would be a 

target. In the 1920’s this official attitude was under

standable with the limited range of contemporary bomber 

aircraft and in any case the weakened state of the Royal Air 

Force meant that all its resources were required to cover the 

continuously defended zone of the Steel-Bartholcmew end Romer 

Plans, stretching from Cambridgeshire to Salisbury Plain.

The theory was that enemy aircraft could be prevented from

penetrating this zone and therefore Northern Ireland would 
1

be safe.

However circumstances altered in the 1930’s. The Ten

1. B. Collier op. cit. P150
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Year Rule was dropped, Germany began to rearm with modern

weapons and international tension increased. Furthermore the

capabilities of bomber aircraft became more advanced and

Belfast came within range of potential enemy aircraft.

Belfast was of course a very important port and industrial
centre'Land would obviously be noted as a target in any

strategic air offensive against the United Kingdom.

The Admiralty was the first to acknowledge Belfast's

vulnerability and in October 1937 the city was designated
2a Category 'A' port for purpose of coast defence. This meant 

that adequate defences should be provided and manned in 

peacetime. However it was not until March 1939 that Belfast 

was included in any of the Air Ministry's air defence plans.

In Scheme 'M' Belfast was to be provided with a fighter 

squadron, radar cover from stations in Stranraer and the 

Isle of Man, and forty-eight anti-aircraft guns, twenty four 

of them 'heavies'. No searchlights were approved. Belfast 

was to be given this protection because its military 
importance had increased owing to its shipbuilding facilities 

and its new aircraft factory. Its vulnerability was 

assessed as equal to Barrow; therefore it was still a low 

priority area. It was still felt that its remote geographical 

position made it an unlikely target.

By the outbreak of war indeed neither its aircraft nor 

its anti-aircraft guns had arrived and this situation was to 

remain for some months to come. Northern Ireland was 

therefore practically defenceless against an attack. Despite 

this she had played a small but important part in the

1. Belfast possessed shipbuilding yards, an aircraft factory 
and many different engineering works as well as being the 
Province's main port. See J.W, Blake "Northern Ireland 
in the Second World War" P73

2. B. Collier op. cit. P62
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development of Britain’s air defence plans. She had 

contributed men to the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve and 

the Auxiliary Air Force; the Observer Corps in Northern 

Ireland v/as in operation, but perhaps above all from April 

1939 recruiting had been opened for the 3rd Anti-Aircraft 

Brigade of the Territorial Army, whose units left Northern 

Ireland in October and November 1939 to serve with the 
British Expeditionary Force in France?

1, J.W, Blake op, cit. P57-63
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CHAPTER THREE
PREPARATIONS FOR CIVIL DEFENCE 

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
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During the inter-war years the preparation for civil

defence in Great Britain was governed by the sar-e factors

which applied to the Government's air defence pl^ns - financial

stringency, a reluctance to accept the possibility of another

war and the belief in the strategic concept of the "knock-out

blow". During the 19k20's and early 1950's therefore little

positive progress was made either in preparing an organisation

which could deal adequately with all the problems, which were

bound to be created by a bomber offensive, or in educating the

public into what to expect, The situation was further

complicated by the Government's insistence on secrecy in these

matters which was based on what was to prove exaggerated fears

for public morale. This fear of chaos shared by politleans
as diverse as Churchill, Baldwin and Attlee\nd supported by

2
officially prepared statistics led the Government to proceed 

wa rily,

In the mid 1930's however with the coming to power of 

Hitler and the Nazis in Germany and subsequent German 

rearmament, the position changed dramatically. The Government 

embarked on a comprehensive review of Great Britain's defence 

needs and among their plans air defence and civil defence 

against air attack received for the first

1. T. Harrison 'Living through the Blitz' P£l-B5 for views 
of Churchill, Baldwin and Attlee.
Churchill, House of Commons Debates, 28th Nov 1934 Vol,295, 
Col 859 "We must expect that, under the pressure of 
continuous air attack upon London at least 3,000,000 or 
4,000,000 people would be driven out into open country,."

2, T.H. ( 'Brien 'Civil Defence' P16 - 'the experts concluded
that 50 casualties per” ton formed a reasonable estimate 
of casualties , . . "
P,G. Blair Ossay on 'Air Power end Appeasement' P166 - gives 
as 150 tons per day the expected sustained bombing rate
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time considerstion which was their due^ It was realised that 

too much emphasis had been placed on the offensive capabilities 

of the Royal Air Force and not enough on their capacity to 

prevent sustained bombing of British towns and cities, it was 

also realised for the first time perhaps that some form of 

defence against air attack was possible.

Hand in hand with this development of Great Britain’s

air defence from 1935 onwards went the development of Civil
o

Defence^ The first major step was the setting up of the Air
3

Raid Precautions Department within the Home Office in 1935, 

which was followed by legislation in the form of the Air Raid 
Precautions Act of 1937 and the Civil Defence Act of 1939^ 

Relying at first on the voluntary cooperation of the local 

authorities and the general public a whole organisation was 

developed, which it was hoped would cope with the consequences 

of air attack on Great Britain. It covered such aspects of 

civil defence as air raid warning, anti-gas precautions, 

casualty and medical services, rescue services, fire prevention, 

shelter provision etc. The greatest concentration of effort 

was of course London which was always regarded as the prime 

target but by the outbreak of war in September 1939, the 

framework of this organisation was ready for action all over 

the country.

However if we look back to the early origins of civil 

defence it seems almost a miracle that this was the case.

During the First World War air raid precautions had fallen 

largely on the police and on the military authorities but 

their experience was rather limited and few definite conclusions

1. T.H. O’Brien on. cit. P50-51
2. ibid P.51
3. ibid P.55 - setting up of Department announced in Parliament 

April 16th, 1935.
4. Air Raid Precautions Act, 1937 1 and 2 GSO 6, Ch, 6
5. Civil Defence Act, 1939 2 and 3 GEO 6, Ch.31
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could be drawn. Those conclusions that were drawn were rather

negative in nature. First of all the major fear at all

official levels was panic among the population and secondly

the casualties caused during two major raids in June and July

1917 led the authorities to believe that future casualties

would be of major proportions (over 25,000 dead in London in
1

the first month of air attack). If this became widely known 

of course it might increase the danger of panic.

Therefore the first phase of post-war civil defence 

planning was conducted in secret and was the concern pre

dominantly of the top strata of the Government, The first 

sign of post-war interest in civil defence came in 1921 when 

the Committee of Imperial Defence asked Air Staff experts to 

report on the problem of possible air attack on Great Britain.

As we have noted previously France was taken as the hypothetical 

enemy. The main conclusion of the experts reported in 1922, 

was that the offensive was superior to the defensive in air 

warfare and to illustrate this they produced figures which

suggested that the French could drop 1500 tons of bombs per
2month on London using only 20 days and half her aircraft.

This was almost five times as much as had been dropped on 

Great Britain during the whole of the First World War.

Naturally enough this caused considerable concern among those 

politicians like Lord Balfour and Lord Salisbury who were 'in 

the know'.

The result was an increasing official interest in civil 

defence and the setting up in January 1924 of an Air Raid 

Precautions sub-Committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence. 

Its' task was "to inquire into the question of air raid

1, R.M. Titmuss "Problems of Social Policy11 (official History 
of Second World War) PT?

2, T.H. O'Brien op. cit. P12
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precautions other than naval, military and air defences", or 
in other words to see how the civil authorities could 
contribute to effective defence against air raids. The members 
of the sub-committee were to be high-powered Whitehall officials. 
The chairman was to be Sir John Anderson, Permanent Under
secretary of State at the Home Office; its secretary was to 
be Sir Maurice Hankey, Secretary of the Committee of Imperial 
Defence; and it was to include representatives of the three 
Service Departments, the Ministry of Health and the Office of 
Works. It was also given the power to co-opt members e,g, in
1924 it co-opted a member of the General Post Office and in
1925 two further Air Ministry representatives and two

2representatives of the Board of Trade,
The Air Raid Precau tions sub-committee met for the first 

time on the 15th May 1924 and reported to the Committee of 
Imperial Defence for the first time in 1925. It had been 
allowed in the meantime "to begin confidential consultations

3
with discreet persons outside Government circles" e.g. the
General Managers of the main railway companies. Its report
contained 45 main recommendations which among other things
affirmed the crucial importance of London, stressed the vital
importance of counter-attack in line with current strategic
thinking, and emphasised the seriousness of the menace. There
was a continual emphasis on the dangers of air attack to public
morale, a fear of panic. This led the sub-committee to
encourage the creation of an evacuation scheme for women and
children, and to urge that the education of the public should

4be 'slow, gradual and deliberate’. There was as yet no 
conception of the creation of specialised air raid precautions

1. T.H O’Brien op. cit. P14/15
2. ibid.,
3. ibid P17
4. ibid P19
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services, instead the Report drew attention to the massive 

buirden which was likely to fall on the fire service, ambulance 

service, hospitals etc. They were particularly concerned with 

casualties since on First World War figures they estimated 

that these would be approximately 50 per ton, of which 
probably one-third would be fatal}

The Air Raid Precautions sub-committee remained in 

existence as a standing committee of the Committee of Imperial 

Defence but little was done about its recommendations. The 

Government had decided that the time was not yet right to 

educate the public about the dangers of air attack and anyway 

there was a growing mood of optimism in the mid to late 192 0’s 

that war would not recur. This was the era of the Locarno 

Treaty and the Kellogg-^riand Pact. The Ten Year Rule was 

reaffirmed and defence preparations of all kinds were curbed.

The only action which was taken was to allow the Com- it tee to 

extend their consultations outside Government circles especially 

about gas attack^ This in fact was the rain interest of the 

committee for the next few yetrs.

However the Committee also paid attention to the 

administrative arrangements for Air Raid . recautions. They 

agreed that decentralisation of action to the various Govern

ment Departments should continue but at the same time they

ur ed the need for "effective central machinery for the double
3

purpose of coordinating policy and consultation over plans"'.

The scope of Air Raid Precautions was seen to have widened.

The result of their pressure was Cabinet approval in January 

1929 for a restructuring of the Air Raid Precautions organ

isation. The sub-committee of 1924 was reconstituted as the

1. T.H. O'Brien op, cit, P16; P. !. Blair op, cit, P166;
A Harrison ’livln" through the Blitz’ P26

2. ,TT. i ’ “:rien on, cit, P31-32
3. ibid D34
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Air Raid Precautions (Organisation) Committee which containing 

the major interested officials was to be the backbone of the 

planning organisation. In addition however a Ministerial 

Committee was set up to coordinate Air Raid Precautions policy - 

it was to Include the Home Secretary, Secretary of State for 

Scotland, President of Board of Trade and the Ministers of
1

Health and Transport. It met for the first time in July 1929,

The great struggle now embarked upon wps for more publicity,

The officials believed that the stage had now been reached where

public discussion and public cooperation were both required

for progress to be made. The politicians however were

reluctant to take this step and approved only a small relaxation

of secrecy early in 1931. In 1932 they agreed to further

publicity but again It had to be ’gradual and cautious’. By

this stage progress in Air Raid Precautions was rather uneven

simply because a much greater degree of consultation was

required with the local authorities, along with the cooperation

of the public. It was felt the central organisation was being

clogged with unnecessary detail.

The breakthrough came in April 1935 with the creation of

the Air Raid Precautions Department in the Home Office under

Wing-Commander S. J, Hods oil who had been involved in Air
2

Raid Precaution matters since 1929, Several factors 

contributed to this move. First of all the Government was 

by this stage well informed about moves towards German 

rearmament. Secondly the Ten Year Rule had been abandoned 

and the Government was prepared to countenance longer term 

planning. Thirdly the Government was at last prepared to end 

the secrecy and involve more people in Air Raid Precautions,

1. T.H O’mrien op. cit. P34-35
2, ibid P55; T. Harrison op, cit, P35; R,M Titmuss op, cit, 

P6
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Hodsoll’3 Department was at first very small (3 administrative 

officers, 2 Inspectors and 8 other persons) and its budget 

very limited (£92,000 in 1935/6 to be spent mainly on research, 
experimental work and. training) but it was from this point 

that serious attention was given for the first time to air 

raid precautions. The Air Raid Precautions Department was 

meant to function as a channel of communications between the 

Government, the local authorities and the public but due to 

their preoccupation with other affairs, it had to take more 

and more on its own heed end carry on something of a missionary 

effort,
Its first circular on air raid precautions was issued on

o
the 9th July 1935 and it included much of the work which had 

been covered by the previous committees. Local authorities 

and private employers were called upon to cooperate with the 
Government to create Air Raid Precautions machinery. Local 

authorities were made primarily responsible for the preparations 

of Air Raid Precaution plans though the call was voluntary. 
Obviously response to the call depended on each local authority' 

judgement of the probability of bombing and in many cases this 

was considered unlikely. As a result little progress was 

made on the ground during 1936 and 1937, The Air Raid 

Precautions Department continued to inform, to advise, to 

warn and to encourage but the major stumbling block to 

implementing their ideas proved to be financial. Both 

industry and local authorities were unwilling to incur the 

necessary expenditure e.g. in December 1936 the Association 

of Municipal Corporations demanded 100 per cent grant for 

Air Raid Precautions expenditure. The Government who in

1. Discussion of the structure and growth of Hods oil's 
Department in O'Brien op. cit, P60-66

2. Home Office Circular 700 216/14, 9th July 1935
3. ibid P92
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1936/1937 were to spend neerly l,1 2 3 million rnd in 1937/1938

over £4|- million were unwilling to increese the grant above

60 per cent',' Negotiations began between the local authorities

and the Government over this financial question but in the

meantime most Air id Precautions schemes simply stood still.

The Government opened the Anti-Gas School --t Felfield in

April 1936, a respirator factory at Blackburn in January 1937

and announced the formation of the ’Air Raid Wardens Service’

in March 1937 but it was obvious that if real progress was to

be made, the financial question would have to be settled or

some measure of compulsion resorted to.

The Government was to settle for the latter solution.

In mid-1937 Sir Warren Fisher’s Sub-Committee of the Committee

of Imperial Defence reported on Air Raid Precautions and the

Government accepted its findings. Usher stressed the vital

role which Air Raid Precautions had to play for public morale

and for ensuring the continued functioning of vital activities

under air attack; he stressed the need for a unified approach

to Air Raid Precautions but reiterated the ultimate

responsibility of local authorities to provide the various

services; to save money and effort from being wasted he urged

grading the country into areas based on presumed liability to

sir attack. Fisher’s main recommendations were incorporated

in the Government’s Air Raid Precautions Bill which was

introduced to Parliament on "ovember 4th, 1937. Its Second

Reading on November 15th, 1937 gave rise to the first serious
3

debate in Parliament on air raid precautions, .P’s proved 

to be more aware of the dangers and the need for action than

1, ibid P95
2, Report of Warren Fisher Committee O'Brien op. cit, P95. 

Sir Warren Fisher was Permanent Secretary to the Treasury
3, House of Commons "debates Vol,329 Cols,41-165; 243-312 of 

15th and 16th November 1937
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public opinion, which at this stage can only be described as 

apathetic. The Bill was given a very speedy passage through 

both Houses of Parliament, received the Royal Assent on 

December 22nd, 1937 and came into force on the first day of 
the New Year?'

For the first time local authorities were compelled to 

prepare measures of civil defence and were instructed to 

submit them to the Home Secretary, This compulsion applied 

to 236 of the larger local authorities. Government grant-aid 

was set at either 60per cent or 75 per cent, depending on what 

was to be grant-aided. This was not of course what the local 

authorities had asked for and continued to be a /source of 

friction but from January 1938 onwards they had to provide 

air raid precautions in their areas. In January draft 

regulations were sent to them including advice on the seventeen 

functions outlined in the Act - air raid wardens, casualty 

services, provisions of shelters, repair services, decontam

ination services etc. and these were followed after much 

further consultation and argument by Provisional Regulations

in July 1938 covering the procedures to claim grants. Taken
2

together the Act and the Regulations formed the basis for the 

rapid development of Air Raid Precautions measures in 1938-39,

By this stage it was clear that home defence was the 

major priority of British defence policy especially against 

the threat of air attack. This impetus came from the Cabinet 

who proved more receptive to informed opinion than even the 

Chiefs of Staff e.g. the Air Staff were still stressing the 

importance of the counter-offensive. The Air Raid Precautions 

Department expanded in accordance v/ith this new priority. By

1, Air Raid Precautions Act 1937 1 and 2 GS06, Ch.6
2. S.R and 0 1938, Nos. 251, 252 and 220/512
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the summer of 1938 It had four administrative divisions, an 

Inspectorate (21 Inspectors authorised), and various Technical 

Branches; Plods oil had risen to be Inspector-General of Air 

Raid Precautions and its budget had risen to almost £6“ million 
in the 1938 Estimates}

During 1938 of course there was a dramatic acceleration

in all phases of rearmament linked to the worsening international

situation. Although British foreign policy still relied

on its policy of appeasement towards Hitler, the Government

did its best to increase Britain's state of preparedness for

a possible future war. As we have seen Air Raid Precaution

measures were obviously affected. In larch 1938 Hitler carried

through the Anschluss with Austria accompanied by military

invasions. This brought on the Air Raid Precautions front a

radio appeal by the Home Secretary on March 14th for 1 million
2ir Raid Precautions volunteers; it brought the Issue of

'model' Air Raid Precaution schemes to the various kinds of

local authorities and it also brought some scathing comments

on Air Raid Precautions by the Chiefs of Staff e.g. "only

just emerging from the embryonic stage" or "no centralised
3

control and no coordination"^ The Government was obviously

alarmed and tried to speed up the reaction of the local

authorities to the 1937 Air Raid Precautions Act. A greater

sense of urgency entered their officials' planning including

proposals again from Sir Warren Fisher for a [inistry of Home
4

Security and the creation of a Regional Organisation along 

the lines of that used during the 1926 General Strike.

In the summer of 1938 the threat to Czchoslovakia became 

more and more obvious and again this led to increased official

1. T.H. O'Brien op. cit, Plll-112
2. ibid P115
3. ibid P116
4. ibid PI16
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action though hardly one should say to public awareness. The

public seem to have heard much but heeded little. The Home

Secretary set up a committee under Sir John Anderson to review

the problem of evacuation which the Government regarded as a

cornerstone of its civil defence policy. A Committee of

Civil Service Permanent Secretaries was also established to
2

coordinate departmental action. An Under-Secretary of State

at the Home Office was assigned full time to the question of
3

Air Raid Precautions and more and more detailed information 

was being gathered by Government departments and was being 

disseminated to local authorities. On the public side almost 

half a million volunteers had been enrolled into the various 

Air Raid Precaution services but only about one-third of these 

had been trained. The Government was doing its best to 

increase the tempo of Air Raid Precaution preparations but 

seemingly the various local authorities still dragged their
4

feet - London was regarded as be ing‘'deplorably be hind-hand.

The real catalyst came in September 1938 with the Tunich 

Crisis. For really the first time it was brought home to the 

British public that war was a real possibility. The Prime 

I inis ter flew to Germany to negotiate personally with Hitler; 

on September 28th the Fleet was moblised and in parks and 

open spaces all over the country trenches began to appear.

This was a really profound psychological shock for the whole 

nation and the relief when the crisis passed and Chamberlain 

returned with his 'peace in our time', was universally felt.

1. It was set up on 26th May 1938 and was composed of 
Anderson and three other K.P's, Sir P. Harris, Dr Herden 
Guest and G. Doland. - House of Commons Debates Vol.336, 
Col. 1580

2. Called the Committee on the Coordination and Control of 
Civil Authorities for Passive Defence Purposes in War - 
O'Brien op. cit. P118

3. Announced 23rd June 1938 - House of Commons Debates Vol. 
337, Col, 1271

4. T.H. O'Brien op. cit. P131
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The unich Crises however wss extremely valuable for Great

Britain’s fled ling civil defence services. In the first

place it provided a practical test of the whole Air Raid

Drecautions machinery. Tinder the terms of the Civil Defence

Emergency Scheme ’Y* the highly secret Regional Commissioners

were designated and their coordinating powers were outlined.

In the various local authority areas Air Raid Precaution

controllers were appointed, usually either the local Town

Clerk or Chief Constable, The local authorities were asked

to distribute gas masks, dig trenches and prepare first aid

posts, In every case the local authorities made strenuous

efforts to a^apt their normal machinery to the needs of

Mr Raid Precaution services'. It was usually a matter of

improvisation and the results were generally discouraging,

’ unich served to show the local authorities how poorly

prepared they were and further it served to illustrate how

real a possibility was the outbreak of war,

Secondly Yunich was valuable in transforming public

attitueds towards civil defence. The first reaction of many
2

people was to flee from their homes especially from London 

and the other cities and seek refuge in the country. So 

many left that the Government was forced to publish its plans 

for voluntary evacuation. After this initial shock however 

many people returned and a new attitude to civil defence 

manifested itself. Recruitment mounted and there was a more 

determined, positive effort to contribute to civil defence.

In addition public opinion became much more demanding 

particularly in relation to shelter provision and the Government

1. Discussion of effect of Bunich Crisis on Air Raid Precaution 
preparation in O’Brien op. cit. 153-169: Titmuss op.
cit, P28-30

2, Titmuss op, cit. P31 talks of a "premature panic migration
of 150,000 people"
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was forced to respond by promising to distribute domestic 

shelters free to the poorer inhabitants of vulnerable areas.

The third reason why the Funich Crisis acted as a valuable 

catalyst for civil defence was that it brought home to 

everyone - Government, local authorities, the public - the 

urgency of the situation, particularly with reference to civil 

defence measures. In official circles at least this lesson 

was taken to heart.

In the wake of the crisis the Government acted. In

November 1938 Sir John Anderson was appointed Lord Privy Seal

and made responsible for Air Raid Precautions and national

voluntary service, A Ministerial Committee was set up, chaired
2

by Anderson, to plan and coordinate all civil defence measures. 

The whole administrative structure and the advances made to 

date were reviewed and pressure was put on local authorities 

to complete their schemes and speed up training and 

coordination. Consultation with interested bodies. Parlia

mentary discussion and public appeals all increased.

The Government however concentrated on two main aspects. 

First of all developing the Regional plan and secondly 

preparing London for the worst. In connection with the former 

the role of the Regional Commissioners was more closely 

defined especially his powers "in extremity". There were to 

be twelve Regions in all, each with its own commissioner and

council, which were to take over the running of the Region if
3

communications broke down. In March 1939 the Commissioners 

took up their posts but in peacetime their role was mainly to

1. House of Commons Debates Vol. 340, Cols, 83-85, 1st 
November 1938

2. O'Brien op, cit. P166-167
3. Air Raid Precautions Department Circular 20, 2nd February 

1939, The Regional Commissioners were all men of national 
standing. In April 1939 they included Lord Harlech, 
General Sir Hugh Elies, the Earl of Dudley and Sir Warren 
Fisher
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encourage and promote coordination of the various local

authority plans. In connection with the latter the Government

spent a great deal of time and effort in developing London's

civil defence organisation. In February 1939 a separate

division of the Air Raid Precautions Department was created

to supervise London's preparations and a small coordinating

committee consisting of the Regional Commissioner, the Police

Commissioner and the Town Clerks were established to speed

up those preparations. By July 1939 London's wartime Air
1

Raid Precautions structure was fully established.

During the early months of 1939 there was growing pressure

on the Government over its shelter policy. From February

delivery of the small Anderson shelters to the more vulnerable

towns had begun and local authorities had been asked to make

permanent trenches and strengthen possible buildings as

shelters but there was a growing 'deep shelter' campaign which
2was supported by the labour and Liberal Parties, The

Government was forced to appoint a committee under Lord Harley

to look into the problem but he came down against deep shelters

because of the diversion of material and manpower which would

be necessary. There was also a fear of creating a “'shelter 
3mentality” which would affect production, ^eep shelters were

therefore out but the pressure did result in the Civil Defence
4

Act of July 1939 which dealt mainly with shelter policy.

Local authorities were empowered to designate buildings 

for use as public shelters or for other Air Raid Precautions 

purposes; they were given wide powers to construct shelters 

underground or on highways; and a legal obligation was placed

1, nown as London Civil Defence Region
2, In the Labour Party anifesto 19th December 1938 - O'Brien 

op, cit, P191
3, 'Erien op, cit, P192; Harrison op, cit, P37, Trarleys 

report was published on 6th April 1939 as Cmd 6006
4, 2 and 3 Gj 6, Ch. 31, 13th July 1939
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on employers of over thirty persons all over Britain to 

organise Air Raid Precautions services and on employers of 

over fifty persons in certain specified areas to provide 

shelters. Grants were provided for all these duties. The 

main idea behind these proposals was to provide partial 

protection for those at work or caught in the streets during 

a raid. The core of the Governments’ shelter programme
1

remained the provision of the domestic Anderson shelters.

As far as the public was concerned interest in civil

defence fluctuated. During and just after the Munich crisis

the public were greatly interested and the Government took

advantage of this mood by creating a National Voluntary 
2

Register and embarking on a nation-wide recruiting campaign.

The Government still placed emphasis on local voluntary

service but an increasing number of whole-time personnel were

recruited. During 1939 however the response to the campaign

was far from startling as people felt the danger had passed.

Shortages were still apparent in all Air Raid Precautions

services, particularly in the most vulnerable areas - the

major cities. Furthermore training was still deficient -

over half a million had been trained in anti-gas measures but

only 200,000 in first aid and 90,000 in other subjects out of
3

a strength of one and a half million. Collective and combined 

training was only just beginning.

So far we have looked at Civil Defence preparations 

outlined by central Government and also at public response to 

these. One must remember however that the Air Raid Precautions 

Act of 1937 charged the local atithorities with preparing and

1. Anderson shelters, named after their inventor Dr D. Anderson, 
were steel shelters which had to be embedded partly under
ground and could hold up to 6 people. They were very strong 
but liable to flooding.

2. House of Commons Debates Vol.342,Cols,597-604, 1st December 
1938.
O'Brien op. cit. P210
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carrying out the actual civil defence schemes. How far had

these schemes actually advanced by the outbreak of war in

September 1939? According to an official review in July 1939
1

the position was 'distinctly encouraging' only a handful of 

authorities had actually completed their schemes but most had 

made good progress.

Most schemes followed the pattern laid down by the 
2

regulations of 1939. In each area the Air Raid Precautions 

Controller had been appointed, who was in charge of all the 

civil defence services in the local authority area.

Subordinate to him were the Civil Defence Service Chiefs like 

the Chief Warden, Chief Casualty Officer, Borough Surveyor etc. 

The Controllers' role was coordination carried out from the 

local Control Centre, In most cases he reported upwards 

straight to Regional Headquarters though in some more vulner

able areas there was an intermediate Group Headquarters.

Bach Air Raid Precautions Controller was in charge of a 

variety of specialised services grouped round a scattered 

system of Wardens' Posts, The Wardens' Service was perhaps 

the most attractive of the Civil Defence Services. There were 

just over half a million of them and they had to act as 

jack-of-all-trades, Their main role however was communication. 

They had to visit each incident, determine what services were 

required and communicate this information first to their post, 

through this to the local Report Centre (roughly one per 

100,000 population) and from there information was collated 

at the Control Centre and appropriate action ordered. While 

awaiting the arrival of the services the warden had to do the 

best he could, hence the jack-of-a 11-tredes.

1. O'Brien op. cit. P211
2, Local authorities were continually updated with information 

on organisation, structure, equipment etc. in Air Raid 
Precaution Department Circulars
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The various specialised services included the 

decontamination Service, use of pas heinp a major pre-war 

fear; the Rescue and Demolition Service organised into rescue 

parties to rescue trapped people and repair and demolition 

parties to clear up debris and make emergency repairs; and 

the Casualty Services which were perhaps the least pleasant 

of the Services. These were left largely to the voluntary 

organisations and the medical profession, and were organised, 

into FIrst Aid -osts, Fobile Aid Posts, Ambulance Service etc.

The major emphasis in all the local authority schemes 

was of course on dealing with the physical effects of bombing, 

which of course pre-war estimates had seen as staggering. 

Little effort was made to deal with the other unforeseen 

results - the inconvenience, the anxiety, the need for welfare 

services, the need, for information. These sorts of minor 
distress were not prepared for^and yet experience was to show 

they were perhaps just as important as the material dame e.

rs well as the local authorities industry was also 

preparing for the worst though progress was slow. Under the 

terms of the Civil Defence Act most industrial concerns had 

submitted their shelter and. Air Raid Precautions schemes hut 

actual building and preparation was carried out at a leisurely 

pace. The Covernment had also as we have seen rrmde advances. 

Shelter provision was as yet inadequate hut together with the 

local authorities they were trying to cover as many people as 

possible in vulnerable areas. The administrative apparatus 

for wartime had been prepared and was constantly under review. 

The warning system had. been prepared, tested and perfected.

The lighting restrictions had been decided upon and every

1. In Harrison op. cit. P43 - author refers to a Mass Obser
vation report to the I inistry of Information concluding 
that 95^ of attention was paid to material rather tnan 
human problems
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citizen had received his instructions. Each citizen had been 
given his gas mask and everyone eligible in the priority 
groups for evacuation from the vulnerable areas (the infirm; 
the old; schoolchildren; mothers with children under five) 
had been given the chance to evacuate to a safer part of the 
country. The response in peacetime had been disappointing 
but all the necessary administrative work had been carried
out for a large scale evacuation (billeting arrangements made;

1
timetables worked out etc),

Lastly of course the Government had made a major effort 
to expand the fire service particularly the Auxiliary Fire 
Service, after the Munich Crisis, Colossal amounts of 
equipment had to be ordered and concentration was placed on 
trailer pumps which took a shorter time to make and cost less 
than fire engines. It was calculated that between 17,000 and

221,000 pumps would be needed including 3,000 for London alone
and in November 1938 following a great deal of pressure in 

3Parliament, 19,000 pumps were ordered to be delivered by the
Spring of 1940, By July 1939 over 600 were being delivered
each week. However there were increasing difficulties over
standardising ancillary equipment like couplings and hose and

4in providing adequate water supplies. Nevertheless in London, 
in particular great progress had been made by the outbreak of 
war in recruitment, equipment and the coordination of 
reinforcements if they were required.

Everything had to be done in quite a rush. As we have 
seen serious attention was only given to Air Raid Precautions 
from around the time of the Munich Crisis in September 1938,

1. O’Brien op. cit. Ch.v for review of situation just before 
the War

2, O'Brien op. cit. P260-261
3, H, Morrison M.P, Leader of London County Council 3rd Nov. 

1938 called shortage of equipment 'shameful' House of 
Commons Debates Vol.340 Col. 421

4. O'Brien op, cit. P264-271
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so in fact there was only one year In which to prepare.

Furthermore since the Government still believed that Germany

would try to deliver "the knock-out blow" at the beginning of

the war, it was important to have everything ready the day

war broke out. In view of this shortage of time therefore it

would be fair to say that the Government had made rapid

progress without causing too much alarm to the Citizens and

without causing too much dislocation of normal activities.

The general policy followed had been to rely on the local

authorities to organise and operate the various services

subject to general directions from Whitehall and to rely on

the voluntary cooperation of the public. To a large degree

this policy was successful and a Civil Defence framework was

in existence all over Great Britain when v/ar was declared on
1

that first Sunday in September 1939, It was of course much 

more highly prepared in London than in the provinces but then 

London was expected to be the main target for the ’knock-out 

blow'.

The ’knock-out blow' did not come in September 1939 nor

did any serious air attack materialise during the rest of

1939 and the first naif of 1940, The Government nevertheless

was determined to maintain the state of readiness. Sir John

Anderson who on September 4th 1939 became the first Minister

of Home Security in charge of all civil defence matters

continually reiterated the danger but with no air attack a

great deal of complacency, of scepticism entered the public

mind and a certain degree of boredom and apathy began to affect
2

the Civil Defence Services personnel. This latter feeling 

was inevitable with the lack of action but the former gave

1. The sirens were heard for the first time during the war 
within fifteen minutes of Chamberlain's nation-wide 
broadcast,

2. Harrison op, cit, P54; O'Brien op. cit, P297-299
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rise to a high level of public criticism over the

extravagance of Civil Defence, The Civil Defence Services

were accused of "doing nothing", the men of "being in it for
what they could get" ^ Criticism was particularly levelled at

the whole-time personnel and the Government was forced to

listen to it - in October 1939 local authorities were asked

to reduce their whole-time personnel and again the local

voluntary nature of civil defence was stressed. The Government
2made major efforts to reduce personnel problems - increased 

wages, better training, recreational equipment, but in the end 

they had to resort again to whole-time personnel and to 

compulsion to prevent wastage (the so-called 'freezing1 2 3 4 Orders 

of June, July 1940),

The absence of air attack also affected the evacuation 

plans. In the first few days of September 1939, almost one 

and a half million were evacuated officially and it is
3

estimated that almost two million evacuated themselves but 

gradually more and more of them drifted back. Evacuation had 

created a multitude of human problems both in the reception 

zones and in the city families affected and this was a 

continual source of friction. There ware continual complaints 

that the evacuees were dirty, verminous, bad mannered and the
t

problem of enuresis became a major one and received great 
4

publicity. Tany evacuees felt unwanted, insecure and by 

Christmas 1939 almost one million had returned to their homes. 

The Government therefore decided against any further "mass" 

evaciiat ions ,

The provision of shelters obviously benefitted from the

1. O'Brien op, cit, P341-342
2. 3ee O'Brien op, cit. Ch, viii. Freezing orders S,R & 0 

1940 No. 1041 and 3.R & 0 1940 No. 1206
3. See Titmuss op, cit. Ch vii, P103. Total number of 

evacuees 1,473,391
4. . See Titmuss op, cit, P115-136
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breathing space between September 1939 and September 1940

but this was one area where both central 3-overnment and

local authorities came in for a great deal of criticism.

Over two million Anderson shelters were distributed but they

were no answer for a house without a yard or garden; trenches

even with concrete lining were unpopular and obviously

unsuitable in wet weather; strengthening of basements in

buildings was a rather slow process and provided shelter for

comparatively few and the brick and concrete surface shelters

were slow to appear and lacked even basic amenities. Some of

them even proved to have been badly constructed and had to be

demolished. There was a continual campaign for the provision

of 'deep1 shelters but the Government refused. They even

tried to prevent the use of the Tube stations in London but
1

but this proved impossible.

The period therefore between the outbreak of war and 

the first attacks on Great Britain should have provided the 

opportunity for a great development of Civil Defence Services 

but in most areas the chance was missed. Local authorities 

concentrated on completing their pre-war schemes and some 

progress was made by the Regional Commissioners in co-ordinatin 

the various local authority plans but generally because of 

minor irritants like conflict over financial responsibility 

or over authority there was little progress. It seemed to 

depend a great deal on the personalities involved particularly 

the personality of the Controller and whether he had any other 

tasks to perform.

There was some advance made of course after June 1940.

Once again a note of urgency entered the situation, France 

and the Low Countries had fallen, the evacuation at Dunkirk

1. O'Brien op. cit. P199. Harrison op, cit. P109



had just taken place and invasion was daily expected. This

situation could not fail to increase the level of official

and public interest in civil d.efence especially when

Luftwaffe aircraft began to appear daily over Great Britain,

There was a major upsurge of morale reflected by a growth of

recruitment and an increase in the turn out of Civil Defence

volunteers. The summer of 1940 saw the Battle of Britain and

uhe Germans' attempt to d.estroy the defence capabilities of

the Royal Air Force, Accompanying this was a series of

comparatively light raids which produced in miniature all the

future problems, particularly the problem of the homeless.

These of course were to be reproduced on a major scale

from the 7th September onwards with the opening of the "Blitz11,

on London, On this night alone 430 people were killed and

over 1, wQ seriously injured. The "Blitz" on London continued

-ach night to the 13th November 1940 during which over 13,500

tons of high explosive and over 12,500 incendiary canisters

were -ropped on the city. On the night of November 14th the
2_uftwaffe switched to Coventry in perhaps the most notorious 

raid on Britain during the Second. World War, For the rest of 

1940 and from. February to May the Germans bombed most of the

provincial cities and London in a series of raids with no
. . 3visible logical pattern Belfast of course was to receive its

punishment d.uring 1 2 3 pril and ay 1941, ven Dublin was visited
4

on 31st Way 1941, Collectively these attacks constituted the 

Luftwaffe's effort to disrupt production, put the ports out 

of action and destroy the morale of the civilian population 

during the early part of the Second World War, It is well 

known that in all these objectives they failed but how

1, 'Brien op, cit, P386-402; Harrison op, cit, Ch,v
2, Harrison talks of *ceventration’ meaning sudden, total 

air assault ?132
3, ... Collier * The fence of the Hnited Kin -or' Ch, xvii 
4 , J,T. 0 'Carroil 'Ireland Tn the T5ar "^ears f ”T 9
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Britain’s passive defences coped with their attacks and how 

the civilian population coped with this facet of total war 

are questions of major interest to historians.

We have seen that after a long period of official secrecy 

between 1924 and 1935 the British Government finally embarked 

on a programme of Civil defence. This secrecy was maintained 

through fear of the public reaction to the staggering official 

statistics of casualties and damage. When secrecy was 

abandoned the Government still had the problem of arousing 

the nation to the need for Civil defence without causing too 

much alarm. The Government relied on the voluntary principle 

and on existing institutions like the local authorities and 

industrial employers. At first from 1935 to 1938 despite 

official prompting little progress was made on the ground, but 

from the time of the Munich Crisis there was a period of 

greatly increased activity during which the framework of 

wartime civil defence was created. The system based as it 

was on theory about what would happen, did of course have 

major flaws and it was only actual experience of a raid which 

brought substantial change. It would of course require 

separate studies to see how each tov/n and city stood the test 

of 1940 and 1941 but it is now time to see whether Belfast 

fitted the pattern of the rest of Great Britain in its 

preparations and to see how its civil defence services end 

people reacted to the raids of April and May 1941,
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRE WAR PREPARATIONS FOR 

CIVIL DEFENCE IN NORTHERN 

IRELAND
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As in the rest of the United Kingdom civil defence 

matters were scarcely a major topic of conversation in the 

households of Belfast, Lisburn, Coleraine or any other Ulster 

town (or village) in the years between the end of the First 

World War and the late IQbO's, Sven in official circles 

during this period it was hardly ever mentioned. Until 1935 

neither the Cabinet, the Ministry of Home Affairs nor the 

Northern Ireland Parliament paid much attention to the question. 

There were several reasons for this seeming indifference.

First of all most people in Northern Ireland shared the 

common view in the rest of the United Kingdom that a further 

war was unlikely. The First World War was taken to be the 

"war to end all wars" and this was a very popular view during 

the 1920Ts and into the early igSO’s, It made any discussion 

of defence measures of any kind seem like warmongering. Even 

in the early 1930's when Hitler came to power in Germany, when 

the Ten Year Hule was abandoned and when public discussion of 

a possible future war began, there was comparatively little 

interest shown in international affairs in Northern Ireland, 

Concern in Belfast was with more local, provincial matters and 

there were certainly enough economic, social and political 

problems at home in this period to take up most peoples' time 

and interest. These problems were the focus of interest for 

the press, for Parliament, for the Government and for public 

discussion.

Sven among those people who did display an interest in 

International affairs there was little knowledge about the 

form which another war would take. Few would have heard of 

General Douhet's theories. Few would have realised the effects 

which his theories had on British policies on defence.

Thanks to the official secrecy which had surrounded discussions 

on air raid precautions during the 1920's little or no
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information had filtered through to Northern "relrnd ^ t rny 

level or progress made in this field. Anyway most people 

would have considered these matters to be the responsibility’- 

of the TTnited kingdom Government and not the responsibility 

of Craiavon and his Ministers, this was certainly the view 

taken by the Northern Ireland Government when discussions on 

the matter first took place.*

Finally the indifference to civil defence nutters in this

period was caused by the prevalence of an attitude which was

to hamper civil defence preparations right up to the Blitz.

This was the attitude that Belfast was too far away, too

unimportant to be even considered a likely target in future 
2

war. People conveniently forgot about the shipyards, the 

aircraft factory and thoir strategic significance. This 

attitude led to a view that it was a waste of time and money 

to discuss civil defence matters or to spend vast sums 

preparing for something v/hich was not going to happen. This 

was an attitude shared by perhaps a majority of the citizens 

of Belfast right up to the moment when the impossible happened

For all these reasons therefore Northern Ireland was a 

mirror of the general picture in Great Britain during the 

IQiBO's and early IGSO’s. There was a Irek of information, a 

lack of discussion and consequently no informed opinion on 

civil defence matters. As in Great Britain also this picture 

was bo change largely due to the deteriorating international 

situation from about 1956 onwards but it Is doubtful if most

1. In October 1957 the Northern Ireland rovernment asked the 
United '■ in~dam Government to include Northern Ireland in 
the provisions of the United kingdom Air Held Precautions 
Act but following discussions with None Secretary it was 
decided that the Northern Ireland Government accept 
responsibility for its own area - CAB4/598/16, See also 
J.B. "'eehan "Narrative of Civil 'defence histories in 
CAB5A/71/e1

2, Northern Whig 13th January 1938. "There has been consider 
a"Die ihclirrerence in regard to Air Raid precautions due
to the T0 opr a phi cal position of the province'
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'e op Is in Northern Ireland even during the period from 1936 

to 1941 ever felt in any imnediate danger. The authorities 

therefore had to fight an uphill struggle to convince people 

of the real dan ;ers they faced from air attack.

The authorities in 'Tort:hern Ireland first developed an 

interest in civil defence in late 1935. During 1935 the

ir Raid Precautions Department was crested in the Home Office
1

in .hitehall under in Comz.ander j. J. Hodsoll and since the 

Home Office was the Department of State which liaised with 

the northern Ireland Government, it was at this point that 

the Government at Stormont first became aware of the steps 

which had been taken on air raid precautions across the 

water, I copy of the fir Raid Precautions Department’s first 

circular of July 1935 was sent to the ' inistry of Heme 

■ ffa irs".

The "orthern Ireland Government was obviously interested

in what action could be taken in the province along similar

lines but since the Government of Ireland Act 192 0 laid down

that matters "arising from a state of war" end matters

"concerning the defence of the realm" were specifically
3

reserved to the Imperial Government, it was not quite clear 

whose responsibility civil defence was. This was settled 

quite amicably following long negotiations between the two 

Governments and a clause was included in the '.Vest mi ns ter Air 

Raid Precautions Act of December 1937 enabling the T"orthern 

Ireland Parliament to legislate on Air Raid Precautions 

matters, it was therefore to be the responsibility of the 

Stormont Government, They were also to be responsible for

1, T.H. O'Brien "Civil Defence" London, 1955. P55^
2, Issued on July 9th^ 1935^ Inviting local authorities and 

private employers to cooperate with the Governmenc In 
creating Air Raid Precautions machinery,

3, Government of Ireland Act, 1920 Section 4 (1)
4 . Air Raid Precautions Act 19o7, Section 14
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the cost of civil defence though as in Greet Britain this 

was to be shared with the local authorities.

These negotiations though protracted did not 

substantially hold up progress. Northern Ireland had been 

starved of information on Air Raid Precautions but with the 

setting up of the Air Raid Precautions •Department in 

Whitehall this was rectified and all the various circulars 

Memoranda etc. were sent to Stormont. The cooperation between 

the Northern Ireland Government and the Air Raid Precautions 

Department was illustrated when on the sixth of Pay 1936 ing 

Commander Hods oil visited Belfast and held, discussions with

the Prime Minister Lord Craigevon end the Minister of Home
1

Affairs, Sir Richard Dawson Bates, After the meeting the 

Minister of Home Affairs announced the setting up of an 

Advisory Committee to decide the best way to protect the 

civilian population of orthern Ireland from air attack. The 

Air Raid Precautions Committee which was formally appointed 

on the 25th August 1936 was chaired by Lieutenant Colonel 

t , r. g. Gordon M.P. for South Down and contained represen

tatives of several professions including medicine and 

engineering and other people with a wide knowledge of Northern 

Ireland, Its formal task was ‘'to advise and assist the 

Government in the consideration and preparation of schemes 

for protecting the civil population and for the maintenance 

of essential services in .. orthern Ireland in the event of

attacks from the air in time of war and for this purpose to
..2

cooperate with similar committees in Greet Britain. .

The Committee met for the first time on September 14th, 

1936 and in the ensuing weeks it heard evidence from people

1, j.b. eahan 'Narrative of Civil Defence Histories' in 
CAB3A/71/81

2, Report of ; dvisory Committee on Air Raid Precautions 
Crad 178 (1937)
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who were in a position to ive information on .Air Raid 

Procaution plans in Great Britain and from people able to 

ive advice on Northern Ireland requirements. On the 

Committees advice places were obtained at the Gas School in 

Falfield, Gloucestershire for three Royal Ulster Constabulary 

officers, one St John's A.mbulance officer end one Fire

Brigade officer who following instruction could themselves
1

become instructors in 'orthern Ireland, This was one of the 

Air Raid Precaution Advisory Committee's first recommendations 

but its final Report was presented to the Minister of Home 

Affairs on December 14th, 1936 and Its advice to the minister 

was to follow closely the line of development across the 

water. .irst of all it warned the Government that Northern 

Ireland was vulnerable. It v/ent on to advise the Minister to 

appoint an Air Raid Precautions Officer for Northern Ireland 

with a branch in the 'Inistry of Home Affairs and finally it 

re com: ended that i ediste action should be taken by local 

authorities In A orthern Ireland to frame schemes of air raid 

precautions. To help them a draft Air Raid Precautions scheme 

was suggested In a valuable appendix to the report, which 

outlined the various measures which should be taken e.g, 

warning system, warden's service, blackout scheme, or van sat ion 

of rescue parties, medical aid etc. Practically all these 

suggestions were to be adopted by local authorities s o it is 

fair to say that the Air Raid Precautions Advisory Committee's 

Report of December 1936 was the essential base on which was
2

gradually built Northern Ireland's civil defence organisation.

The sending of candidates to Falfield and small grants 

to the St. John's Ambulance and to the Red Cross Society for

1, J»B. Tee hen op. cit.
2, Report of Advisory Comrittee on Air Raid Precautions 

Cmd 178 (1937)
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public classes in anti-gas measures were the full extent of 

practical progress in Air Raid Precautions during 1956.

The Government had by the end of the year received the recom

mendations of its Air Raid. Precautions Advisory Committee 

but this did not lead immediately to large scale action.

The questions of responsibility and finance were still 

to be officially resolved and a s in the rest of the United 

Kingdom these were a barrier to rapid progress. Furthermore 

the Northern Ireland Government tried to stick to its step 

by step policy with the United Kingdom so there was little 

likelihood of Northern Ireland jumping ahead in Air Raid 

Precaution measures. So it was not until March 9th, 1937 that

the Report of the Air Raid Precautions Advisory Committee was
1

presented to Parliament, In the debate on the report, on the

following day, the Government came in for some fairly heavy

criticism particularly from T. Henderson the Independent

Unionist M.P. for Shankill. fTis particular target was Lord

Craigavon - "I want to protest against the apathy of the

Cabinet l inisters and especially of the Prime Minister. Has

the Prime Minister made one solitary effort to see that

Northern Ireland is looked after so far as protection from

air attacks is concerned?" He went on to answer his question -

"No protection has been provided for the civil population
2

against air attacks - ", He followed this up on March 11th 

with a Parliamentary Question to Dawson Bates - "whether he 

can state what steps the Government are taking to protect 

the citizens of Northern Ireland against a poison gas attack 

from the air". The Ministers’ reply was to point to the 

training of instructors at Fa If ie Id and to promise the supply

1. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol, xix, 9th March 1937 Col. 170

2. ibid.. Col. 281, 10th March 1937.
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of gas masks "as soon as possible". Even the Government's 

own supporters were slightly restive. On April 20th 

Lieutenant Colonel Gordon asked the Minister of Home Affairs

to expedite the issue of a draft Air Raid Precautions scheme. 

The Air Raid Precautions question was now out in the 

open and the Government took the first steps towards 

implementing the recommendations of the Advisory Committee's 

Report. On May 17th 1937 Captain C. McCreight was appointed 

Air Raid Precautions Officer in charge of a section in the 

Police and Crimes Branch of the Ministry of Home Affairs, His 

principal tasks were to keep in touch with the latest develop

ments in Great Britain and advise and assist the local

authorities in Northern Ireland with the preparation of their
3

schemes. On June 16th, 1937 the first Air Raid Precautions

Circular was sent out to the local authorities asking them to

put the rudiments of the Advisory Committee’s draft scheme 
4

into force. The Ministry gave the undertaking that the

percentage of Air Raid Precautions cost to be borne by local

authorities would be the same as in Great Britain.

Just as in Great Britain London was considered the obvious

target, so in Northern Ireland this position was occupied by

the City of Belfast and the Government now looked to Belfast

Corporation to give a lead in preparing an Air Raid Precautions

scheme. The Government had an unlikely ally in the shape of

T. Henderson M.P, who was also a City Alderman. On September

2nd, 1937 he urged that immediate steps be taken by the
5

Corporation in the matter of Air Raid Precautions, The 

Corporation however were reluctant to embark on such

2

1. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol.xix Col, 462, 11th March 1937

2. ibid Col, 361, 20th April 1937
3. J.B. Meehan "Narrative of Civil Defence Histories" in 

CAB3A/71/81
4. Circular Letter No ARP2/1937 in HA6/3/D107
5. Reported in Irish News 2nd September 1937
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preparations until the question of cost was settled and its 

Finance Committee had no hesitation in asking the Government 

to foot the total 1)111. As Town Clerk John Archer wrote to 

the Ministry of Home Affairs on September 3rd - "the Committee 

are prepared to cooperate with your Department and give all

possible assistance - if the Government undertake to defray
1

the total cost". The Ministry replied on the 16th to the

effect that the Corporation should go ahead with preliminary

work on its scheme pending a decision on the financial question.

The Ministry also urged the setting up of a Committee to

direct the scheme and cooperation with neighbouring local 
2

authorities ^

The Ministry's reply was considered at a meeting of the

Corporations General Purposes Committee on the 8th October

1937, and it was resolved to set up a sub-committee under

Alderman Sir Thomas McConnell to arrange the outline of an

Air Raid Precautions scheme for the City. The sub-committee

was to consist of all the existing committee chairman of the 
3

Corporation, A week later it was agreed to cooperate with 

the neighbouring Rural District Councils of Belfast and 

Castlereagh and with the Urban District Council of Holywood, 

However despite these advances it is difficult to get away 

from the impression that the Corporation still wanted the 

Government to take the lead, prepare the Air Raid Precautions 

scheme, pay for it and tell the Corporation what to do. The 

Government for its part still adhered to the British view that 

Air Raid Precaution matters were firmly the responsibility of 

local authorities.

By this stage the negotiations with the British Government

1, Letter dated 3rd September 1937 in HA6/3/D107
2, ibid.,
3, Reported in Belfast News Letter 9th October 1937
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concerning responsibility for fir Paid Precautions in

northern Ireland wore almost over. On 18th ctober the

Cabinet decided to ask the British Government to include

northern Ireland In the provisions of the fir Paid Precautions

Act but after further discussions with the Home Secretary it

was decided that the Northern Ireland Government accept

responsibility for its own areal As we have seen an enabling

clause v/as put into the A.ir Paid Precautions Act of December 
2

1937, there was now no doubt about responsibility and the

Northern Ireland Government had now to see that the local

authorities, especially Belfast Corporation, prepared their

schemes, Iready of course nrenarations in Northern Ireland

were lagging behind preparations in the rest of the United

in dom since the Air Raid Precautions Act made it compulsory

for local authorities to prepare fir Paid Precautions schemes.

No such compulsion as yet existed In Northern Ireland.

There v/as now however a slightly greater degree of urgency

In the situation as seen from Stormont, On January 12th,

1938 Captain McCreight the Air Raid Precautions officer of the

inis try met with Belfast Corporation’s Air Raid Precautions

sub-committee and urged them to prepare their scheme and
3

worry about finance once they had estimated the cost. The 

General Purposes Committee of the Corporation resolved to 

appoint an officer to organise their Air Raid Precautions 

scheme and sent a deputation to the Ministry of Home Affairs 

with the idea of obtaining his consent to the appointment of 

an Royal Ulster Constabulary officer. This deputation met 

with the Parliamentary Secretary of the Ministry 

J. C. Davison on 2 0th January and he refused to second a

1, emorandum on Proposed Air Raid Precautions Legislation 
from inistry of Home Affairs to Cabinet discussed on 
29th March 1938 CAB4/598/16, Bee also CAB9CD/33

2, ir Raid '’’recautions Act 1937, Section 14
3, inutes of Meeting In KA6/3/D107; Belfast County Borough 

Air Raid Precautions 1937-38
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Royal Ulster Constabulary officer. However he did intimate

that the level of Government grant for Air Reid Precautions

would be 70 per cent and he also promised an Air Raid
1

Precautions Bill for Northern Ireland.

The Parliamentary Secretary again urged the Corporation

to speed up progress but unfortunately the Corporation does

not seem to have shared the greater sense of urgency present

at Stormont. On February 28th the deputation reported back

to the Air Raid Precautions sub-committee on their talks at 
2

the Ministry. On March 18th they got round to outlining the

conditions of employment for their Air Raid Precautions officer
3

and advertisements were placed in the local and national press.

By April they had received 97 applications and in May the

interviews were held. Finally on May 21st the Chief Officer

of the Fire Brigade Mr John Smith was chosen as Chief Air

Raid Precautions officer but on June 11th he withdrew his 
4application. Two weeks later Major Frank Eastwood from

Bournemouth was chosen but he was not to take up his duties
5

until August 1st, Therefore at a time when the international 

situation was extremely tense and when war was an increasing 

possibility the Corporation took seven months to finally 

appoint an Air Raid Precautions officer. Belfast by the 

beginning of August 1938 had no Air Raid Precautions scheme.

It is not surprising that the Press felt able to comment 

rather adversely on this situation.

The Northern Whig which constantly returned to an Air 

Raid Precautions theme in its editorials felt on the 2nd of

1. Minutes of Meeting in HA6/3/D107; Belfast County Borough 
Air Raid Precautions 1937-38

2. Minutes of Belfast Corporation General Purposes Committee, 
April 1937-March 1942, P84

3. ibid P101
4. ibid P135
5. Belfast News Letter 30th July 1938
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March 1938 that "very leisurely progress is being msde with

the organisation of a scheme of Air Raid Precautions in

Belfast" and that the public "are abysmally ignorant of the
1

very elements of Air Raid Precautions". On June 14th "it

cannot be said that either the Northern Government or the

local authorities have been breaking any speed records in
2

the organisation of Air Raid Precautions schemes". This was

very much an adequate summary of the situation especially in

Belfast, though also in the rest of the Province where by

June 1938 only 15 local authorities had formed Air Raid
3Precautions groups and were preparing schemes.

This was of course the situation also in many other parts 

of the United Kingdom. As late as October 1938 in a report 

of a Chief Constables meeting at the Home Office it was 

reported that in Lancashire there was "complete apathy on the 

part of the County Council and local authorities"; in Durham 

"seme of the councils were worse than apathetic"; and in
, 4

Wales "dozens of local authorities in Wales are doing nothing" .

The reasons for the delay in Belfast and indeed in these

other places seem to have been twofold. First of all the

local authorities believed that Air Raid Precautions should

be a national defence (this was the view put to the Northern

Ireland Government at a conference with the local authorities 
5

in May 1938) and secondly the local authorities baulked at 

the cost of providing Air Raid Precautions which many of them 

felt would never be required. The Government therefore in

1, Northern Whig 2nd March 1938
2, ibid l4th~June 1938
3, J.B. Meehan op. cit.
4, Report of Conference of Chief Constables held at Home 

Office on October 19th, 1938 in HA6/3/D239
5, Report of Conference held at Stormont 31st May, 1938 in 

HA6/3/D239. See also I. inutes of General Purposes 
Committee’s Air Raid Precautions Sub-Committee of 18th 
July 1939. P156.
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Northern Ireland following the example of the Imperial

Government had to resort to compulsion.

On March 1st 1938 it was announced in the King's Speech

that ;,a measure will be laid before you to enable local

authorities to prepare and carry out schemes for the

protection of life and property in the event of attack from

the air in time of war”. This was welcomed by M. P's on all

sides. Later in March in a debate on the Estimates for the

Ministry of Home Affairs the situation was summed up in

rather extreme terms by T. Henderson M.P. - "I think we are

very badly behind here. ... It means as far as Air Raid

Precautions are concerned we are as backward as they are in

the wilds of South Africa, There has been absolutely nothing
„2

done” .

During the early months of 1938 the Cabinet's time was

largely taken up with discussion of the proposed United

Kingdom trade agreement with the Irish Free State and its

implications for Northern Ireland but on 29th March it addressed

its attention to a memorandum on Air Raid Precautions from

the Ministry of Home Affairs and gave its approval to the
3

proposed legislation. It became firm Government policy to 

lay the responsibility for preparing and carrying out Air 

Raid Precautions schemes at the door of the local authorities 

while at the same time accepting the bulk of the financial 

responsibility themselves. This of course was current British 

practice.

The Government's Air Raid Precautions Bill was presented 

to the House of Commons on June 14th 1938 and given its 

second Reading on October 19th. The Bill was very similar to

1. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol.xxi, March 1st, 1938 Col.22

2. ibid Cols,468-469, March 1st 1938
3. CA34/398/16
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its "ritish counterpart. Local authorities were to be

responsible for preparing and carrying out Air Raid Precautions

schemes ‘'as quickly as possible" though for most of them this

would only be a matter of storing respirators and setting uo

a first aid point. The rate of grant from central Government

was to be 75 ner cent for Belfast and Londonderry, 70 per cent

for the other local authorities, with 85 per cent where

expenditure on Air Paid Precautions caused an increase in the

rates of over Id, in the £, Furthermore expenditure from

December 31st 1937 on Air Raid Precautions v;as deemed to have

been lawfully incurred. Public utilities were to be :iven

"rants of 50 per cent for their precautionary measures. The

I inistry was given power to prescribe the duties to be

performed by local authorities and also the power to apor-ove
1

or modify local authority schemes.

In the debate on the Second Reading Sir Richard Pews on

Bates stressed its voluntary nature. It was he said "the

duty and responsibility of every citizen to take his own share
2

in ensuring his safety and the safety of his neighbour",

He stressed too the fact that Belfast was a certain target 

and outlined the progress which had been made to date to 

protect its citizens - the delivery of respirators, the 

training of personnel in anti-gas measures and first aid, the 

free provision of sandbags, medical requirements and 

protective clothing, the help given to the local authorities 

to prepare their schemes. 'Pe admitted the delays. "we in 

Northern Ireland are considerably behind hand in taking
3

precautions against air attack. , In reply to the ] inister

J. Beattie, Independent Labour F.P. for Pottin~er warned

1, Air Raid Precautions (N.I.) Act 195S 2 GE06, Ch.26
2, Northern Ireland parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 

Vol.xxi, Col 1698, 19th October 1938
3, Ibid, Col.1705, 19th October 1938
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aToout leaving matters to the local authorities especially in

the matter of shelter protection. This warning was echoed by

the Unionist H.P, for Queen's University, J, C. MacDermott who

felt that in an emergency the councils would Irek the

necessary authority. He wanted a Government Department as a

controlling authority using the local authorities as its agents.

Henderson attacked the penny-pinching attitude of the

Government to Air Raid Precautions and J. W, Tixon Independent

Unionist i.. ?. for /oodvale criticised the lack of urgency and
1

called for more active defences. The Bill however easily 

passed through Parliament and received the Royal Assent on 

24th November 1938, almost one year behind its British 

c ountsrpa rt.

.bale the Bill was being discussed in Parliament the new

Air Raid Precautions officer for Belfast Major Eastwood had

got down to work. In just ten days he produced an Air Raid

Precautions scheme for the City which is a marked contrast

to the pace of progress beforehand. The lastwood ^lan

divided Belfast into nine divisional areas each with its

co:..element of wardens’ posts, report centres, first aid posts,
2

rescue sauads etc, Eastwood estimated that 16,200 volunteers 

would be required including 6,COO wardens and over 6,000 

casualty personnel. This was of course In line with official 

estimates of casualties expected, Ee backed up his Plan with 

public statements warning about the real dangers to Belfast,

On September 8th he was quoted in the Northern .Yhig as saying 

‘'Belfast will be a target in the next war. One has got to 

awake to the fact and. it is one of my biggest jobs to prove

1. Tor debate, ibid Cols 1705-1734, 19th October 1938
2, Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 1937-8 in 

HA6/D107. 'inutes of Belfast Corporation General ^urooses 
Committee’s Air Raid Precautions Sub-Committee P162-165,
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to many people that this is not a joke".

Unfortunately many people still felt that Air Raid

Precautions was "a joke" and as in Great Britain it took the

tension of the Munich crisis to make people feel the imminent

threat of war. September 1938 saw a hectic rush of activity

in Belfast. Many volunteers began assembling almost half a

million gas masks; sandbag shelters began to appear in the

City Hall grounds; trenches in the Harbour Estate and

recruitment of Air Raid Precautions volunteers increased

greatly. The Government tried hard to maintain this level

of interest with a special Air Raid Precautions recruiting

week, beginning on October 29th but the response was 
2

disappointing. As in many other parts of the United Kingdom 

the Munich Crisis brought only a momentary response for many 

and when the crisis passed interest waned. However for the 

Northern Ireland Government, as in Great Britain it served 

to act as a catalyst which forced them to accelerate their 

plans. The unfortunate thing was that Northern Ireland had 

already slipped behind the rest of the United Kingdom in its 

preparations and since the Imperial Government was concentrating 

on London's preparations. Northern Ireland would come a long 

way down the queue for equipment, training etc. This was to 

be a major problem in the coming months. Furthermore the 

Government was not at all sure what had to be done.

In late November 1938 the Minister of Heme Affairs 

visited London for a meeting with Sir John Anderson hoping to 

get further British help. According to a letter from Megill, 

his Permanent Secretary to Markbreiter Assistant Secretary at 

the Heme Office, dated 22nd November 1938, it was still the 

hope of the Northern Ireland Government that control of Air

-*-• Northern Whig 8th September, 1938 
2. J.B. Meehan op, cit.
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Reid Precautions would be undertaken by the British

Government but Anderson was not prepared to countenance this.

Instead he promised the fullest possible cooperation and

assistance and advised Bates to make plans for Belfast similar

to those being made in the major British cities. Further he

promised to send an expert to Belfast to look over Northern

Ireland’s Air Raid Precautions plans. This was specially

requested by Bates both at the November meeting and in a
letter to Anderson in December?" It is clear that the Minister

was not happy at the state of Northern Ireland’s passive

defences but as yet had no clear ideas about what should be

done. The position in Belfast had in fact worsened in November

with the resignation of Major Eastwood and it was to take over

two months fo find his successor. Major G. Hamill eventually
2

being chosen in January 1939.

In accordance with Dawson Bates wishes Wing Commander 

Hods oil again visited Belfast on the 22nd and 23rd January.

He met the Minister, Civil Servants and the Provinces Air

Raid Precautions officers and after his two day study made a
3

list of recommendations. He outlined what the organisation 

of the Air Raid Precautions Department inside the Ministry of 

Home Affairs should be; he offered direct lias on with himself 

in London; he advocated the evacuation of various groups of 

people from Greater Belfast and suggested that plans should 

be made and he advocated the provision of an alternative 

electricity generating station from the existing Harbour Station, 

all points which the Government were to act on in the coming 

months.

1. Letters and report of meeting in FA6/3/D274
2. Minutes of Belfast Corporation General Purposes Committee's 

Air Raid Precautions Sub-Committee P230-278
3. HA6/3/D274 and Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 

1939 HA6/3/D107/3
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In the early i onths of 1939 the tovernrent cans under

increasing pressure because of the slow developments in Air

Raid Precautions. In the louse of Commons on Sth of larch

T. renders on bitterly attacked them - "Your whole voluntary

system of Air Raid Precautions services has gone wrong; it is 
1

a farce, . On the 28th "arch a j or J, l . Sinclair a

Unionist backbencher asked the Minister of Home Affairs -

"whether in view of the alarmingly unsatisfactory st^te of

Air Raid Precautions in Northern Ireland, the senior Inspector

(“a,i or Tyles Reilly) appointed about two months ago has made

any effort or constructive proposals to improve the position
2

and if not why he has not been relieved of his appointment"^

On 24th ' arch the officer concerned, resigned. Yen the 

• peaker TJ. C, H. ulhollsnd was worried about the situation.

In the News Letter of the 23rd of ' arch he was reported as 

having told the Belfast Chamber of Trade - "l cannot help 

thinking that we are wasting both time and money and are 

slipping along v/ithout any policy". He backed this up by 

writ In to Craigavon urging a public statement on Air Raid 

Precautions’. The Government defended itself by pointing to 

the progress of the local authority schemes and to the issue 

of respirators to the Belfast public.

Nevertheless the overnment was worried by the criticism. 

At a Cabinet meeting on April 4th Craigavon urged the appoint

ment of a co-ordinator in connection with Civil Refence in 

Northern Ireland., T"re favoured the appointment of the T!lster 

Agent in London, :a;j or-General Sir James Cooke-Collis with a 

Secretariat headed by Commander Pirn of the Ministry of Heme 

if fairs. The Cabinet would not agree to the former but did

1. fort hern Ireland Parliament ary Rebates, TTouse of Commons 
Tol.xxii Col. 371, Sth arch 1939

2. ibid Col.805, 28th arch 1939
3. Belfast News letter 23rd I r rch 1939
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agree to attach Pirn to the Office of the Cabinet in a

coordinating role. Furthermore the Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Heme Affairs J. E, Warnock was to devote
1

most of his time to Civil Defence matters.

On April kiOth the Cabinet addressed its attention to a
2

memorandum from Edmond Warnock covering Civil Defence, In 

this memorandum he made two points very clear. First of all 

he pointed out that complete protection was impossible and 

secondly that little equipment or material was yet available.

He had been advised by the Plans Division of the Home Office 

that Northern Ireland had been graded into four degrees of 

vulnerability - Belfast was graded A; the approaches to Belfast 

B; Londonderry C; end the rest of Northern Ireland D - and he 

intended to use this as a guideline for Government policy, 

Belfast was to be the main objective and was to be considered 

in detail. In the >D' areas only respirators and a few first 

aid posts were to be provided. The provision in 'B' and 'C* 

was to be between these. Warnock also surveyed the problems 

of shelter protection and fire prevention but in these 

equipment availability was the major drawback. He urged the 

drawing up of an evacuation scheme and the planning of 

hospital arrangements. All these points were approved by the 

Cabinet as the basis for further progress in civil defence 

preparations though of course reliance was still placed on the 

local authorities.

In May the Government came under further attack in 

Parliament from M.P’s like Beattie and Agnew, who put forward 

a motion attacking the Government for failing to apply "an 

adequate scheme of Air Raid Precautions"^ Beattie blamed the

1. CAB4/414/11
2. Pemorandum in CAB4/415/17
3. Debate on 9th May, 1939 in Northern Ireland Parliamentary 

Debates Vol.xxii Cols, 1387-1411
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Government for disappointing the hopes of the volunteers who

came forward, by its failure to provide money, facilities,

equipment and training. He attacked the absence of central

control, the failure to provide shelters, and the failure to

organise a proper evacuation scheme. He called just as

1 acDermott had done earlier, for the setting up of a Government

Department to carry out the necessary civil defence work. It

was J. E, Warnock who replied for the Government and defended

its record. He stressed that Belfast could not take the same

precautions as London, nor was sufficient equipment yet

available for the present precautions. The Governments* main

purpose therefore was to create a trained organisation ready

for action when the time came. One cannot help but feel

however that many of Beattie's criticisms were at this stage

perfectly justified. The pace of preparations was still very

slow and the Ministers seem to have been too complacent and

too happy to leave civil defence in the hands of local

authorities which in many cases were reluctant to spend money

and effort on it. The result was that preparations in

Northern Ireland slipped further behind those across the water.

On May 25th the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of

Home Affairs had to write to the Town Clerk of Belfast pointing

out that the Ministry "has been anxiously awaiting the

submission of an Air Raid Precautions scheme for the Count}?-
..1Borough of Belfast". The new Air Raid Precautions officer

had got down to work in February 1939 end straight away he

had decided to revise the scheme of his predecessor. The

Hamill Scheme was finally submitted to the Corporation's
2

General Purposes Committee on 26th June, The city was to be 

divided into V Districts and 27 Sub-Districts with the same

1. HA6/3/D107/3 Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 
1939

2, ibid and Minutes of Belfast Corporations General Purposes 
Air Raid Precautions Sub-Committee P329
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boundaries cs the Royal Ulster Constabulary districts. 

Responsibility for the various services was also to be divided 

between the various city officers - the Surveyor was to be 

responsible for Rescue and Demolition, Decontamination, Repairs, 

v he Iters; the . edical Superintendent Officer of Health for 

Casualties; the Chief Officer of the Fire Brigade for Fire 

Fighting and Provision of Water Supplies. Information was to 

be given to the public through the issue of pamphlets, through 

public lectures and through the setting up of an Enquiry Office. 

Warning was to be the responsibility of the Royal Ulster 

C ons tabula ry,

The Reporting System was to be fully organised v/ith a

Control Headquarters under the Air Raid Precautions Officer

himself at the Headquarters of the Commissioner of Police in

Chichester Street and a Report Centre was to be set up at

each Police Destrict and Sub-District Headquarters, under the

District 'arden. The wardens were divided between the various

Districts and Sub-Districts. Over 300 posts were to be

required to cover over 900 sectors and needing over 5,000

wardens. Tne ChsumIty Services were fully outlined - 14b First

Aid Parties, 27 Fixed Aid Posts and 7 obile Aid Posts based

in hospitals, church halls and even the City TTell would be

needed with over 5,000 personnel. The Rescue and Demolition

Services would need 53 Light Rescue and 13 Heavy Rescue

Parties, based on 7 Depots with almost 1,000 men. The

Decontamination Service needed 53 squads and over 350 men,

and the Fire Service needed an additional 40 AuxilieryFire

Posts and 130 Fire Patrols v/ith 1,000 extra men. For the

first time Belfast had a detailed plan of its Civil Defence
1

requirements only a few months before the war began.

1. A much more detailed plan than its predecessor, the 
Eastwood Plan,
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However the plan as yet existed only on paper. In July

Belfast Air Raid Precautions Service had a total of 10,161

volunteers (over 6,000 short of establishment) and of these

only ^,100 had. been trained, and only 1,654 were in the process 
1

of training. Furthermore the problem of manpower was

exacerbated by a shortage of suitable accomodation and by a

shortage of equipment - only a few hundred helments were
2

available, no uniforms and very few fire pumps.

This was the situation when on June 22nd J. E. Warnock

presented a further memorandum to the Cabinet on the United

Kingdom Civil Defence Bill and its implications for Northern 
3

Ireland. Warnock saw difficulties only in its terms on the

provision of shelters. In fact he advised that the same terms

should not apply to Northern Ireland. He felt that Northern

Ireland might escape attack altogether or at the very most be

attacked very infrequently since Belfast was over 500 miles

from Germany and in between them lay the most attractive

targets and the defences of the British ma inland. He did

however add that some of his staff and the Heme Office did not

agree with him. Warnock did not want compulsion on employers

to provide shelters, nor did he wish to include provisions

regarding domestic shelters in a similar Northern Ireland Bill.

Public shelters however he judged were 'useful1 2 3 4 5 and should be

included. As regards casualties he proposed to work on the
4

basis of 800 casualties, "a guess and nothing else", and on

evacuation his officials v/ere preparing a scheme for 70,000

and needed billeting powers. His final conclusion was that

expenditure on civil defence would "be much smaller than was
5

contemplated seme months ago", a major consideration. His

1. J.B. Meehan, op. cit.
2. ibid.,
3. Memorandum in GAB4/419/12,
4. CA34/419/12 Para. 18
5. ibid, Para.26
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memorandum was approved by the Cabinet though Craigsvon and 
the minister of Labour, Gordon had some doubts about it'l It 

seems surprising in view of the expert advice which Warnock 

was receiving (Dawson Bates was ill during this period) that 

he took these views to Cabinet and indeed shelter policy was 

to be an area of major criticism for the Government.

On 4th August the Cabinet again discussed the shelter

Question in preparation for the issue of its own Civil Defence

Bill's detailed, proposals. The main point at issue was the

c imperative vulnerability of Belfast end. it was decided that

although the city would be a definite objective, it could not

expect raids of the same frequency or xrrtwnsiry as the rest

of the United Kingdom. The Cabinets’ conclusion indeed was

that 'our shelter policy should be based on the assumption

that air raids will take place at night or at dawn and the

object of such raids will be the destruction of definite

tar ets situated in the Harbour Jst^te rather than the
2

eneral objective of undermining civilian morale1 2', a very 

dsn erous assumption of your future enemy's strategy. £s a 

result the Torther>n Ireland Civil Defence Act limited compul

sory factory shelter provision to specified areas (i.e. the 

Harbour ’state) and specified factories; limited domestic 

shelter provision to a masonry structure which could be built 

in the backyards of kitchen houses and would be offered free 

to persons whose Poor Lav/ Valuation was lower than £13 per 

annum (the Anderson shelter was unsuitable for Belfast because 

of the City’s underlying geological structure), and left the 

provision of public shelters to be decided, by Belfast 

Corporation. In addition employers of over 2(j people had to 

provide Air Raid Precautions training and the Government

1. CA34/419/14.
2. CA34//423/11 and. CAB4/423/13
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undertook to distribute 2a3 masks to everyone in the 'A', 'B1 2 3 4 5

end 'O' 'rers of "orthern Ireland. The Civil defence Act was 

In fact given its first reading on July 22nd and was passed
1

quickly through both Houses of Parliament when the war began.

Therefore in September 1939 shelter provision in Belfast

•78 s far from adequate. Indeed only the underground toilets

at the City Hall and Shaftesbury Square and 4 sandbag shelters
2

In the City Fall rounds were available as public shelters.

In this respect Belfast lagged behind provision in comparable 

'ritish cities but how far had ^elfasts' other Civil 'efence 

Services progressed.

In the first place the administrative side had been

further refined. ajou Hamill was Air i:,r id Precautions officer,

his scheme had been accepted by the Corporation and to help him

the rather unwieldy ir Paid Precautions Committee had

created a Sub-Committee consisting of Councillors Brown,
3

Collins, Hill and KcKibbin to deal with urgent matters. This 

idea h°d been put to representatives of the Corporation at a 

meeting with Crai avon and .arnock in July.

-reparations for the implementation of a ior Hamill's 

scheme had begun but some aspects of course were more advanced 

than others. The Reporting system based as it was on existing 

Royal Ulster Constabulary barracks could be considered almost 

operational. The main Control Centre at Chichester treet
4

was manned imnedlately on the outbreak of war. The

Decontar ination Service was almost up to strength and had

bebefitted greatly from the anti-gas training which had been
5

pursued since 1936, Fortunately it was never to be put to the

1. Civil defence Act (H.I.) 1939 2 and 3 06, T .15,
2. J.B. eehen, op. cit.
3. HA6/3/D107/3 elfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 

1939
4. CAB3A/61/14A - T-Tistory of the c-rdens and Communications 

Services end J.B. I eehan op. cit.
5. J.B. 7"eehen op. cit.
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test. The Casualty Services had also benefitted from early

training. The Government had quickly seen the value of the

voluntary organisations like St. John’s Ambulance and the

Red Cross Society, especially their ability to train the new 
1

volunteers. In addition the Government had secured the

cooperation of the medical profession and the hospitals and

as a result the Casualty Services were well organised and

reasonably well manned by September 1939, The major problem

for the Casualty Services was the shortage of equipment.

Only 2 Fixed Aid Posts out of the 27 planned were fully
2

equipped by September, In addition little thought had been

given to the provision of any Welfare Services, this being
3

left to the Poor Law Unions,

The Rescue Service in Belfast consisted originally of

300 volunteers from among Corporation employees and it had

gradually increased with the assistance of private builders.

Special depots had been set up and the men had been divided
4

into their various squads. By September however the 

specialised training which these men undoubtedly needed was 

only just getting underway. The Warden’s Service was as yet 

well under strength which in September was probably a blessing 

in disguise since not nearly enough equipment nor accomodation 

was available. Only a small number of the projected 300 

wardens posts were operational and slightly less than half
5

the projected number of wardens had been recruited, However 

training schemes were well established and cooperation betv/een 

the Service and the Royal Ulster Constabulary was good.

1, Craigavon’s statement to House of Commons in Northern 
Ireland Parliamentary Debates Vol.xxii 27th June 1939 
Cols, 1844-76.

2, ibid,, and HAS/S/OlO?/^ Belfast County Borough Air Raid 
Precautions 1939

3, HA6/3/D656
4, HA6/3/D107/3 op. cit,
5, J.B. Meehan op, cit.
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The position with the Fire Service was far less healthy.

At first emphasis in Air Raid Precautions had been put firmly

on anti-gas measures but by 1938 the danger of fire in air

attacks had been assessed. This led to a small expansion of

the peace-time Service and also to the organisation of a

part-time Auxiliary Fire Service under the terms of the Air
1Raid Precautions Act 1938, However the numbers of men 

required for these services was considered to be much less 

than in the rest of the United Kingdom and as a result the 

Fire Service in September 1939 could be considered inadequate. 

It suffered also from a chronic shortage of equipment.

Although orders had been placed, this was a problem which

could not be easily solved in view of the demands from the
2

rest of the United Kingdom especially from London. To make 

matters worse no provision had as yet been made for fire- 

watching or for static water supplies.
These Services were all under local authority control.

The Government had limited its direct part in Civil Defence 

to the establishment of lighting restrictions in which it 

followed the British procedure of calling for a total black

out, the establishment of a warning system and the preparation 

of evacuation plans. In March 1939 Northern Ireland was

included in the general air raid warning system for the whole 
3United Kingdom. The system was based on swift telephone 

messages originating with the Air Defence Headquarters in 

Great Britain and reaching Belfast Central Exchange, Cromac 

Square, through Glasgow. There were a series of code words 

which determined each stage of the raid. Code word Yellow 

sent the Civil Defence workers to their action stations; Red

1. J. IV. Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War" P67
2. HA6/3/D237
3. J.B, Meehan op, cit.
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Isd to the public warning by siren; Green meant raiders 

passed and white meant that all was clear and the Civil Defence 

workers could stand down. The system was tested in August 

1939 and was expected to function smoothly.

With regards to evacuation the Ministry of Home Affairs 

had accepted responsibility on Hodsoll’s advice for preparing 

a plan for the evacuation of Greater Belfast. This was worked 

out with the Primary Schools and with the various Boards of 

Guardians in the Province. Assembly points, Reception and 

Billeting zones had all been arranged and the plan was just 
about ready to put into effect in September 1939^ The 

Government hov/ever decided to wait.

By September 1939 therefore a very rudimentary Civil 

Defence system existed in Belfast though as yet it lacked 

sufficient manpower, sufficient equipment and sufficient 

accomodation. Outside of London as we have seen this was 

very much the situation in the rest of the United Kingdom, 

though one cannot escape the reality that Belfast lagged 

behind cities of comparable size in her efforts. As in the 

United Kingdom there had been a hectic rush of activity in 

the last few weeks before the war with accomodation found for 

stores, equipment, warden's posts, rescue parties etc., with 

the details of the shelter policy hastily formed, with the 

evacuation plan rounded off but Belfast had still a great 

deal to do to catch up. In fact all over the Province the 

same thing applied.

Why should this be so? Why had Belfast fallen behind? 

First of all interest in Air Raid Precautions came much later 

to the Northern Ireland Government than to its Imperial 

counterpart. This was inevitable since the Northern Ireland

1, HA6/3/D274 and CAB3A/65/121 "Bvacuation and Billeting"
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Government felt it had no responsibility in law over matters 

of defence under the terms of the Government of Ireland Act 

1920. Furthermore when it became clear that the Northern 

Ireland Government would have to accept responsibility for 

Air Raid Precautions matters it obviously lacked the necessary 

Information and had to start to gather it from scratch. The 

Northern Ireland Government was not privy to the secret work 

of the 1920*s and early 1930'3 and hence we find that the 

Ministry of Home Affairs inevitably had to look to the Air 

Raid Precautions Department of the Home Office for expert 

help and advice. This undoubtedly helped to create a time 

lapse between what was happening in London and what was 

happening in Belfast.

This however is not the whole answer. The Northern 

Ireland Government in 1937 adopted the same policy as the 

Imperial Government in respect of Air Raid Precautions.

Indeed It is difficult to see how it could have done otherwise 

with its accepted doctrine of following British practice step 

by step. It placed responsibility for the preparation and 

carrying out of Air Raid Precautions schemes firmly on the 

shoulders of the local authorities, with itself in an advisory 

capacity. In Northern Ireland of course the local authorities 

were of varying sizes and varying degrees of vulnerability and 

this in itself created problems but the major difficulty for 

the Government was the marked reluctance of Belfast Corporation 

to take on this responsibility for the city. During the 

negotiations of 1937 to 1939 the Corporation continually 

dragged its feet. Many of its members felt that the main 

issue was responsibility and that this should lie either with 

the Northern Ireland Government or with the Imperial Government 

but the major problem would seem to have been cost. The 

1930's were years of financial stringency both for central and
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Local Government and as a result there was an extreme 

reluctance to spend money on Air Raid Precautions which many 

of them considered a waste of time and effort. This was a 

matter which dragged on into the wartime years.

Even when central Government paid the same grants as 

across the water this did little to speed up progress. The 

reluctance to spend money did not evaporate. Most people in 

authority in Belfast (including the Parliamentary Secretary 
at the Ministry of Home Affairs)^- simply did not believe that 

Northern Ireland would be a future target for air attack.

They were of course flying in the face of expert opinion but 

this they were prepared to do. This to a large degree explains 

their reluctance to sanction large scale civil defence 

expenditure.

Their view was shared by a large cross section of the 

Belfast population and the degree of public apathy to civil 

defence must rank as high as in any other city in the United 

Kingdom, This was naturally a serious drawback to a service 

which depended on voluntary support and accounts for the 

shortage of recruits in the pre-war months. This problem was 

recognised by Craigavon who made this plea in the House of 

Commons in June 1939 - !l I would like to point out that the 

whole system of Air Raid Precautions can only be a complete

success if everybody in this country will do his and her
2

part" ,

The result of all this was that Belfast’s preparations 

for passive defence to air attack were far from complete in

1. Warnock's Memorandum to Cabinet CAB4/419/12 - Para.8, 
Warnock argued that Belfast did not require same degree 
of shelter provision as rest of United Kingdom because of 
its geographical position - "Bearing these facts in mind 
it is possible that we might escape attack altogether" .

2. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol.xxii 27th June 1939 Col.1876.
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September 1959. The citizens of Belfast must bear pert of 

the blame for their apathetic response; the Corporation must 

bear part of the blame for their reluctance to accept what by 

law was their responsibility and the Government for its part 

was to blame for failing to give a greater degree of central 

direction, for its own penny-pinching attitude and for its 

failure to instil a far greater degree of urgency into the 

situation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NORTHERN IRELAND'S 

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE DEFENCES 

SEPTEMBER 1939 TO APRIL 1941
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If It had been within Germany*s capabilities to launch 

the'knock-out blow' against British cities in September 1939 

Belfast would have been one of those which would have fared 

very badly. The widely held belief that Northern Ireland's 

geographical isolation would protect her from enemy attack had 

meant that both her active and passive defences against air 

attack were in a rather poor state.

In September 1939 an Air Raid Precautions Plan, the 

Eamill Plan, existed for Belfast but many of its component 

parts were not yet in full operation. The Warden's Service, 

the central cog of the whole Air Reid Precautions machinery, 

was still greatly under strength and only partly trained. The 

Fire Service did not yet possess either the manpower or the 

equipment to carry out its vitally important role. In fact 

as we have seen, only a sketchy Air Raid Precautions organis

ation existed on the outbreak of war.

This was rather unfortunate since the weakness of Belfasts' 

active defences meant that the city was virtually v/ide open 

to air attack. If the Luftwaffe had chosen to deliver its 

expected "knock-out blow" in September 1939 the citizens of 

Belfast could have paid dearly for their belief that "it 

could never happen here",

Belfasts' active air defences were practically non-existent 

in September 1939, In larch the Committee of Imperial Defence 

had reviewed Northern Ireland's defence needs end had made 

several important recommendations. These however had not yet 

been acted upon, Northern Ireland was supposed to receive one 

fighter squadron and a Sector Headquarters; neither was there 

in September. Northern Ireland was to receive warning of 

impending air attack from radar stations at Stranraer and on

1

1, J.W, Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World Vi/ar" P73
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the isle of Man; neither was operational in September. 

Northern Ireland was to be protected by 24 Heavy and 24 Light 

anti-aircraft guns; in September the enuipment of the locally 

raised Anti-Aircraft Sri ade was 12 obsolescent 3" uns, 8 

40 mm Bofors Light guns and 32 searchlights but most of this
1

equipment left for England with the Brigade two months latert 

■”013 was hardly a state of affairs which would have deterred 

the Luftwaffe, had it chosen to bomb Belfast in the early 

r onths of the war.

On the opening day of the vyar many people expected the

worst to happen but as we know from hindsight the'1 2 knock-out

blow" did not materialise and Belfast’s active and nassive

defences were iven valuable breathing space. The winter of

1939 and the following spring of 1940 were to be a period, of

comparative peace and quiet, P. visitor to Northern Ireland
2

■mould have hardly realised that there was a wrr going on.

People in Belfast once again felt safe and secure,

'ire’s neutrality in the War gave them an additional feeling 

of security since they felt that uitler would not endanger 

Irish neutrality by attacking Irish soil. The old feelings 

of apathy and complacency returned and in riany quarters were 

not to be dispersed until those fateful nights in April and 

; ay of 1941, The speed of preparations returned to the 

leisurely pace which had existed pre-gar. The active defences 

were left untouched since the needs of the British 

Expeditionary Force and. the Royal Air Force in France came 

first on the list of priorities while Northern Ireland’s needs 

came very near the bottom of the list.

1, J» ., . lake " orthern Ireland in the Second World .er" P86-87
2, Advertisements in local papers for 1939-1940 show full 

range of sporting fixtures, cinemas, theatrical perform
ances and other entertainments.
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Therefore during late 1939 end the first he If of 1940 

very little progress we.s made towards improving 'Northern 

Ireland's defences against air attack, F>rom June 1940 however 

this situation was to change end in place of the previous 

leisurely efforts was to come real rapid, development 

particularly of the Civil Defence Services, The reason was 

the entirely new situation created by the fall of Fr-nce.

In ay 1940 the German army had launched its long awaited 

offensive in the /est, ritish and French strategists had 

expected a repeat of the Schlieffen Plan executed in 1914 but 

instead the German Panzer formations penetrated the forests 

of the Ardennes and broke through the French lines at Sedan,

In a superb 'blitzkrieg* campaign the British, French and 

Belgian armies were broken. Thanks to the miracle of Dunkirk 

the manpower though not the equipment of the British 

Expeditionary Force was saved but from early June 1940 Ireat 

Britain found herself very much alone in the yjpv against
n !
Germany.

Britains strate ic situation was now serious, r71he Germans 

controlled practically the whole of the European At la nt ic 

Coastline end could therefore strike Britain from several 

different directions, A German invasion was considered certain 

at a time when Britain's forces were so totally disorganised, 

however Berman strategic planners realised that before any 

invasion could take place, air superiority was required and 

it would therefore be necessary to defeat the Royal ir Force. 

Goering was confident that the Luftwaffe could do it and so

1. See R. Jackson 11 The Fall of France11 London 1975;
IT. uderian ■' Banzer Leader111" London 1952;
J. enorst- echin tlSixty~r::rays that Shook the B/est11 Londonl956 
"’-eneral Charles de ^Vulle~irDar :.emo,irsI'Voi, 1 London 1955;
listair Horne 11 To Lose a Battle" London 1969 - for Berman 

v i ct ory in t he We s t.
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began the battle on which Britain’s survival depended - the 
Battle of Britain* The whole of the United Kingdom including 

Northern Ireland could now be subject to air attack end this 

forced British defence planners and those concerned with civil 

defence to rapidly rethink their ideas.

Northern Ireland now assumed a greater degree of import

ance and a greater degree of vulnerability and the result was 

a much more realistic appraisal of its defence and civil 

defence needs and a much greater effort to prepare for the 

worst. The fall of Prance therefore can be seen as something 

of a watershed in defence preparations in Northern Ireland,

How this applied to civil defence preparations we shall examine 

later but let us first examine how the fall of Prance affected 

the active defences provided for Northern Ireland.

In September 1939 these were practically non-existent and 

by June 1940 the position was if anything slightly worse.

The fighter squadron. Sector Headquarters and radar stations

had still not appeared and the anti-aircraft defences consisted
2

of only 7 Heavy and 8 Light A-A guns. There were no search

light defences of any kind and as yet no balloon barrage 

either. There were of course several valid reasons for these 

deficiencies. First of all the defence planners believed that 

Northern Ireland would be well protected by the air defences

over the rest of the United Kingdom particularly the defences
3

m iouthern England, Secondly in pre-war planning Northern 

Ireland was accorded a rather low strategic value and It was 

felt that provision of large scale defences would be a v/aste

1, See B. Collier :lThe Defence of the United Kingdom"Londoni957. 
A. Galland ^The First and the last'''London 1953; for 
British and German view of Battle of Britain,

2, CAB3D/8/24 - Diary of 102nd H.A.A. Regiment
3, B» Collier op, cit, P150 - "In the past. North and Central 

Vales, the Mersey and Northern Ireland had been fairly well 
protected by the broad mass of air defences in the East 
and South".
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of effort. Therefore air defence had to start from scratch.

The major reason however why even the demands of the 1939 

review had not been met, was a shortage of the necessary 

equipment. The army and Royal .Air Force had lost heavily in 

France and yet had to meet ever increasing demands. The 

result was a shortage of first line fighter aircraft, a 

shortage of anti-aircraft guns (by June 1940 only ir of the

pre-war approved scale could be provided) and a shortage of
1

searchlights and balloons. Prior to June 1940 therefore 

Northern Ireland could have expected little by way of increase 

in its active defences.

With the fall of Rrance however Northern Ireland became

much more strategically important. Situated on the rearward

side of Great Britain she became the possible back-door to

England and therefore a German invasion was a real possibility.

Secondly the fall of France made the South-west sea approach

to Great Britain much more dangerous for shipping end in

consequence the north-west approach became of vital importance.

Northern Ireland was ideally placed to defend this north-west

approach. These factors were of course quickly recognised by

the Chiefs of Staff and the result was a much greater degree

of interest in Northern Ireland's needs at V/e strains ter and in 
2

Whitehall.

This led to a much greater army, navy and air force 

presence1 2 in Northern Ireland but as we shall see in the specific 

field of air defence progress was only slight. From June 1940 

the army garrison was rapidly reinforced. Within a few months 

53rd Division was joined by the 61st Division and by three 

separate Infantry Brigade Groups. By April 1941 another 

Division (5th) had arrived and there were over 100,000 officers

1, B. Collier op, cit. P152
2, Blake op, cit. P153-164
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and men in Northern Ireland, Plans were drawn up to defend

Northern Ireland from a German invasion and if necessary to
1

occupy ilire, once German troops had landed there.

Northern Ireland became an Important centre of naval

operations, Londonderry was the most westerly destroyer

refuelling base in the British Isles; Larne became an important

armed trawler base and Belfast the Headquarters of an Ocean

Lscort Force, The naval forces were assisted by a growing

number of Coastal Command Squadrons whose job it was to patrol

the East Atlantic from their bases at Aldergrove, Limavady
2

and Castle Archdale,

The Royal Air Force also increased its presence but lar

gely to support the army in the event of invasion. Bomber 

Squadrons operated from Sydenham and an army cooperation 

squadron from Newtownards. The major advance in terms of 

air defence was the arrival at Aldergrove in June and July 

1940 of No,245 Squadron, which flew Hurricane fighters. These 

aircraft were equipped for daytime operation only but in the 

Summer of 1940 at least they were the equal of any aircraft 

which the Germans possessed. In addition to the fighter 

squadron, the radar stations planned in 1939 were finally

brought into operation and four more Heavy A-A guns were
3

brought to the province to defend Londonderry,

The fall of France therefore brought some air defence 

equipment to Northern Ireland but obviously given the overall 

wartime situation, the amount of additional help was limited. 

First of all it was still believed that Northern Ireland would 

benefit from the defences of the rest of the United Kingdom, 

Secondly equipment of all sorts was in short supply but thirdly

1, ib id ,,
2, ibid,,
3, ibid., and CAB3D/8/24 War Diary of 102nd HAA Regiment.
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one must remember thst the Battle of Brit-in from July to 

October 1940 was fought mainly over the South of n'-lond. This 

crec there! ore had first call on what aircraft and guns were 

ava liable ,

’urin: the Battle of Britain Fighter Commend of the Royal 

ir Force nroved that it could cope with the Luftwaffe »s 

'Vytime attacks. Consistently the battle of attrition went 

against the Germans, s o in September 1940 they changed their 

t-ctics, nstead of costly daytime attacks, the night-time 

’Blitz" be an. Again the South-East of England, principally 

London, was the target and it seemed as if the Germans * main 

objective was to break the morale of the civilian population 

as much as to destroy industry and commerce. Night after 

night until November London ¥/as blitzed with an average of 

over 160 bombers coming each night for ten weeks. In November 

the Germans switched their tactics and the offensive was 

irected against the other rain centres of industry and 

communications e.g, the bombing of Coventry on November 14th. 

■December and January were months of very bad weather and this 

limited the Germans’ effort but from February to May 1941 

tney returned with attacks mainly directed against the ports.

By April and i aj7- the Germans were throwing every available 

aircraft Into the attack since they knew they would soon have 

to leave for Russia so Belfast was unfortunate enough to be 

a target for large concentrations of enemy aircraft.

Then the night bomber offensive began in September 1940 

the active defences proved, incapable of preventing attacks.

It seemed as if the pre-war belief that the bomber would, always

I* ° ... _f ~ - Fight at ''0s” p, Richards and TT, Saunders
London 1953;
"Civil Defence" f.H. O'Brien London 1955;
"The Defence of the United rinpdom" B. Collier London 1957;
11Gparing - The Reich Marshal” f, •'osley New York 1974; for 
accounts of the night-time Blitz on the United ] ingdom.
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. st through wps iustified, Tbore wss of course e short? .r^e of 

searchlights, b&lloons, I-A guns etc, hut perhsps the m?in 

.ap in the defences was the lack of night-fighters and the 

lack of radar especially for the night-fighters and the guns.

The result was that between September and. November 1940 the 

German loss rate was less than 1 of all sorties flown. Over 

the wenter of 1940 and the spring of 1941 however the defences 

became much more sophisticated and much more successful, 

fast night-fighters like the Beaufighter with special radar 

sno specially trained pilots were issued to the souadrons.

Radar was provided for inland tracking of aircraft, for gun- 

laying and for searchlight control, Redio counter-measures 

were perfected against the German’s use of r^dio beams like 

' nlckebein', ’X-israt’ and ’Y-Gerat’ for direction finding, 

the results were impressive. In February 1941 the active 

defences managed to bring down only 12 enemy bombers; by Fay 

this figure was 127’, How far did Belfast benefit from these 

developments,

The simple answer to this is that she did not benefit 

soon enough. It was not until the raids were over that Northern 

Ireland's active defences were developed to a point where 

serious opposition could be offered to enemy attack. The 

irony is that these developed defences were never seriously 

tested throughout the rest of the war.

Between June 1940 and April 1941 little was added to

orthern Ireland's active defences, despite a further review

of her needs in October 1940, Towards the end of epterber

1940 Belfast and Londonderry were provided with a light balloon
2

barr-ge by numbers 968 and 920 Gquadrons respectively, ' t 

the end of October 1940 the A-A guns were all brought under

1. D. Richards 'The Light at Odds' P214-215
2, Blake op. cit, '‘167
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the operational control of the 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade

whose Headquarters was at Orangefield House, Belfast and a
1

system of barrage was worked out. The number of guns was

increased gradually until by A.pril 1941 there were 24 Heavy

JA-A guns (only 16 of them in Belfast and 4 in Londonderry) and
2

14 Light A-A guns (only 6 of them in Belfast), In Belfast

the Heavy A-A guns provided the outer ring of the defence while

the Light guns defended the Harbour. The numbers were still

only half of the approved strength.

These were the only additions to Belfast's active defences.

There was no night fighter squadron, no special radar, no

system of decoy fires or smoke screen, and no searchlight

defences. It is little wonder that the situation worried the

Minister of Public Security J, C. Iv.acDermott who wrote to

Craigavon on the 29th March 1941 emphasising all these defects,

describing the general position as ’not satisfactory’.

Craigavon in his turn took up the matter with London but
3

during the negotiations the raids came.

There can be no doubt therefore that Belfast was 

inadequately defended, when its trial by fire came. The major 

reasons would seem to be the general shortage of the necessary 

equipment, the concentration of what equipment there was on 

the defence of London and the major industrial centres of 

England and Northern Ireland's geographical isolation which 

led the planners to believe that she would be adequately 

defended by the defences of the mainland. Whatever the case, 

the result was that when the raids came the main burden fell 

on Belfasts' Civil Defence Services, How then had these 

developed since the outbreak of war?

1, CAB3D/2/19 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade
2, Blake op, cit. F208-209
3, Blake op, cit, P168-169
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Once again the fall of France in June 1940 was to prove

the watershed. Prior to the outbreak of war the Government

was quite content to leave most of the responsibility for

civil defence in the hands of the local authorities end
1

content to rely on the voluntary principle, Unfortunately

progress was such that in the summer of 1940 both these tenets

of Government policy had to be severely modified, leaving

the Government with a much more active role in Civil Defence

matters and relying to an extent on paid whole-time personnel.

In September 1939 Belfasts* Civil Defence Services were

not yet fully up to strength. The Hamill Scheme on which

they were based had only been accepted by the Corporation a
2

month previously, so obviously a lot remained to be done.

On the Government side things were very much the same. Shelter
3

policy had only just been laid down in the Civil Defence Bill,

The evacuation scheme had been committed to paper but not yet 
4

tested and the warning system was in its infancy.

The next few months were therefore taken up with

improving the Civil Defence Services to the levels outlined

pre-war. Progress however following hectic activity in

September returned to a more leisurely pace. Several factors

were to blame for this. First of all the procedure by which

the local authorities were responsible for the provision of

Services and their equipment, while the Government paid most

of the cost, was in itself slow. As can be seen in the

minutes of the Corporation's Air Raid Precautions Sub-Committee

every little item of expenditure had to be approved separately
5by the Ministry of Home Affairs. Naturally this took time and

1. CAB4/402/17 and Air Raid Precautions Act(NI), 1938 
2 GS06, Ch.26

2. HA6/3/D107 - Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 1939
3. CAB4/419/4
4. CAB4/415/17
5. HA6/3/D107 Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 1939 

HA6/3/bl07 Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions
1 Jen 1940 - 30 June 1940
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slowed up progress with arguments over the levels of equipment 

and manning necessary and the suitability of the various items 

requested. This of course suited those in the Corporation who 

did not wish to see large scale expenditure on Air Raid Pre

cautions .

Allied to this was the fact that financial stringency

was still the order of the day. In the question of shelters

for example, provision in these early months of the war was

much lower in Belfast than in comparable cities across the

water. The Government only named the Harbour Area as a

compulsory area for factory protection and for the issue of
1

domestic shelters. The reason was basically financial.

Thirdly after the initial rush of volunteers on the out

break of war public apathy returned. The Civil Defence Services 

saw no action during the months of the "Phoney War" and 

vobanteers just drifted away. The inevitable result was a 

drop in efficiency and preparedness in almost every district 

of Belfast, Some districts of course were worse than others 

end in some apathy was compounded with political opposition.

In 'B’ District it was reported that the District Officer met

"active antagonism and passive resistance in his attempts to
2

organise Air Raid Precautions", The Irish Republican Army
3

even burned, respirators in some parts of the city.

The other major factor which limited progress in these
4

early months was the general shortage of equipment and the 

fact that Northern Ireland was very low in the queue of

1, War nock' s memorandum to Cabinet 19th June 1939 - CAB4/419/12
2, War History ’B' District Air Reid Precautions in CAB3A/61/14A
3, CAB3A/61/14A - History of Wardens and Communications Services
4, See Correspondence between W. Johnston of Donegall Street, 

a former Senior Warden and the Ministry of Public Security 
in HA6/3/D10V/4 - 19th August 1940 - "Supply is the 
principal cause of dissatisfaction"
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priorities , This affected every "branch of the Civil defence

Services. There v/as a shortage of uniforms, steel helmets,

stirrup pumps, hose, medical equipment, vehicles etc. These

shortages existed right up to the raids themselves end it was

only in 1942 that the Civil Defence Services could consider

themselves well equipped. This shortage of equipment had

obvious repercussions on morale. It is difficult however to

apportion hlame for it. The Government, the Corporation and

even private individuals made major efforts to acquire m^ore

equipment but in general Northern Ireland just had to take its

turn e.g, it was one of the last regions in the United Kingdom
1

to receive the I orris on Shelter - after the raids were over,

Geographical isolation worked badly to Ulster's disadvantage.

Progress therefore was slow in these early months of the

war. In September the first orders were placed for public
2

shelters in Belfast (15 in all); equipment, including

ambulances, was ordered for the first aid posts; Ministry

approval was sought for the taking over of 300 premises for 
3

Wardens' Posts, and negotiations went ahead for fire appliance

and hose. In October and November approval was given for

100 concrete 50-person shelters for the most vulnerable parts 
4

of the city; advice was given on the organisation of local

casualty services; negotiations were held with the hospitals
.5

on the necessary mortuary arrangements and the first informal

consultations took place between the Government, Corporation,

Poor Law Union and education Authorities on the provision of
6

post raid welfare services, in all these matters it was the 

Corporation who had to take the lead, more especially its Air

. Blake op. cit. P244

. HA6/3/D107/3 - Belfast County Borough .Air Raid Precautions
1939

, ibid , ,
. UA6/3/D361 'Shelter Policy'
. HA6/3/D281 'Deaths due to War Operations'
. EA6/3/D656 'Provision for Persons in Belfast rendered Home

less '
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Raid Precautions Sub-Comnittee, The Northern Ireland Govern

ment meanwhile concentrated on providing financial aid to the 

local authorities, approving and amending their various schemes 

and acting generally.in a very loose supervisory capacity.

Progress on the ground was slow. By January, 1940 only

half of the required number of Wardens' Posts had been1 ~ 2 
completed. Progress on shelters was'slower than anticipated'

orders having been placed for only 68 of the 100 public shelters

approved by the Ministry and as regards the Casualty Services

the 7'inistry of Home Affairs was not optimistic. In an

internal minute to J. E. Warnock, the Parliamentary Secretary,

it was suggested "that if immediate steps are not taken to

clarify and improve the local Casualty Services in Belfast,
3they will fail completely in the event of air attack".

Cooperation between the various Services was poor. This

was shown clearly in the first major exercises conducted in

late 1939. On December 4th the District Wardens felt strongly

enough about the position to voice "strong disapproval of the

great lack of coordination between the Air Raid Precautions
4

Services which was so amply demonstrated on Saturday last".

The position therefore by lay 1940 was that although some 

progress had been made, it was not uniform throughout the 

various Services, nor was it any case nearly enough. There 

were not enough personnel, there was not enough equipment, 

there were not enough shelters, there had not been enough 

training. The basic framework of the Hemill Scheme was in 

existence but if it had been tested by the Luftwaffe in this 

early part of the war it is doubtful if it could have stood 

the test. This was through no fault of the Civil Defence

1. HA6/3/D107/3 Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 
1 Jan-30 June 1940

2. ibid.,
3. HA6/3/D460 'Local Casualty Services'
4. CAB3A/6l/14Ai 'History of Wardens and Communications Services'
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Volunteers themselves. Apert from the factors mentioned 

earlier the major reason for the weaknesses of the Civil 

Defence Services in this period would seem to be the lack of 

leadership which they received both from the Corporation and 

from the Government. Too much was left to private enthusiasm 

and initiative. In many quarters indeed Air Raid Precautions 

was still regarded as a needless extravagance. Certainly this 

was a view held by many in the Corporation, For the Govern

ment's part, it was still reluctant to interfere with what it 

considered a local government responsibility. In a minute to 

the Minister responsible for Civil Defence matters,

J. S. Warnock, again concerning Belfast's Casualty Services, 

one of his Civil Servants (A. E'arrell) wrote, 11 It is however

a local service and we cannot interfere in its management, nor
1

criticise too severely without making things worse11, This

attitude was to change rapidly following the course of events

on the Continent in the early Summer of 1940 but it illustrates

clearly how matters were allowed to drift in Northern Ireland,

without recourse to any positive action.

In late May and early June of 1940 much was done to try

and rectify this situation, created by months of delay. This

was a period of feverish activity; people worked aware of a

real sense of danger, afraid of an imminent German invasion,

Decisions which would normally have taken months were now

taken in a matter of hours. The Government was under severe

pressure. On May 25th J. E, Warnock, Parliamentary Secretary
2at the Ministry of Home Affairs, resigned to be followed on

the 19th June by Lieutenant Colonel Gordon, Parliamentary
3

Secretary at the Ministry of Finance, Both men struck the

1, Minute, dated May 4th, 1940 in HA6/D460
2, For his reasons see Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates 

Vol. xxiii Col, 1272 28th May 1940
3, Belfast News Letter 20th June 1940
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same note. In Parliament on June 18 th far nock warned - 11 We 

cannot fight the Germane with e Government of tired men”,

He accused them of being "slack, dilatory and apathetic"^

Cn the next day Gordon declared that the '/overmnent "is quite 

unfitted to sustain the neople in the ordeal that we have to 

face',' w bit ion and frustration obviously played a major part 

in both resignations but their outcome was not the disinte

gration of the Torthern Ireland Government, instead the 

Government faced its problems with r ore sense of urgency.

Cn Hay 28th, in line with the rest of the United kingdom, 

Craigevon announced in Parliament the creation of the Local

Uefence Volunteers, a volunteer body which was to become the
4

Tlster T ome Guard, On June 4th a new set of measures were 

announced, Hr James Cooke-Collis was -npointed to act as 

liaison between the military and the Vorthern Ireland Govern

ment, Hr Freer, Assistant-Secretary to the Cabinet was to be 

permanently seconded to the T'cme Office to improve inter-

Gove r ental links. Host important of all the Civil Defence
5

.'dvisory Committee was to be set up in Parliament, chaired 

by William Lowry, the new Parliamentary Secretary at Home

Affairs, and to include in its membership some of the active
6

critics of the Government in the House of Commons, These moves 

were of course the reactions of a Government under pressure 

but they were the first signs of a new direction in civil 

defence.

The new Committee met for the first time on the 19th of 

June. It had a review of progress on civil defence to date

1, northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates Vol.xxiii Col.1492 
18th June 1940

2, ibid Col.1493 18th June 1940
3, Ibid Col. 1505 19th June 1940
4, ibid Col, 1256 28th May 1940
5, . orthern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 

Vcl.xxiii June 4th 1940 Cols.1336-1337
including John Beattie M.P. for Pottinger
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put before it, which did not greatly impress the Committee

members, They voiced complaints at the lack of equipment and

at the inadequate provision of shelters and on the positive

side they urved the creation of a Minister solely responsible
2

for the civil defence of Northern Ireland. This proposal was 

accepted readily by the Cabinet on June 22nd and v/ithin a week 

J. C. MacDermott, Unionist M.P. for Queen’s University was 

appointed Minister of Public Security, responsible for dealing

with ’’public security, civil defence and the protection of
,3

persons and property",

Belfast Corporation also responded to the changed situation

in June 1940. Belfast was now clearly much more vulnerable

and sir attack was expected hourly. As a result the Report

Centres and Wardens Posts were manned continuously. From

July this was to apply only to the Harbour end Central districts

but to meet the manpower demands full time wardens were
4

employed for the first time. Also to prepare for the worst,

training was stepped up with the cooperation of the police

and district meetings were instituted to iron out difficulties
5

and come up with fresh ideas,

Belfast of course was not immediately attacked and the 

old problem of apathy returned but the organisation created 

by the Government in June 1940 supervised by IVacDermott was 

slowly but surely to improve the Civil defence situation.

The major problem remained supply of equipment since the fall 

of France made the South of England even more vulnerable than 

before and therefore made it less likely for Northern Ireland 

to jump the queue. Nevertheless progress was made in many

1. This Review compiled by W.A. Lowry the Chairman and dated 
June 12th 1940 in CAB3A/76/137

2. Minutes of meeting in CAB3A/76/137
3. Ministries Act (NI) 1940, 4 GE06, Ch.ll - set up Ministry 

of Public Security on 25th June 5.940
4. CAB3A/61/14A -'History of Wardens and Communications Services
5. ibid,,

1
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directions, since really for the first time the Government

began to assume the guiding hand in civil defence.

There was not an overnight miracle. It obviously took

time for MacDermott to come to terms with his new tasks and

to learn how to deal effectively with the Cabinet on the one 
1

hand and the Corporation and its officials on the other.

However with the status of a Cabinet Minister behind him and 

with the changed strategic situation he could now push Civil 

defence more into the forefront of Ulster life.

His first taste of the realities of civil defence adminis

tration came in July 1940, On July 1st he got the agreement 

of the Cabinet to an immediate implementation of the Evacuation 

Plan, The time was set for the morning of July 7th but to

everyone's great surprise only around 7,000 children or ten
2

per cent of those registered turned up for evacuation, A

further attempt on August 29th brought only 1,800 more 
3

children. The Plan was therefore an obvious failure through

lack of public confidence and response and the Government had

to fall back on encouraging individual evacuations to the

country, while at the same time reviewing their emergency plans.

They were also faced with the problem of children returning

to Belfast without permission and with friction between the
4

evacuees and the owners of their new homes. Altogether this 

was not a very auspicious start for the new Minister,

On other matters however he was more successful. Following 

a review of shelter policy MacDermott concluded that the 

present provision was inadequate and asked the Cabinet in
5

early September 1940 for its approval to a major extension.

1, attended his first Cabinet meeting July 1st, 1940; first 
major statement on Air Reid Precautions on July 24th 1940

2, CAB3A/65/121 ’Evacuation and Billeting’
3, ibid,,
4, Reports in Belfast Hews Letter and northern Whig at various 

dates during period "July to September 1940
5, CAB4/449/12
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The Corporation had already been asked (in July) to treble 

its provision of public shelters to a total of 600, and to 

increase the speed of provision of its domestic shelters but 

now the "compulsory area" for factory protection was to be 

v/idened to include the whole of the city. In addition house

holders not given domestic or communal shelters were to be 

given help to strengthen one room as a possible shelter. 

Provision would have been increased even further but it was

stressed for a shortage of skilled men and materials. The
1

Cabinet accepted his proposals,

The Minister also began a review of Belfasts* fire-fighting

arrangements and re-ordered appliances and equipment. Up to

this time the Government had been content to leave this side

of Air Raid Precautions to the Corporation but the Ministry

of Public Security now began to take the matter more seriously

in view of complaints at the inadequacy of Belfast Fire
2

Brigade’s strength and training. Squally a review of Casualty

arrangements carried out by the Ministry led to greater

Government interest, which was to bear fruit in the coming 
3

months ,

Up to September 1940 everyone in civil defence had been 

to a certain extent working in the dark, dealing with the 

unknown, theorising about the possible effects of air raids 

and preparing plans without practical experience. The events 

in France in June 1940 had of course stimulated activity but 

from September serious raids began in England, particularly 

on London and this again was to have an impact on Northern 

Irelands civil defence planning.

1. CAB4/449/19
2. 'During August and September 1940 the Northern Whig carried 

out a campaign in its editorials agains’t the lack*~of training 
of A.F.S. members. These views were supported by civil 
service minutes to the Minister of Public Security on 30th 
September and 3rd October 1940 - in BA 6/3/D107/4

3. EA6/3/D460 'Local Casualty Services'
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The possibility of learning from London's experience was
1

realised both in the Corporation and in the Government, in

1'te September bajor Ilamill, F, . Gooding, the Chief fir

Paid .^rden, B» White the Auxiliary Fire Service Chief,

C, . Zachary the Lead of the Rescue Services end Councillor

c ibbin, the Deputy Chairman of the Corporations' i ir Reid

Precautions Committee all visited London and experienced the
2

raids first liandt Tach of them submitted a written report to 

the Town Clerk in which many separate recommendations were 

made. liamill and Goodin^ both emphasised the important role 

of the warden and urged a greater supply of equipment for 

wardens' posts and ore tactical training. Both also drew 

attention to the need for wider we If are arrangements to take 

care of the homeless. All agreed on the need for an inter

change of personnel from Northern Ireland to London to allow 

v lunteers to gain practical experience and on the need to 

dispel apathy both In the Civil Defence Services and among 

the eneral public. Running through all the reports was a 

belief that Belfast's Civil Defence Services were developing 

along the right lines and all that v/as needed was more 

equipment and more training.

The I inistry of Public Security however was not ouite 

so convinced that Belfast could deal with major air attacks. 

Ministry officials visited London to see for themselves and

corresponded at length with their opposite numbers in England
3

to draw out the lessons from the raids, The major conclusion 

reached was that Belfasts' administrative arrangements were 

too cumbersome with dual responsibility between Corporation

1, At Cabinet on 1st October 194( the Minister of Public 
Gecurity urged the interchange of personnel between 7-reat
rita in and Northern Ireland. C' ' 4/4b 1

2, neoorts contained in 'A6/3/dl07/3
3, CAB4/456/13 and CA34/461/14 mention visits n'de in regards 

to shelters and to administration arrangements
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and Government, They did not however abandon the principle

of local responsibility. Instead the Government transferred

the Air Raid Precautions pov/ers of the Corporation to a small

sub-committee of three councillors to be known as the Belfast
1

Civil Defence Authority, It v/as hoped that this would greatly 

speed up the whole decision-making and executive process. It 

was not an altogether popular move. In the Belfast News Letter 

December 7th 1940 it was reported - "The Minister of Public 

Security yesterday invested three members of Belfast Corpora

tion with almost dictatorial powers in regard to Air Raid 

Precautions, They are Councillor Percival Brown, Councillor 

alcolm McKibbin and Councillor James Collins, one of the 

Nationalists, , . .They will be styled the Belfast Civil

Defence Authority and be subject only to the Minister, No

record of their work will come before the Corporation, who will
2

have to continue to foot their share of the bill'1. So from 

December 1940 the Ministry could deal Girectly with the small 

Civil Defence Authority, making Government supervision easy 

to accomplish.

Again drawing from experience in .Ingland over the autumn 

and winter of 1940-41 the Ministry came to the conclusion that 

even the streamlined Civil Defence Authority could not hope 

to cope on its own with the immediate situation after a "Blitz" 

The i inistry fully realised that Belfasts' turn would come - 

"Indeed Belfast is probably more vulnerable to a blitz than 

most towns of the same size in Great Britain for there are no 

other large cities to provide a scheme of mutual assistance 

in an emergency and the population has not had the educative 

experience which comes of living in a town or district that

1, Emergency Pov/ers (Defence) Belfast County Borough Council' 
(transfer of Civil Defence Functions) (N,I.) Order 1940 
No. 156/1940

2, Belfast News Letter December 7th, 1940
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has been r&ide<3.,t, rhe i inistry therefore In January and

February 1941 prepared the -Tiram Plan, based largely on the

role of Regional C onr is s I oners In Great Britain. / n dvanced

Government Headquarters headed by a special Commissioner was

to be set up in Belfast immediately after a major raid to

coordinate the actions of all Government Departments, public

authorities and public utilities and to issue instructions
2

and information to the public’i The : inistry realised that 

action after a blitz had to come quickly in the interests of 

public morale.

The Hiram Plan was accepted by the Cabinet after a great 

deal of argument and opposition from Dawson Bates the ‘ inister 

of Home Affairs and the new I inister of Commerce Brooke,

;; ac-ermott nevertheless was directed to prepare the details 

of the Plan and was given authority to decide on when it should
4

come Into effect. His officials immediately began the task 

of organising the Advanced Headquarters, its staff and their 

functions but time of course was quickly running out and when 

the test came the Hiram Plan was to prove ineffective. Never

theless it was a belated move in the right direction.

’ dminis tra tive arrangements were therefore altered as a 

result of learning from England's experience but other practical 

lessons were also absorbed. Officials in Belfast were no 

longer totally in the dark and the roves which began with the 

creation of the ministry of Public Security were now taken e 

step further. First of all there was a greater questioning 

of the provisions made for civil defence in all spheres 

accompanied by a questioning of the Individuals involved and 

whether they wTere capable of fulfilling their tasks, secondly

1. CAB4/461/14 Para,3.
2, tFirsm plan - Reconstruction and Restoration of .ervices

in Belfast f ollowing severe German attack Emergency 3cheme» 
in HA. 18/3/6 See also CAB9CP/203

3. CA34/464/14
4, ibid.,

1
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'

there wss p rertsr interest in rnrl com-•••itrent to the noe^s 

of civil defence end thirdly there wes a realisation that 

Belfast required a far greater level of equipment in every 

branch of civil defence than had at first been thought 

necessary»

In the field of shelter provision London’s experience

showed ho-? inadequate were Belfast’s preparations. In December

1940 the Government responded though in a rather parsimonious

fashion. lie Cabinet accepted on the 23rd that the Government

should bear the full cost of shelter provision but for the

time being it limited expenditure to £4 million. Authorisation

was given for the provision of communal Instead of domestic

shelters for an additional 2c ,000 houses in Belfast and also

for the provision of seating: and lighting in existing public 
2

• heIters, rogress in carrying out this extension of the 

shelter programme was however retarded by a shortage of building 

a eerie Is and according to the rinistry by the "lack of energy

on the part of the Corporation and of their successors the
,3

Civil Defence uthority1'', As we shall wee the raids on Belfast

were to bring an even more major expansion of the shelter

scheme, so this was one area where the lessons from Great

Britain were not fully acted upon until it was too late.

Nevertheless the 1 inis try of Public Security did realise that
4

a greater degree of provision was urgently required.

A similar conclusion was reached in regard to Belfast's

fire-fighting arrangements. In October 1940 J. S, evill a

Nome Office Fire Brigade Inspector was Invited to Belfast by
5

inistry officials to review these arrangements. Based on 

"evill’s opinions B. M, Dunbar of the inistry in November 1940

0/34/456/17 
ibid,,
HA6/3/D361 and CAB9CD/71 
ibid.', and CA 4/456/13 
I36/3/D2P7

1. 
2 .
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urged a great increase in Auxiliary Fire Service whole time
1

and part-time personnel and in their levels of equipment.

These increases were agreed to by the Civil Defence Authority

in December 1940 but Dunbar went further and urged a complete

overhaul of Belfast's arrangements. His comments in an

internal minute of March 13th, 1941 were scathing - "I am

strongly of the opinion that the whole organisation and

relationship of the Regular and Auxiliary Fire Services must

be reviewed and drastic action taken either by the Civil
2

Defence Authority or by the Ministry", Dunbar laid the blame

firmly at the door of the Chief Officer of the Belfast Fire

Brigade J, Smith - "I am regretfully forced to the conclusion

that Mr Smith has not the personality, or the inclination, or

the ability to amalgamate the Services on the only lines on

which they can possibly hope to function under wartime 
3

conditions". Dunbar's recommendations came however too late,

Greater equipment was provided but more serious defects had

not been remedied by the time of the rsids,

Belfast's Casualty Services were also reviewed in the

Autumn of 1940 and again the adequacy of the personnel as well

as the level of equipment came under scrutiny. Civil servants

were again critical - "It is evident that where efficiency

exists in this service it is owing to the work and personality

of local, unpaid enthusiasts rather than to any organisation
4

or guidance from Headquarters". The result was the appointment

of Professor T. T. Flynn as Chief Casualty Officer for Belfast
5

and an overhaul of the Service which was over 2,500 strong.

In place of the old Hamill Scheme provision, 15 1st line and 

15 2nd line action stations each with 2 First Aid Parties and

1. HA6/3/D237
2. Minute from Dunbar to Scales in HA6/3/D107/4
3. ibid.,
4. Farrell to Minister of Public Security August 5th 1940 

in HA6/3/D460
5. HA6/3/D460 - 'Local Casualty Services'
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3 Ambulances were created, along with 15 mobile units, The

new organisation and new enthusiasm bore fruit. A combined

exercise held on March 15th/l6th 1941 received this acclaim -

"without exception the reports gave praise to the personnel

for their efficiency and keenness and the promptness with
2

which services were sent out". Learning from Britain’s 

experience therefore did benefit the Casualty Service,

One field where experience in Britain made it obvious 

that something would have to be done, was the field of post

raid welfare. Under the Hamill Scheme little had been planned 

beyond the creation of a few emergency feeding centres with 

a reserve of tinned foodstuffs and a few blankets. These were 

made the responsibility of the Commissioners of the Belfast

Union who with their 'poor-law mentality' were hardly likely
3

to provide more than this. However those who visited London 

realised that this would be a drop in the ocean and further 

measures were therefore taken. On 10th December 1940 respon

sibility for post raid welfare was accepted by the Civil
4

Defence Authority while the Government agreed to pay the cost. 

Later in the month 54 mainly church halls and primary schools 

were nominated as rest centres. In January 1941 the Womens 

Volunteer Service was set up to help with the welfare arrange

ments and by February 33 main rest centres had been selected

and at least partly equipped while 36 reserve centres had been
5

earmarked along with a skeleton staff. Officials reckoned that

10,000 homeless could be dealt with but warned that"the scheme
6

is not yet in a position to operate effectively", in March

1. T-IA6/3/D4Q0 - 'Local Casualty Services'
2. ibid.,
3. HA6/3/D656 and HA6/3/D1336
4. Report of meeting of officials of Ministries of Public 

Security and Home Affairs with the Belfast Civil Defence 
Authority and Belfast Union in HA6/3/D656

5. Lists of Rest Centres in HA6/3/D656
6. otes on 'Belfast Homeless Scheme' 12th February 1941 in 

HA6/3/D656
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srr?n ements were ni8.de to evecuete those who would come to 

rest centres through 9 tvacustion centres and. 3 "Oispersal 

centres and instructions were issued for the Rest Centre Super

intendents] in the event the scheme was to prove inadequate 

hut it must be remembered that it was created in just a few 

months without any clear idea of the numbers involved end by 

officials of the Ministry of Home Affairs Evacuations Branch, 

who had other tasks to perform. Again it was a matter of too 

little, too late.

In other fields too officials made belated efforts to

draw from Britain's experience for the benefit of Belfast's

civil defence Services. the reporting system and the means
2

of incident control for wardens were both improved. Salvage
2

arran ements were made; j ortuary arrangements were rather

imoerfectly worked out; the Rescue Service was increased in 
4

size, Combined excercises were held more freouently and fir

rp id Precautions officers were asked to report on training to
5 . ,6

the inistry. The warning system was reviewed and improved,

11 these measures were taken directly as a result of learning 

from Britain's experience in the autumn end winter of 1940-41.

ben the inevitable German attacks care therefore in 

April and May 1941 the Civil Defence Services were much better 

prepared than they had been at the start of the war. Progress 

had at first been very slow, the forthern Ireland Government 

still quite prepared to leave the onus of carrying out Air 

Raid Precautions on the shoulders of Belfast Corporation.

However two things changed this situation. irst of all the

1. Botes on 'Immediate Post Attack Arrangements in HA6/3/R656
2, C 3/14/1 oo, cit.

. 6/3/D2217 'Salvage and Storage of Furniture'and HA 6/3/D 166
4. R 6/3/D253 'Rescue Parties, Belfast'
5. Reports of 19th Conference (29th Nov 1940) and 22nd Confer

ence (28th ?eb 1941) of Air Reid Precautions officers in 
•76/3/D277

6. Civil Defence Circular No. 44/1941 and. CAB9CD/77
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fall of Prance made Ulster equally vulnerable to long range 

bombing and secondly the blitz on Britain beginning in 

September 1940 left no doubts as to the nature and severity 

of the threat. These two factors increased the interest taken 

in civil defence by the Northern Ireland Government and led. 

directly to major improvements.

However it proved impossible to rectify the position 

iirimedlately, Ulster had to wait its turn in the queue for 

equipment. The administrative machinery had in many cases 

either to be completely overhauled or built up from scratch. 

Many individuals were found wanting but because of the dual 

nature of responsibility for civil defence, these could not 

easily be removed. The Government itself tended to remain 

parsimonious in its provisions for civil defence',- was often 

guilty of underestimating the intensity of the danger and left 

too much work in the hands of too few officials.

The result was that Northern Ireland's passive defences 

in the spring of 1941 were only slightly better prepared than 

her active defences. There were sufficient well trained 

wardens backed up by the police and an efficient reporting and 

control system; there was a well prepared Casualty Service 

which was also reasonably well equipped; there was a Plan for 

emergency post raid control. However there were also areas 

where the picture was not quite so rosy. Shelter provision 

was quite inadequate for a city the size of Belfast and the 

shelters which were in existence were often basic in the 

extreme", some having even been used by the public as urinals.

1, CAB4/456/17 - limiting expenditure on shelter programme
2, Main example was Post-raid welfare which was dealt with 

by the Evacuation Branch of the Ministry,
3, Complaints in Parliament by Henderson 26 th Be by 1941 

Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates Vol.xxiv Col,59 
Also discussion of improvements in shelters in HA6/3/D361 
Belfast News Letter 7th January 1941
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The Fire Service was inadequately equipped and inadequately 

led and there was serious concern over water supplies and the 

efficiency of the fire watching arrangements. The Evacuation 

Plan had heen little short of an administrative disaster and 

arrangements for post raid welfare were in their infancy and 

based on a gross underestimate of the numbers involved.

One is therefore left with the inescapable conclusion 

that Belfast’s preparations against air attack in the wartime 

period up to the spring of 1941 were characterised by a great 

lack of imagination and lack of commitment on the part of the 

Corporation and since it had ultimate responsibility, on the 

part of the Government. From the autumn of 1940 the Ministry 

of Public Security made major efforts to remedy this situation 

but in April 1941 it is clear that thousands of volunteer civil 

defence workers were left to face the Luftwaffe night bombers 

largely without the means to carry out their duties in the 

most effective manner. Since this was t o be Northern Ireland's 

air raid baptism and since Belfast had been left largely 

undefended it is little wonder that the blitz of April and 

May 1941 was to have such a traumatic effect.
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE APRIL RAIDS
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By April 1941 it almost seemed as if the threat to Belfast 

lied passed. Towns and cities all over Great Britain had been 

blitzed, on and off, from the previous September but Belfast 

had so far escaped. In official circles it was fully realised 

that the city was still a potential target but this feeling 

had generally failed to percolate down through the various 

layers of Belfast society. The common view was that "it could 

never happen here". The blitz was something which happened 

in London or Coventry or Merseyside. Somehow Belfast was too 

far away or too unimportant or perhaps the Germans would not 

wish to offend Sire's neutrality by bombing Irish soil. For 

whatever the reason the citizens of Belfast had so far avoided 

the death and destruction which had so severely tested their 

fellow citizens across the water.
It was, as we have seen, just as well that this was the 

case. The very unpredictable nature of air attack had meant 

that Britain's active defences had to be kept diffuse with 

the result that Belfast's defences were scarcely adequate to 

their task. The Chiefs of Staff believed that the city would 

be defended to a large extent by the existing forces on the 

mainland of Great Britain, over which any raiders would have 

to cross. Therefore the defence of the city was left to one 

day-fighter squadron, precious few anti-aircraft guns and
1

little of the other paraphernalia of an air defence system.
In addition the Civil Defence Services on which a lot would 
depend, though numerically strong, were badly equipped and in 

certain key areas sadly deficient.

Thus in physical terms Belfast was ill prepared to receive 

a Luftwaffe blitz attack. It would of course have been a lot 

worse if delivered earlier but even by April 1941 Belfast was

1. J.W. Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War1 
PBC7-2C9.
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not in s position to effectively counter or contsin e German 

attack. Mentally the situation wss little better. For over 

eighteen months the nation had been at wer both on the conti

nent and on the home front but Belfast might as well have been 

in another world. For most of the citizens the war was not

real. It was something they read about in the papers or saw
1

on the newsreels but it had not yet touched them.

No amount of reading, no amount of Government propaganda,

no amount of public lectures could prepare them for the

experience of a massive air attack. Therefore when it came

in the Spring of 1941 the blitz was an enormous shock both

physically and emotionally to the great mass of Belfast citizens.

Some of them of course would react with panic, some of them

were simply numbed by the experience and some of them would

behave heroically. Most hov/ever would react with a degree of

common sense which enabled the city to recover quite quickly

from a series of short but heavy blows from the Luftwaffe,

The reaction of Belfast people to the blitz in other words was

no better and no worse than the reaction of citizens in other
2

similar mainland cities and towns. Belfast had its ;,trekkers‘' 

end its "stay-putters"; Belfast had its share of heroes and 

villains, of optimists and grumblers. Basically the citizens 

coped in ways which one would expect from people exposed to 

indiscriminate and sudden attack from the air.

The first shock for Belfast came in the early hours of 

Tuesday morning, the 8th of April, 1941. Belfast was not
3

however the main target of the enemy bombers. The main effort 

of the night was against Clydeside but half a dozen Germsn air-

1. Failure to make use of evacuation schemes; failure to 
organise enough street fire parties; continued apathy 
towards Air Raid Precautions all highlighted in local press 
during early months of 1941 - Belfast News Letter, Irish 
Mews , Northern V/hig .

2. 3ee T, Ferrison 'Living through the Blitz' Chapters 5-8.
3. J,W. Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War P226 g,______ ^
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craft visited Belfast at intermittent intervals fron just 

after idnight to nearly four o'clock in the morning (the

Red 'Action' Warning Signal was given at 00,14 hours and the
1

White 'Raiders Passed' Signal at 03,58 hours).

The previous "7onday evening had just been like any other

wartime, Belfast evening. Crowds of people made their way to

and from the various city cinemas, theatres end pubs. Those

who visited the Duncairn Cinema could see Henry Pon-^s in the
2

rather prophetically titled film "The Grapes of .'/rath".

Bone gall Place and Done gall Square had as usual been thronged

with pedestrians, motor cars, trams, buses, and trolley-buses

until late in the evening. However by r; idnight most people

were in their beds. The first memory therefore of those who

can remember this first Belfast blitz is of being wakened lip

by the sirens and going either to the shelters or in many cases
3

under the stairs,

he first bombs actually fell around ten minutes after

midnight and were dropped fron1 around an estimated 7,000 feet

on the area of the Docks. These first bombs were a shower of

incendiaries. They were followed at varying intervals by more

incendiaries, high explosive bombs, large parachute mines and

a parachute oil bomb from five more eneny aircraft. The last

bombs fell at about half past three in the morning. The main

target area was the Docks especially the Duncrue Street,

Northern Road and Queen's Yard area as well ^s the area of the

Newtownards goad between femplemore 'venue and the Ibertbridge 
4

R oa d ,

The raid was obviously a minor one but nonetheless it 

caused extensive damage. The first incendiary bombs started

1, Ci '-3A./61/14A - 'History of the .ardens and Cor" unications
Services'

2, Advert in Belfast Telegraph April 7th, 1941
3, A memory expressed to the writer in many personal interview
4, sports to Home Security v/ar Room from inistry of ^P.blic 

Security -far °oom 8th April 1941 in BA18/3/5,



a major fire at Me Cue, Dick and Company's timber yard in 

Duncrue Street which was still burning heavily at half-past 

three and was not brought under control until nearly five in 
the morning^ The great majority of the incendiaries however 

were destined for the Newtownards Road area and here twelve 

smaller fires were started. Things might have been worse had 

it not been for the wardens and the local inhabitants who 

managed to control most of the bombs. In one smell house an 

old woman managed to carry a small incendiary out of her 

kitchen with a pair of tongs, while along the Newt ownards Road

other women wrapped up the bombs in bedding to extinguish the
2fires. Local people nevertheless suffered considerably. Many 

lost their homes and personal belongings. Houses were damaged 

or destroyed on the Newtownards Road itself, in Templemore 

Avenue, Madrid Street, Skipton Street, Vicarage Street, Paxton 

Street rnd Melrose Avenue.

Perhaps the most obvious sign of the blitz on this eastern 

side of the city was the damage to St. Patrick’s Church 

Ballymacarrett which was left with gaping holes in the roof 

and severe structural and internal damage. However according 

to the Belfast Telegraph of the 8th of April even the church 

was defiant since "a window showing Christ and the Apostles 

was unscathed and there was little damage to the a Iter"- 

perhaps a sign that God after all was still on the side of the 

city.
In the Docks area, apart from. Duncrue Street, most damage 

was caused by HE bombs rather than incendiaries. At the 

Purification Works on the Kile water Road and at Brantwood

1. Letter from W.J, Doran of John McNeill Ltd, Corporation 
Street Belfast to W.I, Quinn of Water Office 11th April 
1941 in HA6/3/D221

2. CAB3A/61/14A - History of Wardens and Communications Services
3. Report in Belfast Telegraph 8th April 1941
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Street high explosive bomlos caused a few casualties. The most

serious incidents however occurred with the last aircraft

around half-past three in the morning when Harland and Wolff's
Shipyard and Rank's r ill were bombed^

At Harland and Wolff's nine bombs including one large

parachute mine fell on the Queens Yard, Queen's Road and

Victoria Works causing severe damage to buildings including

the Pattern and Boiler Shops but most havoc was wrought on

the Alexander Works where the aircraft parts shed was destroyed

and over fifty fuselages of Short Stirling bombers were

damaged. The shed was put wholly out of action. Fires caused
2

by the bombs were not extinguished until daylight.

At Rank's Mill in the Pollock Basin, a parachute mine

caused severe damage to the Mill but worse than that inflicted

twenty casualties of which nine subsequently died. In terms

of human fatalities this was the worst incident of the whole

night. Altogether 13 people were killed, 23 seriously injured
3

and 58 slightly injured during the attack. The Germans however

were made to pay for the first time during the Belfast raids.

One bomber, a Heinkel Ke-111 was shot down over Downpatrick

by a Hurricane fighter of Ho,245 Squadron, piloted by Squadron
4

leader J, Simpson, DFC, The Anti-Aircraft units, firing 

curtain and pillar barrages, loosed off 314 rounds of 3,7 inch, 

52 rounds of 3 inch and 338 rounds of 40 millimetre ammunition 

at the enemy aircraft but as so often happened at this stage

1, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.l 
covering period 18,00 hrs 7th April to 06,00 hrs 8th April 
1941 in HA18/3/7

2, Reports from Harland and Wolff in CAB3A/71/81
3, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,2 

covering period 06,00 hrs to 18.00 hrs 8th i^pril 1941 in 
HA 18/3/7

4, J.W. Blake "Northern Ireland in the Second World War11 P227, 
In Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.l
it was claimed that two bombers were shot down over the 
sea by night fighters.



of the wsr they had no success. Indeed they suffered them

selves when an accident at Site U4 at Balmoral killed one 

soldier and injured four others.

The German aircraft as well as causing material damage

and casualties also created a great deal of confusion. There

was a spate of unexploded homhs reported in the early hours

of the morning particularly in the Docks area. Civilians had

to he evacuated and roads closed. The most serious incident

of this kind was at Alexandra Park Avenue in the north of the

City when around 200 civilians had to he evacuated to Castleton 
2

Lecture Hall, The emergency only lasted however for a few 

hours.

This first German raid was of course only a minor affair 

with only a few aircraft involved. However it was the first 

real test of Belfast’s defences to air attack and generally 

speaking the city came off quite well. The active defences 

had their first taste of action and success with the destruc

tion of one enemy aircraft. The passive defences had also 

their first chance to taste action and test their mettle.

I'ach of the Civil Defence Services was brought into play. On 

the Newtownards Road and in the Docks area the Fire Service 

was severely tested hut was helped out by energetic citizens.

Two Auxiliary Fire Service men, Archibald McDonald aged 25
3

and Bruce Herkness, aged 30 were killed. The Rescue Service 

was able to cope quite adequately with the demands made upon 

it as was the Casualty Service, The Wardens too, expecially 

on the Newtownards Road won everyone’s praise for the way they 

carried out their duties. Generally speaking the Civil Defence 

Services proved equal to the task of dealing with a minor

1. War Diary of 102nd Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment in 
CAB3D/8/24

2. J inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summaries No.l 
and No,2 covering 7th/8th April 1941 op, cit,

3. Belfast Telegraph April 8th 1941
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sporadic raid. Everyone in the Civil Defence Services felt 

more confident.

The Government also had its opportunity to see if its

administrative arrangements worked. As soon as the raid began

the Ministry of Public Security set up its War Room with

Colonel Davies as Operations Officer, It kept a firm watch

on the situation and throughout the night kept London informed

on the progress of the raid. The channels of communication 
2

flowed smoothly.

More than anyone else the general public had its first

experience of a German raid. For months the general view had

been that the Germans would never come, but they did. At tot

complacency was exposed as a serious mistake. People all over

the city came out of shelters and houses to watch the glow of

fires and listen to the droning of the aircraft and the burst

of the bombs and the shells. There was no panic during this

April 8th raid but people now realised that the impossible

would happen. They were in fact drawn to the spectacle of

damaged houses, bomb craters, torn up roads in their thousands

over the next few days, staring in disbelief at what they 
3

saw. Most of them now realised that the Germans would come 

again though they could not even guess at what lay in store 

for them on the following week.

Some could guess. The Northern Whig of April 9th told 

of the Williamson family who were sheltering under their 

drawing room table when first the walls of the house were blown 

out and then the house fell around them; also of the Kirkwood 

family who were in the hall when the house fell on either side

1. Editorials of Belfast News Letter and articles in Northern 
Whig April 8th 1941 paid tribute to nights work by Civil 
Defence Services,

2. Report of J.A, Oliver to Secretary of Ministry of Public 
Security 8th April 1941 in HA18/3/2

3. Expressed to the writer in many personal interviews.
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of where they sheltered. sny others hrf simllsr ex erlences

in this first raid and the end result was that the apathy which

had -cohered Belfast was removed. The Belfast elegraph

summed it up in an article - "Ulster has learned its lesson".

The journalist wrote - "Today there is a new spirit abroad

and in every house preparations are being made to cope with 
2

the new ordeal.

The April 8th raid provoked feverish activity in Belfast,

The United ingdon Governinent sent in reinforcements for the

active defences including one Light Anti-Aircraft Battery and
3

the advanced elements of some Searchlight units. Volunteers

enrolled in the various Civil Defence Services and in the
4

.<omens Voluntary ervice in large numbers. Finns began to 

organise fire-wetchin with much more determination. Large 

stores of food and clothing were brought in for the rest centres 

and feeding centres. A fresh official evacuation was organ

ised by the inistry of Public Security for the following
5

,'ednesday, April 16th.

T owever in many ways this first raid on Belfast created 

a false impression. People actually believed that Belfast 

had novi suffered the same kind of blitz as London, Coventry 

and the rest; people were convinced on the evidence of this 

raid that Belfast could take it, that Belfast could absorb 

any punishment the Germans could off..r, that the blitz was 

not so bad after all. They were to receive a very rude 

awakening indeed,

On the day after the raid the city received visits from

1

1. or them Uhi .'pril 9th, 1941
2. Belfast Telegraph April 9th, 1941 
3 , A ,A ' A”:,lake opl cTt. P228
4, ibid,, Bd29
5. Described in CAB3A/65/121, Reports in Be 1 fast Telegraph 

April 12th 1941 and April 15th, 1941
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Ulster’s leading dignataries. The Governor, His Grace, the

Duke of Abercorn visited the stricken areas with the Minister
1

of Public Security J, C» MacDermott. The Prime Minister,

John Andrews was accompanied on his visit by W. E, Faginess

F,P, the Parliamentary Secretary at the Ministry of Public

Security, W. Grant, the local Unionist M.P. and several top 
2

officials. Their visits were no doubt welcomed by the citizens

but most people were more concerned with fixing up their

houses, salvaging their furniture or clearing away the mess

left by the nights activities. Some of course v/ere arranging

for the burial of their dead relatives.

The city however recovered very quickly. All the fires

were extinguished, the roads cleared, and the homeless taken
2

care of within a few days. By the week-end things had 

virtually returned to normal. Sport and entertainment v/ere 

still provided to be enjoyed on Saturday and Sunday, Pew left 

the city. On Monday, 14th April the Irish League defeated 

the southern League of Ireland by tv/o goals to one at Winds or
4

Park and on Paster Tuesday, April 15th at the same ground "the
5

Blues", Linfield went down 3-1 to old rivals Distillery,

Cinema goers on Paster Tuesday could enjoy comedy at the Royal

with George Pormby in "It’s in the Air" or a thriller at the
6

Ritz with James Cagney in "Torrid Zone". For most people the 

city took on its usual Easter-time atmosphere. There was 

little sense of foreboding in the air. If there was a doubt 

in peoples' minds it was not allowed to interfere v/ith their

1. Reports in Belfast Hews Letter April 9th 1941; Irish News 
April 9th 1941 and Porthern Whig April 9th 1941 

2 . ib id.,
3, Report to Home Security War Room from Ministry of Public 

Security War Room April 8th 1941 in HA18/3/5
4, Belfast News Letter April 14th 1941
5, Northern Whig April 16th 1941
6, Be Ifa s t Telegraph April 16th 1941
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enjoyment of a fins day. mew people had noticed the flight

of a ttqIntel Te.lll reconnaissance rircraft over the city pt
which '■ ite U3 had fired four rounds^

However at twenty minutes to eleven in the evening they

were disturbed by the familiar warbling signal of the sirens

which announced the public warning of a raid, ost people

expected the same sort of attack as on the previous week but

this time they were wrong. This time Belfast was the principal

target. It was i.erseyside, Barrow, Tyneside and Hull who were

to receive the diversionary raids. The Luftwaffe main force

drawn from Luftflotten 2 and 3 in "orthern France and the

Low Countries broke away from the other aircraft over Cardigan

Bay and headed for Northern Ireland, Ptir a tes vary as to

the size of rne attacking force. The Iir inistry estimated

it was between 80 and 100 strong; the Roy? 1 fir Force in

Belfast estimated it between 100 and 200; while the German

Air ministry put Its strength at 180 aircraft carrying 2C3
2

metric tons of bombs. Host of the aircraft were targeted on

Belfast but a few were to attack Londonderry, Bangor and 
3

Newtownards. It was a beautiful night for the attacking

crews. It was clear with only a light wind and with low
4

cumulus cloud to provide cover. The Germans were to take full 

advantage of the conditions in a raid which was to last for 

over five hours.

The aircraft mostly Eeinkel He. Ill's, ‘Oornier Bol7's and 
5

Junkers Ju88's came in to the city from the County Down side

1.
2.
3.

4.

AVr Diary of 102nd Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment in 0/ B3D/8/24 
J.W. Blake op, cit. P230 and P235
.inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.3 
covering period 18.00 hrs 15th April to 06,00 hrs 16th April 
1941 in HA18/3/7 
J.W. Slake op, cit. P229
Heinkel 'Te,lll - 2 engined bomber with a crew of 5, a max
imum speed of 258 mph and the ability to carry 4400 lbs, 
of bombs, 1740 miles. Dornier Do-17 - 2 engined bomber, 
nicknamed the ''Flying Pencil’1 - with 4 crew and carrying 

00 lbs bombs it had a range of 745 miles. Junkers Ju-88
imeM$slnkel °r
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carrying the usual mixed load of incendiary homhs, high 

explosive homhs, parachute mines, parachute oil bombs etc.

The first aircraft which were to drop flares and incendiaries 

as a guide to the waves of aircraft coming behind made hov/ever

a serious mistake from the city's point of view. Instead of
1

picking out the docks, shipyard and aircraft factory one must

assume that they mistakenly dropped their flares on the water-
2

works and reservoirs in Worth Belfast, The result was that

the full force of this large raid fell on the residential areas

in the north of the city. Parts of the centre, east and west

of the city were of course also bombed but north Belfast in

an arc from Crurnlin Road to Whitewell Road bore the brunt of
3

the gas ter Tuesday blitz on Belfast,

By the time the bombs began to fall many of the Civil 

Defence workers in the city had found their way to their posts 

but many of them had still time to look up in amazement at 

the descending flares and listen to the sound of the guns 

before they were thrown into the maelstorm. of action. Many 

citizens made their way to the 48 person communal or public 

shelters with a few blankets and little else but for many 

their only protection was either under the living room table 

or under the stairs. Many came out of their houses just to 

watch the forthcoming event and stood for a few minutes and 

chatted to neighbours. In towns and villages all round the 

city the sirens went at round the same time and here too people 

prepared themselves as best they could but most of them were 

simply to be spectators staring in bewilderment at the huge 

glow in the sky above Belfast and listening to the seemingly

1, Luftflotte 5 based in Norway had taken photographs of the 
Harbour area in October and December 1940 - D1896/1-2

2, War Diary of 102nd H.A.A. Regiment op, cit.
3, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.4 

covering period 06.00 hrs 16th April to 18.00 hrs 18th 
April in HA18/3/5
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endless crash of the "bombs.

A few minutes after the sirens the bombs began to fall 

in the north of the city and over a huge area there was 

considerable and rapid destruction as high explosive bombs, 

incendiaries and parachute mines simply tore buildings apart, 

or caused fires which were to sweep along whole streets. For 

the residents of these areas huddled in their shelters or in 

their houses the blitz was terrifying. The noise was tremen

dous, the fear almost overwhelming. No one could guess 

whether their house or their shelter or their street would 

be next. At a time like this people reached the depths of 

despair or the heights of intense courage. Some people tried 

to pretend it was not happening or busied themselves looking 

after children or old people; some people tried to sing, some 

cried; some simply panicked or broke down altogether but most 

faced these hours of intense bombardment with a quiet resig

nation, They realised that for the time being, their survival 

depended on chance alone.

The bombardment v/as certainly intense over the affected

areas of the city as waves of bombers passed overhead and

delivered their loads of destruction. Whole streets of

residential houses were flattened or damaged in the York Street,
2

Duncairn Gardens, Antrim Road and Whitewell Road districts.

In Veryan Gardens and on the nearby Whitewell Road two para

chute mines exploded destroying or damaging over 120 houses, 

killing 46 people and injuring 118. Hundreds of frightened 

people ran out of their houses down the Whitewell Road to 

hardens Post 602 where Senior Warden Ambrose and other Civil

1

1, from personal accounts given to the writer from people 
living at the time in Lisburn, Ballyclare and Glengormley,

2. Reports to ministry of Home Security War Room from Ministry 
of Public Security War Room in HA18/3/5
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defence workers trie^ to deal with the situation. Casualties

were taken to Stag Hall House, to 88 .Yhitawe 11 Road, to

Graymount First Aid Post and even into nearby fields as
1

volunteers tried to deal with the debris. The loss was very

heavy. Ft 45 Veryan Gardens all eight of the Danby family
2

were killed when their house collapsed in the blast.

Similar scenes were enacted off York Street when a huge 

section of the Flax Spinning I ill collapsed, bringing down 

with it 42 houses in Sussex Street and Vere Street, ^nd kill- 

in, 35 people. In 'B' District of the city twenty houses 

were demolished by high explosive in the Beechmount Street/ 

Crescent area and a Harden’s Post and several houses were 

demolished in Eastland Street killing two wardens and six 

civilians,

The picture was the same all over the affected areas of

the city. On the Shankill Road, Crurnlin Road, Antrim Road,

York Street and Duncairn Gardens whole rows of terraced houses

were either destroyed or dams ed. No one can say for certain

how any houses were affected but the evidence to sug, est that
4

it ran into r any thousands was present the next morning - 

.-Ires still burning, rubble and debris covering the streets, 

soil end glass all over the roads, and great gaps in the 

terraced rows. Certainly around 70,000 people, not of course 

all homeless, were fed in emergency centres during the next 

day'^ The damage was done both by high explosive and incendiary

1. Reported in 'History of the Wardens and Com) unications 
Services in CAB3A/61/14A and in D2742/1

2. ibid,,
3. Situation and Dama.ae Reports for night of 15/loth April,

1941 in HA 18/3/2 and in 'History of Wardens ^nd Communi
cations services' CAB3A/61/14A

4. Estimates of Belfast City Surveyor on 23rd Hay 1941 and 
31st ay 1941 put the figure at over 35,000 houses destroyed 
or damaged during all the raids EA18/3/2

5. Statistics in CAB3A/71/81 inistry of Public Security 
Intelligence Summaries on Air Raids in Northern Ireland
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bomba. Blast had torn down or sucked out walls and shattered 

windows while fire had consumed the rest. Belfast was doubly 

unfortunate. First of all it had one of the highest densities 

of population of any city in the United Kingdom and secondly 

the Germans had struck at the very areas where it was at its 

most dense.

In the affected parts of the city residential, industrial, 

commercial premises and public buildings all suffered their 

share of the damage. In York Street, the giant Flax Spinning 

Company's mill was extensively damaged. On the Crumlin Road 

both the Brookfield and Edenderry Spinning Companys' mills 

were gutted by incendiary bombs while William Ewart and Sons

mill was badly damaged. At Hudson Street off the Shankill
1

Road a serious fire destroyed the Margarine Factory,

The Harbour Estate, probably the German's real target,

received only slight attention from the German bombers but

nonetheless considerable damage was caused by one parachute

mine, four high explosive bombs and several incendiaries.

The roof of the Alexander Works collapsed and blast damage

was caused to the Frame Shed. A small fire began in the

Power Station but most damage was done to the Boiler Shop and

surrounding shops like the Brass Foundry and Bolt Screwingo
Shop, in all of which production was stopped completely. The

aircraft factory of Short Brothers and Harland was only slightly
•3

damaged v/ith the loss of two aircraft. If one of the aims of 

the raid therefore was to destroy the heart of Belfasts 

strategic industries, the Germans signally failed. Apart from 

the damage mentioned only a few other industrial and commercial

1, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary Ho,4 
covering oeriod 06,00 hrs on 16th April to 18,00 hrs 
18th April 1941 in HA18/3/5

2, Damage Report from Harland & Wolff to Air Raid Precautions 
Controller, Chichester Street on 17th April 1941 In HA18/3/2

3, : inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.4 op cit
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premises were seriously damaged e.g. McKenna and McGinleys

Mineral Water Factory at Bath Place and W, H. Wilton’s Funeral
1Parlour on the Crumlin Road.

Given the indiscriminate nature of air attack however it

is little wonder that the Germans did find softer targets.

Extensive damage was caused to the Ulster Hospital at Templemore

Avenue, the Charitable Institution in Clifton Street and the
2

Nurses Home at the Mater Hospital on the Crumlin Road. In

addition many churches were either destroyed or damaged. Agnes

Street Presbyterian Church was gutted; Oldpark Presbyterian

Church on the Cliftonville Road was extensively damaged by

high explosives; St. Barnabas Church of Ireland in Duncairn

Gardens and St, James’ Church of Ireland on the Antrim Road,

along with Newington Presbyterian Church on the Limestone Road
3

were all gutted by fire. The military and the Civil Defence

did not escape either. Air Raid Precautions Headquarters in

Academy Street and Victoria Barracks in North Queen Street,

home of the Headquarters Northern Ireland District were both
4

damaged by fire and blast. Several wardens' posts were also 
bombed. Altogether therefore damage to buildings in this 

Easter Tuesday blitz was very considerable. Whole areas of 

the city suffered as old landmarks disappeared overnight.

One aspect of physical damage we must not forget was the 

damage to shelters since this had been a matter of argument 

before the raids and was to have a considerable psychological 

impact on the population. Generally speaking the shelters 

stood up very well. A parachute mine landed forty feet away 

from a public shelter at the junction of Oxford Street and 

East Bridge Street but the shelter was only slightly damaged

1. Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.4 op cit.
2. Damage reports from F.W. Haslett, Deputy Air Raid Precautions 

Officer to Ministry of Public Security War Room in HA18/3/2
3. ibid,,
4. ibid..
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with the outer skin of brick sucked off end the roof slightly

' e ed, jirnilsrly at Cdlingham Street off huncsirn Gardens

a 250-lf, high explosive bomb landed within fifteen feet of a

com: unal shelter and there was little Garage and no casualties.

However two incidents in particular were to confirm many

peoples’ fears about the shelters provided and justify their

decision not to use them. At Percy Street off the 1 hanki 11

Road a large bomb exploded fifteen feet from the middle of

the side wall of the shelter causing the walls to collapse

end the roof to fall in - thirty bodies were brought out,

Plso at Thorndyke Street off Templemore Avenue a communal

shelter, 45 feet from a bomb crater was demolished for three-
1

quarters of its length and fourteen bodies were recovered.

These incidents were to cause a groat outcry though one must 

say that they were to some extent inevitable. ‘any people 

misunderstood the purpose of the shelters - they were not 

designed to absorb direct hits or near misses but rather to 

offer protection from blest and splinters, ihelter incidents 

like these led to calls for underground protection but this 

was something the Government refused to undertake.

Physical damage to buildings of all kinds was therefore 

enormous durinr the raid. The inevitable result of this on 

top of direct hits by bombs was a severe disruption of Belfssts 

communications . Perhaps the most serious disrupt'’on resulted 

from a bomb at last Bridge Street which tore up telephone 

cables dislocating the communications network of the Royal Air 

Force Fighter Sector and of the Gun Operations Room of Anti

aircraft Command and ending the effective resistance against 

the raid! This mi ;ht be considered a rather lucky hit but all

1. -Details In HAP/b/Dlb92 'Bomb Effects on Shelters' - a 
report by surveyor to ?Iinistry of Public Security

2. inistry of Dfbiic Security Intelligence Summary No.4op.cit
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over the affected areas of the city roads were blocked by

bomb craters or fallen rubble or unexploded bombs, just as

effectively blocking internal communications. The Albertbridge

Road, York Street and Peter’s Hill were all blocked by craters

and rubble while unexploded bombs were reported in Donegsll

Park Avenue, Cliftonpark Avenue and Wellington Place among 
1

others.

Many other roads were made dangerous by the fires which

raged in many areas and others by the large amounts of glass

and soil which were thrown on to them by the force of the

explosions. Civil defence workers found it difficult in the

v/orst areas to get from one incident to the other though local

knowledge usually helped to find a way. Reinforcements coming

in from the country areas were amazed at the scenes and they
2

too found it difficult to reach their rendezvous points.

The damage to the roads was compounded by damage to the

tracks and overhead cables on which the city's trams ran.

Cables were brought down in East Bridge Street, Carlisle Circus

and Cliftonville Road while the tracks were either destroyed

or blocked on the Shankill Road, Crumlin Road and along York

Street. Furthermore two of the city's main tram depots at

Ardoyne and Salisbury Avenue on the Antrim Road were badly
3

damaged and over 100 tram cars were immobilised.
4

The railways, too, did not escape the holocaust. On the 

Belfast and County Down Railway the line was broken between 

Bellygrainey and Donaghadee and services were temporarily 

disrupted. The worst damage however was at the L.M.S. station 

at York Road. A two-storey block containing railway stores

1. ibid,,
2. from personal accounts
3. finis try of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.4 op cit 

and 1, inistry of Public Security War Diary CAB3A/68/128
4. ibid..
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and soma offices fronting on York Road were burnt out and 

the main lines were blocked at the entrance to the station.

In both these cases normal services were not running again 

until the afternoon. At the Great Northern Railway station 

in Great Victoria Street there was no damage.

The roads, the trams, the railways were therefore ell

seriously affected by the blitz in certain parts of the city

though in other parts they were left untouched. The northern

part of the city especially resembled something like a scene

from Dante’s Inferno during the heaviest hours of bombing -

burning houses, crumbling churches, falling rubble, explosions,

fire, civil defence workers scurrying about their business,

civilians fleeing for their lives; cars and lorries moving

about the streets, picking their way through the mess. In

many areas too the scene was made even more macabre by burst

water mains cascading water over the streets or by damaged
1gas mains starting fires which seemed never to go out,

Iven long after the blitz the most obvious sign that it 
had taken place at all, was the physical damage to the city.

Gaps remained in streets, bombed out sites were scattered over 

various areas; buildings showed the scars of burning or of 

blast and splinter damage. Some of these scars are still to 

be seen. With all these enduring manifestations of air attack, 

however, it is easy to forget that the greatest loss when all 

is said and done must be seen in human terms.

The citizens of Belfast suffered in many different ways, 

both major and minor. Some of these ways can be measured, 

some cannot. Obviously there was the severe psychological shock 

of being bombed from the air; the physical discomfort of

1. from personal accounts given to the writer by many who 
lived in Belfast during the raids,
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having to seek refuge in e shelter or under your own stsir- 

cese; the very reel fear of death; the worry shout the safety 

of friends end loved ones. None of these can he measured hut 

in the circumstances of the master Tuesday hlitz they cannot 

he denied.

There were also other irksome worries. The damage to

water mains with twelve major and some twenty smaller fractures

meant that in many areas of the city like the Oldpark Road,

Cliftonville Road, Cavehill, Antrim and Shore Roads the water

was turned off. Damage to the gas mains meant that in most
1

areas of the city the gas was also turned off, Add to this 

the fact that many of their homes were destroyed, many shops 

closed or destroyed and transport disrupted, it is not difficult 

to work out that life bacame very complicated all of a sudden 

for most of those in the affected areas of the city. This is 

perhaps one explanation for the large scale exodus from the 

city on the day following the blitz, which we shall examine 

la ter.

However the most obvious human suffering of the Taster

Tuesday raid was the casualties which the bombing caused. No

other city in the United Kingdom with the exception perhaps

of London and Liverpool, ever suffered so many casualties in
2

one night's bombing. According to figures compiled by the

Ministry of Public Security 745 people were killed during the

Saster Tuesday blitz including over forty children and over

160 bodies which could not be classified. In addition over

430 people were seriously Injured and over 1,000 slightly 
3

injured. When compared to pre-war estimates of the likely

1, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summaries No,4 & 
No,5 covering period 06.00 16th April to 18,00 hrs 21st 
April 1941 in HA18/3/5 and HA18/3/7

2, J.W. Blake op. cit, P.233
5. KA6/3/D733
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casualties from aerial bombardment these figures were compara

tively small but when one takes into account the comparison 

with other British cities, the limited area of the city which 

was struck and the density of the housing, it was a grim night. 

The first aid posts and first aid parties, the rescue squads, 

the hospitals and the mortuaries all had sufficient work to 

cope with. Of all these the greatest burden fell on ill- 

prepared Mortuary Service which failed to carry out its task 

effectiirely, Not enough mortuary accomodation had been

prepared and St, George’s Market had to be used as a makeshift
1

mortuary. As if this was not bad enough many mistakes were

made in the identifying and labelling of bodies and little

information was available to the public as to who the dead
2

were and how to claii the bodies, Human misery it would seem 

knows no bounds.

Some families in particular suffered heavily. At 142

Duncairn Gardens the Warwick family lost seven of their number

including the father, mother, four daughters and a son. The

Wilson family at 56 Edlingham Street in the same area lost

eight, including the mother, mother-in-law, brother-in-law,

two sons and three daughters. The Gordon family of 29 Hogarth

Street lost eight also, the Donnelly family of 26 Unity Street
3

five, the Hutchinson family of 261 York Street seven, A

massive public funeral had to be held on the 21st April at

which 163 people were buried, 104 of them having remained 
4

unidentified. The huge scale of the casualties was not at 

first apparent. In a situation report from the Ministry of 

Public Security War Room to the I inistry of Heme Security War

1, Report of C.S, Davies, Senior Air Raid Precautions Inspector 
in Ministry of Public Security in HA18/3/2

2. ibid,,
3, EA6/3/d281/l
4. Ibid ,,
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Room in London st half-past six on the evening of the 16th

.April the casualties were put at 323 killed, 329 seriously
1

injured and 486 slightly injured. In Wednesday morning's
2

Northern Whig the casualties were "feared heavy in LTlster" 

which by Thursday morning had became "2 00 feared dead in 

Northern Ireland blitz". Obviously journalists were not told 

the whole truth. In the four page edition of the Belfast
4

Telegraph of the 16th April casualties were listed as "numerous'.'

By the 17th the Telegraph was quoting the official estimate 
5

of 200 dead. It would seem that the Government was afraid to

risk a greater degree of panic and shock than already existed.

It was not until around the 21st that any real estimate was

possible and even then the figure was put at 500 dead, over
6

2CO short of the final figure. Whatever the final figure, for 

the people of Belfast, the large numbers of dead were obvious 

enough on the morning of the 16th as many of them still littered 

the road and pavement in some areas of the city.

On the following day those who remained in the city were 

able to read about the situation if they had not experienced 

It themselves. All the major papers appeared and naturally 

the blitz dominated their thinner than usual edtions. No 

names v/ere mentioned, no places were mentioned, the extent of 

the damage both psychological and physical was played down 

but they still managed to convey something of the drama of the 

night before.

The Ministry of Public Security communique which they 

carried was dry enough - "Shortly after the alert had been

1, Report in HA18/3/5
2. Northern Whig April 16th 1941 

Northern Whig April 17th 1941
4. Belfast Telegraph A,pril 16th 1941
5. BeIfa st Telegraph April 17th 1941
6. inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,5 

covering period from 18,00 hrs 18th April to 18,00 hrs 
21st April in EA18/3/7
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sounded high explosive and incendiary bombs were dropped at 

random over the city. A considerable number fell on residen

tial and shopping areas, causing numerous casualties, many of

which it is feared are fatal. Other bombs caused damage to
1

industrial and commercial premises". The reporters were a 

little more vivid. One reporter told of his personal experi

ences, being blown backwards off his feet, rushing out of the 

house along with all his neighbours and making his way 

immediately to the nearest rest centre. Another report told 

of a man in bed being hurled right over the top of houses 

adjoining his own and landing in the next street and of a man 

and his wife still in bed, being blown twenty yards up their 

own street. Another told of a soldier diving through the

flames of a burst gas main to lift a beam off a terrified
2

woman and carrying her to the ambulance. Yet more told the 

same stories of cratered roads, devastated houses, acts of 

heroism. ost even managed to slip in the previous days foot

ball results for good measure, "Blues" fans might have taken

it as some form of omen that Linfield lost by three goals to
3

one to Distillery at Windsor Park,

The newspapers did their utmost to paint a picture of 

high public morale of a brave population united in its resolve 

to recover from the devastation. Appeals were made for every 

citizen to do his best to help those in need - "Common suffer

ing is a greet leveller and it is the bounden duty of all of

us to do all we can to alleviate the sufferings of those bereft
4

of kindred and homeless".

The Government reacted in similar fashion. Following a

1. Belfast Telegraph April 16th, 1941
2. ibid,,
3, Northern Whig April 16th 1941
4, Belfast Telegraph of 16th April, 1941
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Cabinet meetin held at noon on the 16th at the Royal Courts 

of Justice it issued en official statement in which was stated 

'that they were impressed by the devotion to duty of the Civil 

Defence workers and by the splendid morale of the population 
and wished to extend deep sympathy to all who had suffered"^ 

'this was echoed ays in by the Prime l inister, John Andrews in 

Parliament on the 2‘dnd when, after thanking all those who had 

given their services and extending sympathy to those who had 

suffered, he went on - ''Our people in my opinion and in the 

opinion of all in Ulster for whom I have any right to speak 

have simply been magnificent. . . I cannot express the admira

tion which in my own heart I feel for each and all of thosep
whom I have across1 2 3'. These feelings were shared by most 

public figures.

The question of public morale and how the citizens of 

Belfast reacted to the traumatic events of the 15th/l6th \pril 

is a dif icult one, he newspaper and official comments may 

have been purposefully directed at boosting public morale but 

it is hard to disagree with their sentiments. It would seem 

that Belfast people reacted in a similar way to most of those 

In Great Britain who suffered on a similar scale.

The major qualification to this at the time and one which

needs to be re-examined is the inescapable fact that a large

proportion of the city’s population left the town in a major

exodus beginning in the daylight hours immediately following 
3

the blitz, many left on foot down the rain roads; many left 

in oriv^te cars; many thronged the bus depots and railway

1, Report of Cabinet meeting 16th April 1941 in CAB4/469/2
2, "orthern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 

Vol. xxiv Col.631 2Bnd April 1941
3, eIfa st -elegraph of 15th April 1941. sxodus also remarked 

on in Belfast News Letter of 16th April 1941 ^nd Irish Hews 
of 16th April 1941
J. . ’lake op. cit. P241-242
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termini the following day, demanding to be taken out of the

city. Numbers are extremely difficult to estimate but it

would seem that a sizeable proportion of the population,

perhaps initially as high as 20-25 per cent was involved. Was

this panic? This is a question we must return to later. The

Belfast Telegraph of the 16th April gave some clue as to what 
1

v/as happening, "Hundreds stood at bus stops with hastily

packed bundles, parents clutching little children, all with

one purpose, to leave the place they called home".

One final point needs to be made about the blitz of

15/l6th April. It was not exclusive to Belfast; other parts

of Ulster suffered. In Newtownards bombs dropped on the aero-
2

drome killed three civilions. At Bangor high explosive and

incendiary bombs falling on Ashley Gardens killed five and 
3

injured thirty. While in Londonderry a parachute mine dropped

on the Fes sines Park area at twelve minutes past midnight,

demolished five houses, killing thirteen people, seriously
4

wounding nineteen and slightly wounding fourteen. Apart from 

a breakdown of the wardens at Post PI in Londonderry where 

the incident occurred the Civil Defence Services and the public 

coped adequately in all three towns. However ell in all it 

was not a good night for Ulster,

1, Belfast Telegraph 16th April 1941
2, Squadron Leader Fearon RAP Newtownards to ministry of Public 

Security War Room HA 18/3/3
3, East Group Control Centre, Bangor to Ministry of Public 

Security War Room HA18/3/3
4, Report of J, Wilson Londonderry Air Raid Precautions Officer 

on raid of 15/16th April 1941 in HA 18/3/1
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE KAY R^.IDS
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The Taster Tuesday raid on Belfast lasted for over five 

hours, long enough for the citizens to realise that they had 

experienced the new concept of total war on civilian as well 

as military targets, which World War Two had introduced. It 

was of course a shattering experience hut the life of the city 

had to go on and go on it did despite the physical damage and 

the psychological shock. The blitz on Belfast was one more 

piece of evidence that in the overall context of the War, the 

Luftwaffe attack on the United Kingdom was a failure.

Nevertheless the situation in Belfast on the 16th April 

was chaotic. Roads were badly blocked in the affected areas 

of the city; telephone communications were badly disrupted; 

families were making their way out of the city by every poss

ible means, placing an even greater strain on the already 

shaky transport system; rescue work was continuing to no 

seeming pattern; fires were still smouldering; casualties were 

still being collected. It was a picture v/hich many of the 

cities all over Great Britain had already seen painted.

Immediately the raid ended the Northern Ireland Government 

put its emergency 'Hiram Plan' into effect. The Advanced 

Government Headquarters controlled by officials from the 

Ministry of Public Security was set up at first in the City 

Hall though later it moved to the Law Courts, Its purpose 

outlined early in 1941 was to coordinate the restoration of 

normal services in the period following a heavy raid. Govern

ment officials stressed the limited nature of its role but in 

practice it appeared to the Corporation and to the Civil Defence 

Authority that the Ministry of Public Security had in fact

taken over and they tended therefore to reduce their directional 
1

efforts ,

1. CAB4/473/10 Memorandum by Minister of Public Security on
questions of Government raised by recent air raids on 
Belfast., discussed by Cabinet 15th May, 1941
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This difficulty was not immediately overcome and. the 

result was a great deal of administrative confusion at a time 

when it could have been done without. Nevertheless with a 

fair amount of muddling through gradually every Government 

and local Government agency got down to the job of restoring 

the life of the city. This first serious test of the adminis

trative system therefore focused attention on several mistakes 

and certainly afterwards the Government was keen to amend its 

whole emergency arrangements, e.g. as early as the 24th i'pril 

the administrative staff of the Advanced Government Headquarters

?/ss reduced to representatives from only those Ministries
1

directly involved.

The first major problems confronting the authorities were

obviously the task of clearing up the immediate damage caused

by the raid and the task of dealing with the flow of population.

In connection with the former, the military were called In to

aid the Rescue Service and the many civilian volunteers. Two

companies of Royal Snglneers were assigned to the various
2

stricken sectors of the city. They helped first with the 

massive task of rescuing trapped civilians and then also with 

the demolition of dangerous buildings and the clearing of 

roads. The main difficulties faced by those clearing the 

damage was a lack of proper equipment, especially of transport 

and the lack of a proper system of priorities.

Dealing with those who were leaving the city however was 

a much more complex problem. The first requirement was 

obviously transport since during the 16th the bus and railway

1, CAB4/473/10 Memorandum by Minister of Public Security on 
questions of Government raised by recent air raids on 
Belfast,, discussed by Cabinet 15th lay, 1941.

2. Report of Officer Commanding Royal engineers, Northern 
Ireland. District in CAB3A/67, The two companies involved 
were No. 582 and No. 583 Field Companies, R.E,
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stations were thronged with people trying to get ovmj, What

services were running were overcrowded and tempers and nerves

were obviously frayed. As a temporary solution lorries were

used to help with the spontaneous emergency evacuation. The

second requirement was accomodation and here the difficulties

were just as great. So many people left that all the possible

billets were quickly taken within a wide radius around the 
2

city. In the short term the Government was unable to do any

thing about it, except appeal to people to return to the city,

so most of those who quit the city were simply left to their 
3

own devices, Necessity proved indeed to be the mother of

invention and on the very first day after the raid thousands

of people found temporary homes in barns, in school houses,

church halls and even under hedges. This was a major problem

which the Government had failed to forsee and for reasons of

public morale they were reluctant to acknowledge,

T~any however did receive help. Those from damaged or in

many cases undamaged homes who took to the rest centres inside

the city were fed and given shelter. Those who made it to

Dublin (over500) v/ere cared for by the Irish Red Cross under

arrangements made at a meeting of Northern Ireland and Irish

Republic civil servants held at the Law Courts in Belfast on
4

Saturday 19th April, Those who reached many of the small, towns 

around Belfast were helped by the local authority, or by the 

churches, or by the friendliness of local inhabitants. Those 

who remained at home however in the blitzed areas awaited a

1

1, tCye witness accounts supported by reports carried in Belfsst 
Telegraph and Belfast News Letter of April 17th, 1941

2, .Memorandum by Minister of Home Affairs on Evacuation 
CAB4/470/9 - discussed by Cabinet 29th April 1941

3. Adverts carried in local daily papers of April 17th-19th 
appealing for people with habitable homes to return to them.

4. HA6/2/EVA558 - Report of meeting of Northern Ireland and 
Sire civil servants held on April 19th at the Law Courts, 
Belfast to discuss Ulster refugees in Eire.
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further onslaught with no water, no gas, little shelter and 

all the discomforts v/hich lack of these basic amenities entails

The situation by the evening of the 16th therefore shov/ed 

little improvement but at least the Germans did not return. 

Indeed the Germans were not to return for over two and a hr If 

weeks so Belfast was given a very valuable breathing space, 

something which was essential if the city was to quickly 

recover. fescue work, fire dampening, casualty work, bomb 

disposal, repair work and v/elfare work all continued during 

the following days and gradually things improved. The city 

however remained very quiet, especially at night. One reporter 

remarked - ''It was like a place of the dead, the only people 
in the area being the rescue and demolition squads"'!"

On onday 21st April the mess funeral of the unidentified

victims of the raid was held from the impromptu mortuary at

’ t. George's arket to the City Cemetery, Thousands of people

lined the streets, most affected by the sight. A reporter

noted, that so many coffins passed by "that one inevitably lost

count and could only stand there in dazed silence, a lump in 
2

the throat", A united service for the Protestant victims 

was held at which the Church of Ireland Bishop of Down and 

Connor, the Right Rev. Dr. J. p. icNeice, the moderator of 

the General Assembly, the Right Rev. Dr, 7/oodburn and the Rev, 

Spence of the Methodist Church officiated. The Roman Catholic 

service was conducted by the Bishop of Down and Connor, the 

Right Rev, Dr. Ivageean, Rabbi Schachter represented tie Jewish 

community. The funeral was attended by all Ulster's leading 

dignitaries - the Governor, the Prime Minister, the Lord ; ayor 

of Belfast, the Inspector-General of the Royal Ulster Constab

ulary, as well as by other leading social and political figures.

1. Report in Belfast Telegraph April 18th, 1941
2. Report in Belfast Telegraph April 21st, 1941
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It was a very sombre and moving occasion. The whole city was

united in its grief for those who had died. In a city most

widely known for its self-inflicted wounds many must have

pondered over a common suffering.

The mass funeral was accompanied by the customary official

tours of the affected districts. On Sunday April 20th it was

the Governor, His Grace the Duke of Abercorn and his wife,

accompanied by the Minister of Public Security, who were met
2

in many areas by "singing and shouts of defiance1 2 3 4'. On Monday

the 21st it was the turn of the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester,

who reinforced the British Connection and brought the sympathy

of the Royal Family to the city. On the 23rd the Lord Mayor

launched his Raid Distress Fund to which £2,500 was subscribed
3

on the first day.

By the time of the official visits much of the city’s

life had returned. Except for the Cliftonville and Crumlin

Road areas the water supply was now normal and in these areas

standpoints and water storage tanks had been concentrated.

There was still no gas supply in the Cliftonville, Antrim and

Shore Road areas and only a limited supply in the Falls,

Shankill and Grosvenor Road districts but elsewhere gas had

been restored to normal. .Electricity was available for every-
4

one who used it.

Most of the major roads were open but many minor roads 

were still blocked, mostly by rubble e.g. Edlingham Street, 

Cedar Avenue, Gray’s Lane, Ponsonby Avenue, East Bridge Street 

and Percy Street. Some were blocked however by unexploded 

bombs, seven of which had been confirmed - at the Courthouse,

1. Reports in Belfast Telegraph A.pril 21st, 1941, Belfast News 
Letter and Northern Whig April 22nd, 1941

2. Report in Northern Whig April 21st 1941
3. Report in Belfast Telegraph April 23rd, 1941
4. Based on Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary 

Ho.5 in KA18/3/7.

1
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Crumlin Road; in Crimea Street; in College Street; in 

Cliftonpark Avenue; in Oceanic Avenue; at the Park Cinema on 

the Oldpark Road and on Cliftonville Coif Course, These were 

all in the process of being dealt with.

Transport services were almost back to normal. Telecom

munications both internal and external had still to be fully 

restored though many lines were working. All the fires had 

been extinguished; most of the casualties had been found, 

though rescue parties were still at v/ork. On the welfare side 

only four Rest Centres remained open and the number receiving 

food, at emergency feeding centres was down to 10,000 per day. 

When compared with the chaos of 16th April therefore things 

had considerably improved though with a great amount of
1

absenteeism industry had not yet got back to its full capacity.
The Government was doing its best to speed up matters.

The Hiram Plan was still in operation but instead of relying

solely on the new Ministry of Public Security to administer
the emergency arrangements, the Ministry of Home Affairs and

the Ministry of Education had also been brought in to assist,
2

especially in the fields of post-raid welfare and evacuation.

By the 21st April these Departments were doing their best to 

completely clear the Belfast Rest Centres and to sort out the 

billeting arrangements in the surrounding countryside - vital 

tasks if the system was to withstand any further strain.

Progress was slow but the problem was one of proportions which 

had never been allowed for in pre-raid planning.

In this situation of continuing difficulties in some fields

1. Based on Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary 
No,5 in HA18/3/7

2, Memorandum of Ministry of Home Affairs on "Evacuation" 
discussed by Cabinet 29th April 1941 CAE4/470/9 and Memor
andum of Ministry of Home Affairs on 'Evacuation and Bill
eting Arrangements in Northern Ireland" discussed by the 
Civil Defence Advisory Committee 31st July 1941 CAB3A/76/137
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but gredusl return to norms 1 in others. Parliament debated 

the blitz on April 22nd, The Prime Minister John Andrews, 

the Minister of Public Security, J, C. MacDermott end others 

paid tribute to the valour of the Civil Defence volunteers 

and to the fortitude of the ordinary citizens of Belfast.

T, J. Campbell, nationalist M.P. for Belfast Central echoed 

the feelings of most of the members of the House - "This last 

week has been a very grim testing time for our citizens but 

they have bethought themselves during that trying period how 

they could help their neighbours. Amid their agony and tribu

lation a fine civic spirit, a rich comradeship, a true
1

understanding among the people have shone with brightness".

All however was not self-congratulation, J, W» Nixon,

Independent Unionist M.P. for Woodvale pointed out the personal

failure of the Chief of the Belfast Fire Brigade and also

urged a major improvement in civil defence equipment, J, Beattie

Independent Labour M.P. for Pottinger, blamed the Government's

publicity for attracting the Luftwaffe and also attacked

:7acDermott - "The Minister of Public Security has no right to
2

laurels in connection with the recent attack", These constant 

critics of the Government were joined by J. Brown, Independent 

Unionist for South Down who called for a secret session of the 

House to discuss the situation and blamed the Government for
3

failing to wake up to the seriousness of the problem in time. 

These points and severe criticism of the Government's 

shelter policy were raised again on the 29th April on the 

motion for the adjournment of the House. In answer to the 

Government's explanation that the question of household

1. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol.xxiv, 22nd April 1941 Col.632,

2. ibid - Col,644
3. ibid - Col,636
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I, orris on shelters was being taken up with the British Govern- 

rrent, Beattie raised a valid point - "How is it in regard to 

these questions we are not considered on an equal basis with 

the people of those three countries? How is it we have ever 

to be the beggar?" His questions were not answered.

The Government however faced with serious criticism had

to make some effort to bow to the weight of opinion being

expressed. Pressure on Westminster brought some reinforcement

of Belfast's active defences in the shape of elements of two

Searchlight Regiments and elements of two new Anti-Aircraft
2

Regiments, one Heavy and one Light, Furthermore at a Cabinet 

meeting on April 29th at Stormont Castle several measures were 

agreed upon.

First of all a major effort was to be made to clear up 

the billeting and evacuation problems in end around Belfast 

with the aim of easing the overcrowding and preparing for a 

possible further exodus. Allied to this the Cabinet agreed 

to introduce a Bill to prevent rent racketeering. Secondly 

the go-ahead was given for the building of a new power station 

at Islandmagee to free power supplies from the vulnerability 

of reliance on stations in Belfast alone. Thirdly to answer 

the criticism over shelters the Cabinet agreed to raisethe 

P.L.V. limit for free air raid shelter provision from £13 to 

£29, This would take in an extra 26,000 houses in the city 

of Belfast, The Ministry of Public Security in its memorandum 

to the Cabinet was frank - "It can fairly be said that by 

drawing the line at the £13 valuation level the provision of 

free shelter in Northern Ireland is restricted to a much 

smaller class of persons than is receiving free shelter in

1. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol.xxiv 29th April 1941 Cols. 698 and 699

2, Report of 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade Headquarters contained 
in CAB3D/2/19.
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Greet Britain. . ». The Government cennot justifiably continue
1

to treat householders in Northern Ireland less favourably".

Furthermore realising the House of Commons need to freely

voice its feelings the Cabinet agreed at a short meeting on
2

the 30th April to Brown’s request for a secret session.

By the beginning of May therefore the Government had made

a little progress towards solving the major problems facing

it, though the extent of the problems involved meant that it

would be a long haul. The Civil Defence Services backed up

by the Belfast Civil Defence Authority and the Corporation

had also made serious efforts to get the city back to normal,

and with some success. The various public utilities had

played their part by restoring their services over most of the

city. The citizens still shocked by their ordeal had in many

cases returned to their old routine though for many a new

routine involved nightly ’trekking’ out of the city to the
3

surrounding countryside, Therefore the valuable breathing 

space had been fully if not very efficiently utilised.

Everyone felt however that the city was bound to be 

attacked again and of course they were right. On the night 

of May 4th/5th, almost three weeks since the previous raid, 

the Luftwaffe struck again. The finistry of Public Security 

Intelligence Summary of the night put it very succinctly - 

"Cnemy aircraft delivered a heavy attack on the Belfast area 

commencing at about 01.00 hours and lasting about three hours". 

Severe damage was done to residential. Industrial and commercial 

property and many serious fires were started, many of which

1. Memorandum of Minister of Public Security to the Cabinet 
on "The extension of the valuation limit for free domestic 
shelter" CAB4/470/10

2. Conclusions of Cabinet meeting of 29th April, 1941 in 
CAB4/47 0/12

3. Reported in Northern whig April 19th, 1941
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are still burning".

It was indeed a heavy raid. Belfast was again the chief
2

target and nearly 200 enemy aircraft were involved, They

dropped altogether over 200 metric tons of bombs including
3

over 95,000 incendiaries; so this was predominantly a fire

raid. It was also a heavier raid than that of Easter Tuesday,

though casualties were to be fewer. The Germans were once

again lucky with the weather for they chose a bright, clear

night, ideal bombing weather.

The 'Bed’ public warning signal was given at a auarter

past midnight, two minutes after the anti-aircraft gun crews

had been ordered to ’stand to’. Enemy aircraft did not arrive

however until two minutes past one, giving those left in the

city plenty of time to reach their shelters or prepare them-
4

selves in their houses. This time, there was little of the 

feeling expressed by many on Easter Tuesday when the sirens 

went, that this was going to be a false alarm or another minor 

raid. This time, people knew what to expect. This time too 

the spectators of the raid were not so much in the city as in 

all the rural areas round about. They were to have grandstand 

seats to watch the burning of their own city.

The raid developed shortly after one o'clock from both 

the north east and the south. The enemy bombers attacked from 

a height estimated between 9,000 and 13,000 feet, not coming 

any lower due to the more active anti-aircraft defences on

1. ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.6 
covering 18.00 hrs 4th Lay to 06.00 hrs 5th May HA. 18/3/7

2. Lriegstagebuch des Oberkommandos der lehrracht Vol.l 1940- 
41 P391 - 5 Lai 1941 Luftwaffe: liachts Belfast mit 181.

3. Figures ouoted in J.W. Blake's "Northern Ireland in the 
Second Lor Id gar- 218.5 metri c t ons of bombs inc ludTng 
95,922 incendiaries - footnote P235

4. 0AB3A/61/14A History of the hardens and Communications 
Service and 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade Intelligence Summary 
No.5 in CAB3D/2/19
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this occasion, which threw up almost double the amount of

ammunition than on 15th/l6th April, The raid lasted for

almost three hours, the engagement being broken off at twenty

minutes to four in the morning, though the White ’Raiders

Passed’ signal was not 0iven until twenty-five minutes to
1

five. It was therefore an intense bombardment.

The chief target on this occasion vtas the Harbour Estate

and this time the bombers made no mistake. The shipyard of

Ferland and Wolff, the aircraft factory of Short Brothers and

Harland and the Power Station were all badly hit along with

ships lying in the docks. A report from Harland and Wolff

to the Admiralty Contracts Department on 21st hay gave the
2

full extent of the damage. The Queens ’.Yorks suffered extensive 

damage from high explosive bombs which partly destroyed the 

roof. At the Alexandra Forks the aircraft shop was destroyed 

for the second, time, again slowing up work on Stirling bombers. 

At the Clarence Works, the sheet metal department was destroyed 

by high explosive and by fire while at the Abercorn Shipyard 

three corvettes under construction on Slips 5,6,7 received 

direct hits and were severely damaged. The damage at the 

Power Station was particularly severe. The roof was only 

slightly damaged but the paint shop, rigging department, light 

store, plumbing and electricity manufacturing shops were 

completely destroyed by fire. The report went on to summarise 

the general extent of the damage to the Harbour Estate - 

"Generally speaking every wooden building in the works is

burnt to the ground and considerable fire damage must have
3

been done to machinery and steelwork'1 2 3.

1. CAB3A/61/14A History of the Wardens and Communications 
Service and 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade Intelligence Summary 
No,5 in CAB3D/2/19

2. Report contained in HA18/3/2
3. Contained in Report on Harland and Wolff sent to Admiralty 

Contracts Department 21st lay, 1941 HA18/3/2
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The effects of the damage were certainly immediate. The

destruction at the Power Station cut the electricity supply

to the city completely at a auarter to three in the morning,
1

a situation which was to last for over twenty-four hours.

In addition the destruction at the shipyards was to halt

production completely for at least two days and even by June

12th inspectors could still report a forty-five per cent loss

on shipbuilding and a thirty-five per cent loss on other

cl irelty production, I'he bombs also blocked ifhe Dufferin

hock for several months through the sinking of the merchant

ship, Pair Head. Short Brothers and Harland were disrupted

to a lesser extent though here too bombs on the stores offices,

workshops and flight sheds caused considerable damage especially 
3

to the roofs. Thankfully casualties in the attack on the

larbour Estate v/ere comparatively few, A "arland and Wolff

report of the 16th May putting them at twenty-one, none of
4

which v/ere fatal.

The Harbour Estate was therefore the major target for the 

enemy aircraft and they did succeed in causing considerable 

damage to the various strategic installations contained within 

it. However this is not the whole story of the May 4th/5th 

blitz for it will be remembered largely as the fire blitz.

Over 95,000 incendiary bombs were dropped on the city, not 

just on the Harbour Estate but also in the residential and 

commercial areas in the centre and east of the city. It was 

in these areas where most of the obvious damage end most of

1, Report from Ministry of Public Seciarity War Room to Ministry 
of Home Security War Room, London 1,40p.m. 5th May,1941
HA18/3/5.

2, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary of Air 
Raids in Northern Ireland CAB3A/71/81

3, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No.6 
covering 18,00 hrs 4th lay to 06,00 hrs 5th May HA 18/3/7

4, Harland and Wolff damage report 16th May, 1941 in HA18/3/2
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the casus It lea were caused. Fire was the cause of most of

the damage and many of the casualties,

According to official figures, on the night of May 4th/5th

there were 2 'conflagrations', 22 'major' fires, 58 'serious'
1

fires, and 125 'less serious' fires in the city. These

represented an awful lot of burning, Belfast's firemen were

not helped either by the number of fractures to water mains

nor by the lack of proper equipment. The worst thing of all

for a fireman happened when the water ran out around three

o'clock in the morning - the tide had turned, the water level

had dropped and there just was not enough hose or suction
2

equipment to reach it. The inevitable result was that the 

fires ot worse. By half-past three in the morning Belfast 

must have seemed doomed to destruction by fire, to those who 

could see the situation close to or who watched the huge glow 

in the sky from surrounding areas.

The Ministry of Public Security's .Vsr Room was well 

informed of events. At 02,42 Belfast Control Centre reported 

‘'large fires at Oil Depot, Short and Harland; Harland and 

Jolff, Skipper Street, City Hall, Ulster Arcade, Donegal!

Place, Bank Buildings and Chichester Street". At 03,00 this 

v/as followed by "Fire situation bad" - a rather cryptic 

message. The War Room did its best. At 02,20 the Belfast 

City Commissioner was asked to contact Dublin for fire rein

forcements. At 03,00 the Home Security War Room in London 

was asked to supply fifty pumps. At 03.52 Midland Group 

Control Centre in Omagh was asked to send all available fire 

appliances, rescue parties, first aid parties and. ambulances 

to Belfast and all the other Group Control Centres in Northern

1, 1 inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary of Air 
Raids on Northern Ire la nd CPB3A/71 /81

2, Report on the Fire Services CAB3A/65/121
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Ire 1' nd were also requested to send help.

The fires however burned on and great damage was caused

in the affected parts of the city especially In the city centre

and York Street areas which were heavily attacked around a

Quarter past three, A large number of factories and commercial

premises were either totally destroyed or badly damaged. The

York Road 1:111 in I'ilewa.ter Road, the Bonded Store in Skipper

Street, Dunville’s Stores in Adelaide Street, Noble's Factory

in treat Patrick Street and the Co-op Timber Store in York

Lane were all hit. The area around Bridge Street, Taring

Street and North Street was worst affected. Bridge Street in

fact being air ost completely destroyed. We 11 known shops like

Arnott's, Thornton's, Jackson’s and the Athletic Stores

disappeared. Other city centre shops and buildings like the

Bank Buildings, isckenzie and he. ullan's in Eigh Street, the

Ulster Arcade in Donegall Place, and Robb's Garage in

Chichester Street were also either destroyed or seriously

damaged. The City Hell and the Water Commissioners' off3.ee

in ^ one gall Square North though less seriously damaged, also
2

felt the impact of German bombs.

The list of da: aged buildings was a long one caused.

na inly by the huge fires, Belfast Ropeworks was badly hit,

the British Oxygen Company and the Henry Street ill of the

York Street Spinning Company, The Northern Whig offices in

"rid. e Street were almost completely destroyed, halting
3

publication of the paper for two days. Luckily residential

1. Compiled, from . inis try of Public Security's ar Room 
Reports 5th 'ay 1941 in HA18/3/2,

2. inistry of Public Security's Intelligence Sum: ary No.6 
from 18,00 hrs 4th May to 06,00 5th May 1718/3/7.
' inistry of Public Security's Car Room Reports to inistry
of Home Security's War Room, London T7 18/3/5
Belfast City Surveyor's Report of 7th ay 1941 in HA 18/3/2

3. CS 33A/61/14A
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sress did not suffer quite as heavily as they had done in the 

April 15th/16th blitz. In the east of the city houses were 

destroyed on the Newtownards Road, Templemore Avenue, Holywood 

Road and even as far out as the Belmont Road. Many of the 

small streets in the York Street and central areas once again

suffered as did the people living on the Crumlin Road, in
1

1 illfield, Clifton Street and Duncairn Gardens, The people 

in these areas must have felt that the Luftwaffe had a personal 

grudge a gains t them.

This was especially true on the White we 11 Road. On the

night of April 15th/l6th over forty people had been killed in

Veryan Gardens and on the road itself. As a result of this

the Rev. W. J. Finlay Maguire had opened 3t, Ninian’s Church

for use as a shelter. On the night of the 4th/5th May over

80 people crammed into the church’s boiler house and sang

hymns to comfort themselves. Unfortunately around 1,30 am.

two parachute bombs landed in Barbour Street and in front of

Nurse Storey’s house, 74 Whitewell Road. These were followed

by further sticks of bombs. Nurse Storey and 29 other people

were killed including 6 of the Black family and 5 of the Smith

family, both of Barbour Street, The church and its boilerhouse
2

were fortunately spared. Once again however in the affected 

parts of the city, the scenes were the same - the same shattered 

buildings, the same debris covered roads, the same crowds of 

people running hither and thither trying to get away, the same 

fire and destruction. Death and injury were again indiscrim

inately handed out to the unfortunate. Homes end valuables, 

personal possessions, family pets and familiar landmarks v/ere

1. inistry of Public 3ecurit2r Intelligence Summary No.6 
18.00 hrs 4th lay to 06.00 hrs 5th fay.
Ministry of Public Security's War Room Reports 5th May 1941 
in HA 18/3/3

2, St, Ninian’s Church. Notes of Air Raids by William Ward 
D2742/1
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all consumed by blast or fire. The blitz once more made no 

distinction between rich or poor. Catholic or Protestant - 

punishment was meted out to all alike.

Churches and hospitals did not escape. Clifton Street 

Presbyterian Church and Duncairn Methodist Church were the 

unfortunate targets this time, along with the Eenn Hospital
1

in Clifton Street and the Ulster Hospital in Templemore Avenue.

Damage was fortunately not too severe. The military too

suffered on this occasion, the targets being the Victoria

Barracks and No, 24 General Hospital at Campbell College where

several of the patients were killed. At Victoria Barracks the

Luftwaffe scored a ’major' tactical success by destroying the

Officer’s Mess and buildings containing documents and records

belonging to Headquarters Northern Ireland District. The
2

Headquarters was forced to move away to Ballydrein House,

The blitz successfully though temporarily disrupted 

communications. Particularly badly affected were the railways 

with the L.M.3. station at York Road, once again a principal 

target. At the station itself the main terminus with all its 

offices, the goods shed, the plumbers, carpenters and paint 

stores were all badly damaged. The adjoining Midland Hotel 

was gutted and at the platforms several engines and coaches 

were burnt out. In addition the line itself was blocked near 

Greencastle Bridge and trains could only work in as far as 

Whitehouse, This situation was only rectified by six o'clock 

on the evening of the 5th May when a single line was reopened 

between Belfast and White house,

At the Belfast and County Down Railway a considerable 

quantity of stores were lost by fire and various offices were

1. Ministry of Public Security War Room Reports EA18/3/5
2. Records of 'G' Branch, Northern Ireland District in 

CAB3A/67
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damaged and again the line was cut. This time a bomb crater 

at Tamar Street and an unexploded bomb at Connswater prevented, 

trains from reaching Belfast, so the service terminated at 

Bloomfield. The situation was quickly restored to normal 

however.

During most of the 5th May therefore the Great Northern 

Railway line out of Great Victoria Street was the only train 

service v/orking normally. Inside the city public transport 

was equally affected. The damage at the power station had 

cut off the electric current, so naturally Belfasts* trams 

and trolley buses were at a complete standstill for the day.

"Even if they could have worked however they would have

had to contend with a host of blocked roads caused either by

fallen rubble, debris, fire or suspected unexploded bombs:

The latter were confirmed in the early hours of the morning

in many areas - at Donard Street, Linenhall Street, Millfield,

Dundela Avenue, Bloomfield Road, Kings Road and even at
Stormont. Several others caused large parts of the docks to

be cordoned off, A huge fire caused the blocking of Tomb

Street while rubble and debris blocked many of the main roads

in the city - Springfield Road, York Road, Castlereagh Road,

Ilolywood Road, Crumlin Road, High Street, Donegall Square South,
2

Victoria Street and Upper Donegall Street, Travel by vehicle 

of any kind was therefore extremely difficult though with 

great ingenuity many civil defence drivers managed to make 

their way about. Damage to telephone communications was not 

as severe as in the first major raid but once more many local 

services were disrupted.

1, Ministry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,6 and 
No,7, covering period 18,00 hrs 4th May to 18.00 hrs 
5th May HA18/3/7. Reports of Ministry of Public Security's 
War Room HA18/3/3, Ministry of Public Security War Diary 
CAB3A/68/128 

2 , ibid . ,
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Life wes again made difficult for those ordinary citizens 

who were left in the city by the damage to the various public 

utilities. The damage to the power station cut off the 

electricity in the early hours of the morning and this 

situation lasted the whole day. Slight damage was also reported 

at the Gasworks but it was not enough to disrupt the manu

facture of gas. The problem here was the damage caused by 

high explosive bombs to the gas mains - over fifty broken 

mains were reported by 10.00 on the 5th. This caused many 

areas of the city especially in the east and centre to be 

v/ithout gas. If this was not enough for the long suffering 

citizens it was compounded by a y/ater shortage. One serious 

break was reported in a conduit on the north side of the city 

so little water was reaching the service reservoirs. In 

addition many of the mains especially in East Belfast were also 

broken, therefore distribution of whet v/ater wes available, 

was made difficult. Two days after the raid the situation 

was described as 'serious’. Water was vital of course for 

fire fighting as much as for human consumption. Another major 

difficulty might have arisen at the sewerage pumping stations 

through the failure in the electricity supply but fortunately

alternative pumping systems were brought into operation and
1

the danger of a breakdown was averted.

The destruction of property and the discomfort caused to 

the Citizens of Belfast were therefore just as serious, or 

perhaps more so, than during the April 15th/16th raid.

Certainly the reaction of thousands of Belfast people was just 

the same. In the morning after the raid they flocked to the 

railway and bus termini seeking a way our of the city, carrying 

only a few belongings in a suitcase. Hundreds of people

1. 1 inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,7
covering ueriod 06, OC hrs - 18, OC hrs T'ay 5th, 1941.
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thronged the Greet Northern Railway station in Greet Victoria
1

Street in particular* ny were lucky enough to get away by 

public transport but once again many were not and had to seek 

rn alternative means of escape. Cnee again lorries were used 

to help with the exodus. Again It is impossible to guage the 

numbers involved but certainly it ran into many thousands.

The situation in May was made worse by the fact that on
2

the very next night, ay 5th/6th the Luftwaffe arrived again,

Cn this occasion It was a very small raid with perhaps only

three aircraft involved but its psychological impact was severe,

I. any of the fires from the previous raid were still burning;

rescue squads were still trying to rescue those unfortunate

enough to be traoped In debris; not ell the bodies had yet

been collected and many who had not escaped had returned to

their homes. In this situation a further attack however small

came as a major blow. The Red signal was given at thirty-five

minutes past midnight and was not cancelled until thirty-eight
3

minutes past three, so it was a Ion" drawn out affair, in

addition the main incident of the raid concerned two communal

shelters in Ravenscroft Avenue in the east of the city, which

collapsed following a near miss by a parachute mine. Fourteen
4

people were killed and others seriously Injured, Naturally 

this did nothing to encourage people to stay in the shelters 

and the result was another exodus to the country on May 6th 

and 7th which was made easier by the restoration of rail and 

bus services. Apart from the Ravenscroft Avenue Incident

1, Eye witness accounts
2, According to the Kriegstagebuch des Cberkom: anclos der 

Wehrmacht Vol.l P.391 the main attack for the night was 
on Glasgow involving 270 aircraft,

3, CAB3A/61/14A - History of the Wardens end Communications 
Cervices

4, Ministry of Public lecurity Intelligence Summary No,8 
covering period 18,00 hrs 'ay 5th to 06,00 hrs ay 6th 
1941 and CAB3A/58/13 - The Work of the Casualty Services 
in Belfast
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damage, in the hay 5th/6th raid was vary light and subsequent

enemy air activity over the following twenty-four hours was

concerned only with reconnaissance. The defences too scored

one of their very few successes during this lay 5th/6th raid

when an enemy bomber was destroyed near Ardglsss by a Hurricane
1

fighter of No, ‘<345 Squadron,

The raids in May were responsible for the destruction of 

many commercial and industrial buildings in the heart of the 

city and on its eastern side but they did not cause nearly as 

many casualties as in the Easter Tuesday raid. Altogether 

the Ministry of Public Security computed that 191 people were 

killed, 186 were seriously injured and 615 slightly injured 

in the two May raids, most of them of course during the night 

of Fay 4th/5th. These figures represent only about thirty 

per cent of Belfasts' total casualties. There are several 

reasons why this was so. First of all the raid of May 4th/5th 

was mainly an incendiary raid. Much less high exolosive was 

dropped, so damage to property by fire was much greater than 

by blast. Consequently the inhabitants of that property were 

much more likely to escape. Secondly the main concentration 

of attack was on the commercial heart of the city and the 

Harbour Estate, Muring the night naturally many fewer people 

were about in these areas. Thirdly many more people were 

shelter-consious following earlier attacks end finally one 

major factor is that thousands of people had already left the 

city either permanently or temporarily. For these reasons 

then death and serious injury were much less common in May 

than in April, Certainly very few families sustained the kind

1. J.W. Blake 'History of Northern Ireland in the Second World 
War' P.258 and Northern Whig report of May 7th

2, TTiG/3D733 - Air Paid Casualties and CAB3A/58/13 'The Work 
of the Casualty Services in Belfast'
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of losses, sometimes as many as eight of their number, which 

had been sustained in April. The second great public funeral 

in the city held on May 7th was a much smaller affair than 

the first.

The 6th May was the lest time during the war that Belfast

was to be attacked. The "blitz" had come to the city four

times in just over four weeks on a scale which Londoners might

have called minor but which almost placed Belfast in the "top
1

ten" of British towns and cities which were attacked.

Certainly for the bulk of the city's inhabitants it had been

a traumatic experience. The Germans however never returned.

On the 30th lay 1941 they bombed Dublin by mistake killing
2

thirty-four people. On the 24th July 1941 one aircraft
3

dropped 9 bombs near Randalstown, Prom November 1941 to

January 1942 there were five reports of enemy activity over

Northern Ireland but Belfast escaped any further aerial 
4

bombardment,

The various civil defence services and the Government

could not of course be sure of this on May 6th so once again

they had to set about the task of recovery and preparing the

city for a further attack. Once more the Hiram Plan was put

into effect and Government officials tried to coordinate the
5

work of various agencies in the post raid situation. Official 

and unofficial evacuation was just as chaotic as it had been 

in April; administrative confusion v/as just as marked but

1. In fact according to Appendix 31 of B, Collier "The Defence 
of the U.K. the city was twelfth ahead of Sheffield,
;f3wc8s't'le",’ Nottingham and Cardiff.

2. Joseph T, Carroll - Ireland in the War Years 1959-1945, P109.
3. Report to Ministry of Public Security War Room 24th July, 

1941 in FA18/3/1
4. inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summaries No,11, 

29th Nov, 1941; 'To.l2, 4 Dec 1941; No.13, 5th Jan 1942;
No. 15, 30 Jan 1942.

5. CAB4/473/10 Memorandum by Minister of Public Security to 
Cabinet on "Questions of Government raised by recent air 
raids on Belfast" written 12th May 1941.
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reduplly the life of the city yot heck to somethiny 

p p r or ching norrne 1.

First of nil the fires were ell extinguished and the 

reinforcements from Britain were allowed to return to their
1

home regions. The 1-st men and machines went back by Fay Ibth, 

Secondly the Rescue Squads assisted by the military and by 

civilian volunteers continued their sometimes gruesome tasks 

of extricating both dead and injured from the rubble and then 

followed it up by demolition and clearance work. The main 

priority after trapped people was clearance of the major roads 

^nd this was accomplished within a few days. Obviously many 

minor roads and side streets took longer as did the demolition 

of dangerous buildings. This indeed was to occupy the summer 

of 1941 for many Belfast workmen.

The restoration of public services was carried out quite 

quickly. The water situation which had been critical for the 

first few ^73 after the raid was norma 1 by May 11th, The 

electricity supply was partially restored in the evening of 

ay 5th and fully restored by ay 10th, Gas supplies over 

most of the city were restored by hay 1'Bth but a break in a 

major pipe at ountpottin er was not repaired until mid--Tune ,

:he railways were one rating reasonably well by 'ey 7th but 

the trams did not :et back to normal until l ay 23rd due to
o

the amount of work required on the tracks and overhead cables. 

The evacuation and billeting problems did not however 

disappear cmite so quickly. Neither did the problem of those 

who left the city each night for shelter in the country - the 

'»ditchers'1 or 11 trekkers" . The overnment once a • r in attempted 

to clear the Rest Centres quite soon after the raid but finding

, ; inis try of Public ,'ecurity Intelligence Summary o.li of
13th June 1941.

, ibid,,
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billets in the countryside, sr turf ted since the previous re id, 

proved b - :9 j or problem and one which was not solved for some 

tu e to come, this brought heavy criticism on the Government's

ho a. d.

on ay 13th :.‘arliament debated the situation, henderson,

,P, for Shankill was particularly abrasive - ‘'The Catholics

and Protestants are going up there mixed and they are talking

to one another. They are sleeping in the same sheugh below

the same tree or in the same barns. They all say the same
1

thin/, that the ‘overnment is no good1. Bailie, the new .P,

for Crrigavon's old constituency of North Down, was not nuite

as strong but more or less said the same thing - I am bound

to say that nothing but the most profound dissatisfaction

exists with regard to the administration of the Ministry of
2

Public Security",

The government took these criticisms very seriously,

Turing i.ay and June of 1941 major efforts were made to solve
Is

the evacuation problem and to ive some help to the 'ditchers', 

however its actions were limited by two considerations. First 

of all it had never been prepared for the extent of the 

evacuation problem (over 50,000 were officially evacuated from 

16th April to :31st ay) end secondly it was reluctant to make 

provision for the "ditchers'1, accepting the orthodox view that 

it would be bad for morale, ore over the problem was not a 

simple one but involved many other considerations such as 

availability of labour and materials, food supply, and of 

course public health. The one fret or which helped the Movem

ent was the weather which was warm and clear for these few

1. or them Ireland arlismentsry "rebates. House of Commons 
Vol.xxiv, 13th 'ay 1941 Cols. 828, 829

2. ibid - Col.848
3. Cabinet Conclusions of 15th May, 1941 CAB4/473/11 - decision 

to provide 'ditchers' with shelter and transport facilities;, 
’ee also CAB9CD/36/2

S
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vital weeks.

The May raids therefore created the same range of 

problems created in April, First of all the problem for the 

active defences of the city about how to cope with the German 

attacks, in view of their weakness. Then of course was the 

problem faced by the Civil Defence Services about how to cope 

with the immediate effects of the bombing - the fire, the 

casualties, the disruption, the destruction, the various 

incidents etc. Finally came the problem which had been so 

little foreseen by the planners about how to cope with the 

post-raid situation - the restoration of normal life, the 

evacuation, the ''ditchers", salvage arrangements, compensation, 

post-raid welfare etc. How well in fact did the Northern 

Ireland Government and Belfests' active and passive defences 

cope?
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE QUESTION OF BELFASTfS RESPONSE 

TO THE AIR R/iIDS



' 11 over the United Kingdom from September 1940 to May

1941 towns end cities were subject to heavy serial bombardment.

Some of course, principally London, suffered worse than others

but for all it was a terrible experience. In some areas the

authorities and the population reacted extremely well. There

was no panic; there was little disruption and there was a

rapid recovery of normal city life, However in other areas

the authorities and the population were not quite so calm or

efficient. In these areas the blitz c-me as a profound shock.

There was widespread disruption and recovery was slow. Sven

within the same town or city there could be a fairly wide

divergence in the reaction of the inhabitants to this new and
1

frightening situation.

It is therefore very difficult to generalise about how 

the authorities and the population coped with the blitz through

out the United ingdom. However it is possible to say that 

the worst fears of the pre-war defence planners about the 

effects of aerial bombardment on the civilian population, were 

not realised. There was no massive increase in psychological 

disorders, the physical casualties were not on anything like 

the imagined scale and there was little of the anti-social 

behaviour which was expected e.g, looting. It would seem that 

experience of the blitz came first as a greet shock but 

gradually the authorities and the population acclimatised

themselves and adjusted their lives to it and even later people
2

could take a sense of pride in their suffering.

The reaction of the active defences of the Royal Air Force 

and Anti-Aircraft Command was however constant. Right from 

the opening of the Battle of Britain they had acquired an

1, See T. Harrison - 11 Living through the Blitz’1 2
2, f, Harrison - :lLiving through the Blitz'1 Ch.ll on 'Human

ffects »
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intense pride in their achievements and took every opportunity 

to carry their attacks to the Germans, In the early months 

of the night bomber offensive their success was limited by e 

lack of night-fighters, inadequate air interception and gun

laying radar and shortages of heavy anti-aircraft guns but 

0radually their equipment and their experience improved and 

by the spring of 1941 they were bringing down a much greater 

number ol enemy bombers (December 1940 - 14 German bombers 

destroyed; January - Larch 1941 - 90 bombers destroyed)7 It 

would seem indeed that the German bomber offensive ended just 

as the defences were getting on top.

The Civil Defence Services throughout the United Kingdom

responded in similar fashion. On very few occasions did they

fail to carry out their duties in the face of enemy attack.

; any of their members indeed were decorated for their heroic

deeds. Cnee again however at the beginning of the raids, many

of the deficiencies of the Civil Defence Services were exposed

shortages of equipment, inadequacies in their training, failure

to coordinate their activities. It was only experience,

central Government intervention and improved equipment which

made them gradually much more effective. They began also to

concentrate on aspects of their work which had previously been

neglected such as post-raid welfare and the provision of

information. The key point would seem to have been blitz

experience since as Harrison suggests - "the lessons to be

learned strikingly failed to percolate outwards to the province
£

with speed and force"')'

How then does Belfast’s experience fit into this pattern? 

How did the active defences, the civil defence services, the

1. B. Collier 'The Defence of the United Kingdom1 2 RJ73-278
2. T, Harrison - ^Living through the Blitz'11 PISS'
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authorities pnd of course the population cope with the r^irls 

of \pril and lay 1941? Let us first consider the active 

defences, . ttention has already heen dravm to their comparative 

weakness, /hen the raids bevan in April 1941 the city was 

protected by one day-fighter squadron of Hurricanes, based at 

Idergrove; sir teen 3,7 inch heavy anti-s ircroft guns c nd six 

4C millimetre light anti-aircraft guns under the com: and of 

the 3rd / nti-Aircraft Brigade and based at various points 

round and in the city; and five flights of Ho,968 Balloon

Barrage .quadron. There were no genuine night-fighters, no
1

searchlights, and no means of decoy. By the standards of the

: a inland these defences were poor - most of the nig^ht-fighters

for example were based in the South-last of England; and towns

like Glasgow had 88 3,7" uns, Liverpool had 96 3.7" guns and
2

Bristol had 68 3,7" guns',’

The i.ain arguments for Belfast’s deficiencies were that 

any force attacking the city would have to cross the mainlands 

defences and that anyway she was an unlikely target. Available 

equipment therefore was concentrated elsewhere. Despite these 

arguments the Germans of course did attack the city. The 

active defences made of course major efforts to inflict 

casualties on the raiding bombers but their success was very 

limited. They also attempted, to force the bombers to attack 

from reater heights thus spoiling their accuracy but here 

again their success was very limited. The inevitable conclusion 

to be drawn from this was that the active defences were totally 

inadequate to their task. At a time when in the rest of the 

United Kingdom the defences were beginning to register major 

successes, they signally failed to do so in Belfast,

, J.7, lake - "Northern Ireland in the .econd A or Id r r"
P2 07-.109 ~ ~

. B. Collier - "The Defence of the United Kingdom” P2S7
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nhe only successes were cleimed by the Eurrlcsnes of

245 3quarvon who destroyed s Eeinkel rie-111 bomber In the first

rFid of April 7th/8th end s Ju-88 bor. her in the 1-st r- id of

rT 5th/6th. Being dey fighters they were fortunete in h-ving

cleer weather end moonlight to help mrke their interceptions.

Apart from having these two successes the fighters were

’ " rdly used. In the two raj or raids of April 15th/16th and

l ay 4th/5th they were of course heavily outnumbered and in

any case the pilots of the squadron would have hp^ little

experience of night-fighting operations. Their activities in

the raid of April 15th/l6th were further curtailed by the

destruction of their communications with Fighter lector and

>roup Headquarters by a bomb which fell at last Bridge Street

at a quarter to two in the morning and destroyed the telephone 
1

linos. They were ordered as a result to stay clear of Belfast 

since they could not be coordinated with the anti-aircraft 

defences ,

The bomb at last Bridge Street also affected the Gun

Operations Room of Anti-aircraft Command in Belfast, ending
2

their effective resistance on the night of April 15th/l6th, 

part from this anyway the uns were not very successful.

There simply were not enough of them, even though the barrage 

was aug: anted by the light anti-aircraft guns of T-V' ,S.

Furious, an aircraft-carrier which was under repair in the docks 

On pril 7th/8th the guns fired off 314 rounds of 3,7 inch 

a munition and 338 rounds of 40 millimetre j on April 15th/16th 

1418 rounds of 3,7 and 242 rounds of 40 millimetre; on May 

Ath/Oth 3,128 rounds of 3,7 and 319 rounds of 40 millimetre 

and on May 5th/6th 221 rounds of 3.7 inch. All this ammunition

1, J, , Blake Northern Ireland in the Second "Trt P231
inistry of Public Security vr Diary CAB3A/68/128; and 
inis try of ublic Security Intelligence Summary Ho,4 cover

ing period 06.00 hrs 16th April to 18,00 hrs 18th prll,
;j* 5AB3D/8/24 - sr Diary of 102nd Heavy /nti-' ircr*=ft Regiment

» .1. 01C * 9



was expended to little avail. Not only did they not destroy 

any German aircraft but on each occasion the Germans found 

their target - their failure to hit the docks severely on 

April 15th/l6th was most likely their own mistaken identifi

cation of the reservoirs of North Belfast; rather than the 

weight of the defence. Perhaps their only claim to success 

lies in the reduced casualties of the major May 4th/5th raid 

though there were other factors involved.

The active defences therefore had little success, 

destroying only two aircraft out of over three hundred and 

fifty involved, in the four raids. There was also little effort 

made to reinforce them in between the raids. The only additions 

to the citys ’ defences were the advanced elements of two 

Searchlight Regiments which provided some searchlights to aid 

the guns in the May raids, and the movement of one heavy anti

aircraft battery from Londonderry to Belfast, These reinforce

ments did not prove sufficient. It was not until later in the 

year that Belfast was to get the sort of active defences which 

she required. It is ironical that they were never to be 

tested again.

The failure of the active defences during the raids 

obviously placed a far greater burden on the Civil Defence 

Services. They had to cope with the full brunt of the German 

attack particularly on the two major raids of i^pril 15th/l6th 

and May 4th/5th. The task of the Civil Defence Services was 

supposed to be eased by several factors. First of all many 

of the population including the children should have already 

been evacuated from the city. Secondly the city was to be 

totally blacked out presenting less of a target end finally 

the remaining inhabitants should have been taking shelter in

1, Operational Order No.4 of 2^nd April 1941 of 3rd /'nti- 
Aircraft Brigade Headquarters in CAB3D/2/19

1
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the verious public, communal and domestic shelters. Unfortun

ately none of these factors came to the aid of Belfast’s civil 

Defence Services, The evacuation plan as we have seen was a 

failure^ the weather was very favourable and because of 

Belfasts geographical situation it was an easy target and 

finally there were simply not enough shelters for the population 

Obviously therefore the task of Belfast’s Civil Defence Services 

was even reater than in many other British cities.

Their plan of campaign was built round dealing with the 

materiel damage caused, by the raids. The hub of the organis

ation at the top level was the Control Centre at the Royal 

Ulster Constabulary Headquarters in Chichester Street, which 

was in constant touch with Report Centres in the various city 

Air Raid Precautions Districts, again based in the Royal 

Ulster Constabulary Barracks, The Control Centre and the 

Report Centres had to coordinate the various Services - Fire, 

Casualty, Rescue etc., bringing those required to the verious 

incidents. On the ground the whole system depended on the 

Wardens end their messengers. It was the warden’s responsib

ility to go to the incident, sum up the situation and report 

to his Report Centre on his Express Form or on his A.R.P/h.l 

form, stating the place, the type of damage and the services 

required. It was the duty of the other Services to carry out

their various functions at any incident, as directed by the
3

Report Centre and the warden on the spot. This at least was 

the theory but up to April 1941 the system had never been 

practically tested.

1, See Chapter 5.
2, CAB4/475/13 Memorandum by Ministers of Labour, Commerce and 

Public Security in regard, to Civil Defence - discussed by 
Cabinet 21st May 1941 - admitted that scale of provision
in Belfast was below that in comparable cities in Great 
Britain.

3, CAB3A/61/14A - History of the Wardens end Communications 
Services
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In addition we have also seen that by April 1941 civil 

defence preparations we^e far from complete in Belfast, uch 

had been done since the inception of the inis try of Public 

Security in June 1940 but not all the lessons of raid 

experience in Snpland had yet seeped through and not all the

Services had yet reached their full complements of men and
1

equipment and their full quote of training. Some of the

Services end some of the gaps in civil defence provision were
2

to be cruelly exposed during the raids,

despite these drawbacks however the personnel of the 

Civil Defence Services performed their various roles very well 

in ’pril and ay 1941, One must always bear in mind that the 

rest bulk of these men and women were volunteers, prepared 

to risk their lives in a situation which ust have terrified 

r. ost of them. They had 0iven up much of their free time learn- 

in new skills, patrolling their districts in all weathers, 

sufferin the many frustrations of no proper uniform, 1^ ck of 

proper and sufficient equipment, public apathy etc. They were 

all ordinary citizens with families and homes of their own to 

look after and yet they were n re pa re d to put the welfare of 

their fellow citizens first. One cannot help but admire their 

sa crifice,

Durinr the raids most of them realised they could not 

leave, they coul* not seek shelter. They stuck very gamely 

to tasks which during the major raids, must have seemed at 

times air ost impossible. One cannot help but ^ dm ire their 

hrrvery - men rnd women who risked their own lives trying to 

rescue people from burning or falling buildings, or trying to

1, ee Chapter 5.
2, J, . liver 1 2 .'orking at Itormont' Dublin 1978 P65 - "Frankly 

all this destruction, killing, maiming, burnin^ and upset 
far exceeded anything for which we had prepared; it made
our schemes look v/oefully inadequate.”
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to ferry the injured to hospital through districts still being 

borebed, or trying to clear people from areas in the vicinity 

of unexploded bombs. The number of instances of individual 

bravery could never be counted. dome only can be mentioned. 

During the April 15th/16th raid the first aid post at 

Cliftonpark Avenue was heavily damaged by blast but the civil 

defence volunteers were able to save most of the casualties 

inside by moving them to an adjacent Rescue Depot and then set 

up a new oost with salvaged equipment in Belfast odel School,

On the east side of the city a similar story could be told of

the gersey Street post which was destroyed by a shower of
1

incendiaries in the May 4th/5th raid* Another story concerned

the driver of a cleansing department lorry being used as an

ambulance, who on his various journeys to and from hospital,

unwittingly passed over an unexploded bomb, or the young

messenger of 15, who in the Cldpark area, rescued first a man

and then two women by climbing through a hole in a partially

destroyed staircase. These are only a few of many stories

which could be told of courage and heroism durin the raids.

In many cases this courage was recognised by individual

awards or commendations but in many cases it was not. Some

who were recognised included Nurse Denise Forster, S, J, Cempbe13

(a first aider), A. C. Hill (A messen. er), J. Ford (a warden -

bomb identification officer), . ...elson (a senior warden) who

all received the British Jmpire edal and Constable Robert

core of the Royal Ulster Constabulary who received the George 
3

...edal, Itogether over twenty men and women were officially 

rewarded for their bravery. Another measure of the sacrifice 

of civil defence personnel was the fact that twenty-five of

1, CAB3A/58/13 - "The ,;ork of the Casualty Services in Belfast"
2, J,W» 1 a]re ' northern Ireland in the c ■ nd iorln ;r.r; 1 P234
3, C/.A3A/71/81 - :. inis try of Public Security tetistics on 

Air Raids on orthern Ireland
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them were killer! and forty-four seriously injured during the

course of the raids,1 2 Altogether it is hard to disagree with

the official report on the Casualty Service, referring to the

work of its members during the raids - "The Services came

through successfully, the personnel carrying out their duties

with the utmost courage, calmness, efficiency and speed while

even under the most difficult and dangerous circur.stances morale
2

was of an exceptionally high order" Naturally many did not

live up to these high standards but generally the Civil Defence

volunteers impressed almost everyone with their fortitude and
3

devotion to duty.

One of the major successes during the raids was the 

Warden's Service under E. W. Gooding, the Chief Air Raid Warden, 

It was assisted of course by the lessenger Service especially 

the Cyclist despatch Corps who carried the wardens' express 

reports to the District Report Centres, Naturally the wardens 

in certain parts of the city were particularly hard pressed 

e.g, the wardens in north. Belfast during April 15th/l6th but 

they were helped out first of all by the wardens from the 

unaffected districts, then by wardens from other parts of 

Northern Ireland and even by two wardens who came up from Dublin 

and were made honorary members of Belfast's Warden's Service<,

The wardens proved to be jack-of-all-trades. Not only 

did they report and attempt to control the various incidents 

but they also found themselves in many cpses involved in first- 

aid work, rescue work and especially in welfare work until the 

appropriate Services arrived. Their local knowledge combined

1. Reported to the 26th Conference of A.R.P. Officers held on 
June 27th 1941 BA6/3 D277

2, CAB3A/58/13 - "The Work of the Casualty Services in Belfast". 
5. At the Temple more '‘venue Fixed First Aid Post for example 18

of the 22 members of the Post turned out on the 15th April 
1941 - D3304/1-3

. 33A,/61/14A - " istory of the Wardens end Communications
Services"
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with their general training proved invaluable in situations 

which might otherwise have become chaotic. The reporting 

system proved quite successful in practice though most of the 

wardens relied almost exclusively on the Express Report rather 

than on the more detailed A.R.P/r.l report. This led on 

occasions to the Report Centre detailing too many Services to 

a small incident and too few to a major incident. The Warden- 

Bomb Identification Officers proved invaluable - there were 

by April only forty of them but they proved their worth in 

dealing with the many unexploded bombs, preparing the area for 

the ^oyel engineers Bomb Disposal teams.

Perhaps the major weakness in the Warden's "ervice exposed 

by the raids was in the field of incident control, 'Tuch of 

the training given to the wardens in the early days had concen

trated almost exclusively on anti-gas measures and it v/es not 

until July 1940 that Instruction was first given on incident 

control. Only a small percentage of the Service had received 

this kind of training by the time of the raids and the result 

was that we 11 controlled incidents were in a minority. In the 

great majority of cases wardens load to rely on improvisation 

and trust to everyones good judgement. I uch came to depend 

especially in the first major raid on the personality of the 

individual warden. One major benefit however for all the 

wardens was the close cooperation which they received from the 

Royal TTlster Constabulary. The Belfast Air Raid Precautions 

scheme was developed as we have seen in close coordination with 

the police e.g. Report Centres In DistrictR.U.C. Barracks, and

this undoubtedly paid dividends during the raids, when police
2

officers and wardens worked closely together.

1. CAB3A/61/14A - "History of the Wardens and Communications 
Services" and In personal accounts given to the writer

2. ibid.., and J.W. Blake 'Northern Ireland in the Second V/orld 
War P254 and personal accounts given to the writer
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Control at the various incidents might have been poorly 

exercised but generally the overall control system during the 

raids worked quite well. The Ministry of Public Security War 

Room, the Belfast Control Centre and the district Report Centres 

all functioned normally during both major attacks. Naturally 

standards of efficiency varied. Much depended first of all 

on the amount of training which the various districts had 

achieved. Another major factor was the disruption in commun

ications which occurred, worse in some districts than in others. 

There was a major tendency exhibited in both the April 15/16th 

and the May 4th/5th raids to over-insure, to call in too many 

reinforcements from outside Belfast and leave many of them 

with nothing to do and to send in too many services to particular 

incidents'." This however, in view of their lack of experience, 

was probably to err on the right side. Generally speaking the 

wardens at the various Report Centres carried out their 

functions in a reasonably efficient manner.

Another branch of civil defence which acquitted itself 

very well during the raids was the Casualty Service under 

Professor T. T. Flynn of Queens University. This Service had

got off to a very inauspicious start incurring severe censure
2from the Ministry of Home Affairs in May 1940 and from the

3
Ministry of Public Security again in August 1940, However 

after the appointment of Professor Flynn as Chief Casualty 

Officer and with the increasing supervision of MacDermott's 

Ministry it rapidly improved in numerical strength, equipment, 

training and efficiency. By the time of the raids it was just 

over 2,500 strong and was based on a system of Casualty Depots 

each having a fixed aid post and a mobile aid post, and on a

clironicle of Civil "'efence Administration in CAB3A/71/87 
and personal accounts given to the writer.

2, ], inute from A.A. Farrell to Parliamentary Secretary Ministry 
of Home Affairs in HA6/3/D460

3, inute from A.A. Farrell to Minister of Public Security,
5th August 1940 in HA6/3/D460
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number of first aid parties. All these of course were backed 

up by the hospitals.

During the two major raids in particular the Service was 

put under a great strain but it succeeded in dealing with the 

large number oi casualties caused. The hospitals and the 

fixed aid posts coped more than adequately with the demands 

made upon them, though the siting of three fixed aid posts in 

the externs of hospitals gave rise to some overcrowding. The 

mobile aid posts were not found to be of the value anticipated. 

There were too many of them and with their converted buses as 

ambulances they were too unwieldy. Furthermore they were not 

often called upon by the Report Centres and as a result the 

doctors took them out on a roving commission. The first aid 

parties were much more valuable, small and mobile, and did 

most of the first aid work at the various incidents, Belfast 

Control called in many parties from outlying areas to the city 

but many of them, like the Bellyclere party, found they had 

little to do.

The major problems faced by the Casualty Service were the 

shortage of ambulances and the difficulties in communications, 

any hospitals received a lot of seriously injured people while 

others received comparatively few. However they were all 

capable of dealing effectively with the situation. Another 

problem was the neglect of a casualty information office.

Human suffering was compounded by the inability to discover 

in many cases whether one's loved ones were dead or injured 

and if the latter, where they could be found. Once again this 

ap in the Service was only discovered by experience,'

Viewed overall the Casualty Service performed its tasks

1, Compiled from reports in HA.6/3/D460 on 'Local Casualty
Services', CAB3A/58/13 - ‘’The York of the Casualty Services 
in Belfast'1, CAB3A/64/14D; Chronicle of Civil Defence 
Administration in CAB3A/71/81 and from personal accounts
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creditably especially on the night of .April 15th/16th, Belfast 

lacked deep shleters, and because of the nature of the round 

Anderson Shelters were impractical in most of the city, In 

addition too few public and communal shelters had been built 

by April 1941. The result of this failure to adequately 

shelter the population of the city was that the casualties in 

the April 15th/16th raid were particularly severe. Yet the 

Casualty Service was able to cope. It had obviously been well 

prepared in the few short months since the appointment of 

Pr ofe s s or Flynn,

The April 15/16th raid however cruelly exposed one major 

weakness in civil defence preparations and that was the Mort

uary Service. The Service was simply overwhelmed by the number 

of fatal casualties. There was just not enough mortuary accom

odation, not enough porters and clerks to handle the number 

of bodies and in addition the system for collecting information 

failed. St George's Market had to be used during the night 

as an emergency mortuary and over one hundred corpses were 

brou ht there unidentified and unmarked. The Service in the 
words of Professor Flynn was 11 tested to the utmost”? Once 

again It was a case of experience. The Medical Superintendent 

of Health for the city Mr, 0. S. Thomson came in for some heavy 

criticism but it must be said that there were extenuating 

circumstances such as the unexpectedly high number of fatal 

casualties, and the fact that he had been involved in the
2

'.Thiteabbey Sanatorium Inquiry for the previous nine months.

The city's Rescue Squads were also severely tested by the 

major r^ids. These were divided Into two parts in April 1941 -

1. GA35A/58/15 - ;lThe Work of the Casualty Services in Belfast11
2. Compiled from HA6/3/Dlo7/2 on 'The Mortuary Service'; 

HA6/3/D287/1 on 'Deaths in the War'; Chronicle of Civil 
Defence Administration in CAB3A/71/87 and from personal 
a cc ounts.
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the Surveyor's Service consisting of 140 roen, all volunteers 

from the Corporation anr! the Builders' Rescue Service consis

ting of 400 men, volunteers raised from the various building 

firms within the city. They had a wide diversity of roles - 

rescuing those trapped in damaged buildings, clearance of roads, 

demolition end decontamination. The major oroblem on iaster 

Tuesday and on May 4th/5th was that there were not enough of 

them to deal with all the incidents which arose. However they 

were helped by individual wardens, by ordinary citizens and 

by the military whose help included specialist Royal Engineer 

Companies and Pioneer Corps units. During all the raids these 

men worked flat out in very dangerous conditions to rescue as 

many people as they could. This was their first priority and 

there are many alive in Belfast today who owe their lives to 
the muscle and determination of these men} ’.Vith more personnel 

and more heavy equipment the Rescue Squads might have done more 

but with their existing resources in April and Trey 1941 they 

did ''all that was asked of them".

Something similar could be applied to the ordinary volun

teers of the Fire Service, both of the Regular Fire Brigade 

and of the Auxiliary Fire Service. They were subject to a 

terrific ordeal during the months of April and May 1941, For 

days on end they had to wait for action with nothing to occupy 

them but training and preparing their equipment. Then suddenly 

they were catapulted into action in a situation of grave danger, 

exposed to the continuing attack of the German bombers in 

addition to the hazards of the fires themselves and frustrated 

by the many deficiencies, not of their own making, which came 

to light. There must be nothing worse for a fireman than to

1, Compiled from EA.6/3/D1661 on 'Clearance of Debris';
CAB3A/64/14D; HA.6/3/D253 "Rescue Parties, Belfast"; and 
from personal accounts.
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stand "by helplessly while fire devours large parts of his 

city, yet on April 16th and May 5th, this is what many of them 

had to do.

There can be no doubt however that the firemen were 

prepared to risk their lives to fight the serious fires caused 

by the blitz, while they could. J, S, levill, the Fome Office 

Fire Brigade Inspector was able to report on April 22nd 1941 - 

"From observation and information I was able to gather, I 
formed the opinion that the personnel behaved splendidly"'!

This view was shared by C. S, Davies the Senior Air Raid Prec

autions Inspector in the Ministry of Public Security - "The

fire Service had a trying time and came out of the ordeal with 
2

flying colours". Certainly the Fire Service was severely 

tested. In the first raid they had the huge fire at MeCue 

Dicks to contend with but this was multiplied many times over 

in the second and third raids. The raid of May 4/5th, from 

the fireman's point of view, was worst of ell. It was a

deliberate incendiary raid causing over 200 fires including
^ 3
2 conflagrations and 22 major fires.

During the two major raids however serious deficiencies 

in pre-raid preparations came to light. First of all there 

was a grave shortage of equipment which for Belfast was part

icularly serious, since early reinforcement was difficult.

In April 1941 there were altogether 254 fire appliances in
4

Northern Ireland of which Belfast had around 200. In March

Nevill the Fome Office Inspector had urged the provision of
5

24 more appliances for the city1 2 3 4 5; Indeed through all his report

1. Report of J.3. Nevill to inister of Public Security in 
HA6/3/D107/4

2. Report of C.S. Davies on Raid of 15th/16th April to the 
Minister of Public Security in EA18/3/2

3. inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary of Air 
Raids on Northern Ireland CAB3A/71/81

4. ibid,,
5. Nevill's recoirmendations contained in HA6/3/D237



from 1939 onwards runs the constant theme of the need for more

pumps of all sizes. On April 15/16th Belfast paid a heavy

price for these shortages. Once all the possible reinforcements

had been brought in from the country districts the Ministry

of Public Security War Room, had to appeal to London and Lublin 
1

for help. Both fortunately reacted promptly on each occasion.

On April 16th thirteen appliances made their way northwards

from Dublin, DunLaoghaire, Drogheda and Dundalk to receive a

warm welcome in the city, in both senses of the word. Also

32 appliances arrived from Glasgow and 10 from Liverpool along

with 400 men, again a very valuable reinforcement. The

southern firemen had to return at seven o’clock in the evening

of the 16th but the English firemen stayed for five days,

allowing some relief to the hardpressed Belfast men. On May

5th similar assistance was received. Once again the Southern

Irish Fire Brigades responded and 42 appliances arrived also
2

from Or eat Britain,

The shortages did not only apply to the various pumps.

In his report on April 22nd Hevill also drew attention to the 

shortage of touring vehicles, escape carrying units, turntable 

ladders and hose’I One other serious deficiency during the 

actual raids was the shortage of water. During the April 

15th/16th raid this was caused mainly by the destruction of 

many important water mains. This in addition to the shortage 

of appliances meant that the firemen were unable to control 

huge fires especially in the York Street, Antrim Road and

1, Situation report prepared by inistry of Public Security 
War Room 06.00 hrs 16th April, 1941 In KA18/3/5
Belfast Control Centre Reports 16th April, 1941 in HA18/3/3 
Belfast Control Centre Reports 5th I ay, 1941 in EA18/3/3

2, inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,4 for 
period 06,00 hrs 16th April to 18,00 hrs 18th April, 1941 
I inistry of Public Security Intelligence Summary No,9 for 
period 06,00 hrs 6th May to 06,00 hrs 7th May 1941

3, Report of J.S. Levill to inister of Public Security 22nd 
April 1941 In HA6/3/D107/4
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Shsnkill Posrl nreas. lurin'? the Fay 4th/5th raid, the situation 

was even : ore _ rr vo. Dai; aje to the water mains was compounded 

by the turning of the tide which meant that the Farset and 

Connswster Rivers could not be tapped: In addition there just 

was not enough hose or pumps to use the River Lagan, The resu.lt 

vras the effective end of fire-fighting between two and three

o*clock in the morning. The fires therefore raged well into
1

the daylight hours, destroying large parts of the city. Despite 

many recommendations from the Home Office, Belfast had not been 

provided with any static water supplies. Hence firemen had 

to stand by helpless as the fires burned.

Several other deficiencies were brought to light by the 

experience of the raids. Too much reliance had been placed 

on part-time volunteers, rather than on whole-time firemen. 

Permission had been given to the city to increase the whole

time establishment of the Auxiliary Fire Service to 600 men 

but in April 1941 it stood at 149. Obviously whole-time fire

men would be better trained than the part-time volunteers but
2

here too Nevill pointed to the need for a major improvement.

He felt that the Belfast Service needed a more adequate training

programme, a rigorous daily drill and more experienced fire

officers to see that the various schemes were carried out.

The Ministry of Public Security also felt that the system of
5

fire prevention had been inadequate, Despite various Govern

ment orders like the Fire y/atchers Order of January 1941 or 

the Fire Prevention Business Premises (y,I) Order of February 

1941 little had been done. By the time of the blitz it was

1. Details on both major raids from CAB3A/65/121 on ’The Fire 
Services’; Chronicle of Civil Defence Administration 
CAB3A/71/81 and report of R. Killey, Home Office Inspector 
27th May 1941 in HA6/3/D237

2. Report of J.S, Nevill to Minister of Public Security 2^nd 
April 1941 in HA6/3/D107/4

3. CAB4/473/10 - iVemorendum of Minister of Public Security 
on Questions of Government raised by the recent sir raids 
on Belfast.
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calculated that only 15 per cent of the business in the city 

had fire watchers,, and there were practically no street fire 

parties in existence],' The theoretical arrangements therefore 

we re ine f f e c t ive,

The firemen were left, as a result of all these deficien

cies, very much on their own. Short of pumps, short of water, 

inexperienced, they still managed to give a good account of 

themselves. One cannot help but feel that they were let down 

badly by their leadership - by the Government certainly since 

they had been supervising the Fire Service closely since the 

creation of the ministry of Public Security and had drawn 

attention to many problems prior to the raids; by the Corporatior 

and Civil 'Defence Authority also since the Fire Service was 

their responsibility; and by their immediate leadership,

1 uch had been left in the hands of the Chief Fire Officer,

J, Smith and it seems fair criticism that he should bear much 

of the responsibility for the failures of the Bri a.de,

He had already been severely criticised in an internal

civil service minute of the 13th March 1941 for failing to

cooperate with the Auxiliary Fire Service and for failing to

develop training - “I can only come to the conclusion that he

is either incapable of realising how serious the situation is
2

or has no wish to cooperate with the Auxiliary Fire Service'1 2,

As soon as the first major raid was over he came under severe 

pressure, ilevill in his report of 22nd April 1941 stated that 

he was asked by the Town Clerk of the city - "if I could make 

a recommendation as to the inefficiency of the Chief Officer",

He refused but in any case Smith resigned on April 17th as

1. CAB3A/64/14D - History of Fire Prevention in Northern 
Ire land"

2, inute of ^.H. Dunbar to Scales, inistry of Public Security 
13th .arch 1941 in HA6/3/D107/4
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11 Ut it "apparently unoer pressure". His rssi^nf tion

on the grounds of ill health was accepted by the Civil Defence

uthority on 1pril 24th and Den White of the Auxiliary Fire
2

Service was appointed to replace him, it would seem that the

Chief Officer of the Belfast Fire Brigade failed but one must

re re Tiber the size of the task with which he had been confronted.

It can have been no easy task to supervise an organisation

which increased over twenty-fold in two short years, However

contemporary judgement of him was more severe, in the ' ouse

of Commons on April 22nd Nixon commented - "The chief of the
3

Belfast Fire Brigade broke down".

The firemen and rescue workers therefore battled against

heavy odds during the major raids on Belfast, attempting to

deal with a situation completely new to them, without all the

necessary equipment and preparation. Despite these weaknesses

they succeeded in overcoming their problems to a large degree,

Something along the same pattern emerged in the /elfare Cervices,

Again the personnel dealt manfully with a situation which

threatened to overwhelm them. None of them had been fully

prepared for the scale of the problem which they faced.

Preparations for post-raid welfare had been made at a

leisurely pace r,uring 1939 and 1940, The Government had been

prepared to leave the matter in the hands of the Commissioners

of the Belfast Union and they had prepared some sixteen halls
4as food centres and stocked them with blankets and food,

However experience in upland showed that these arrangements 

would be inadequate and in December 194C the Belfast "'ivil 

Defence Authority was made responsible for making arrangements

1, Report of J, , evill to Minister of Public Security - ibid
2, inutes of Belfast Civil Defence Authority for 24th April 

1941.
3, Northern Ireland Parliamentary featss, House of Commons 

.ol, xxiv 22nd pril 1941 Col.635
1. Correspondence between Clerk of Belfast Union pn* Secretary/' 

of ,inistry of Home Affairs in HA6/3/D656
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for the hoi-eless^ hacked by 100 per cent Government grent.

This, combined with the setting up in Tort hern Ire lend in

Jsnuary 1941 of the ’’/omen's Voluntary Service, speeded up
2

latters a little. Thirty-three no in rest centres end thirty- 

six reserve rest centres were earmarked, mostly church halls 

or primary schools. They were to be staffed mostly by the 

'/omen's Voluntary Service with other volunteers and were to 

be stocked with sufficient blankets and food to deal with 

10, iQO homeless. They were to deal with evacuation and bill

eting arrangements following a raid. In connection with this 

function surveys were being carried out of possible billets 

in the County .Borough and arrangements were being made with 

• d;; oinin rural authorities. However in February it was 

reported - 11 Generally speaking the Scheme is not yet in a 

position to operate effectively',

Yet in April and hay 1941 it had to deal with a problem 

of massive proportions, During the raids it was calculated 

that 1,080 houses were demolished, 1,500 were damaged beyond 

repair, 3,500 were possibly repairable, and. some 35,000 were

slightly damaged - altogether over one-third of the houses in 
4

bityr This of course caused a major homeless problem.

In addition many thousands whose homes were not destroyed or 

damaged sought shelter and comfort in the rest centres, proving 

an almost impossible burden. The numbers of people they dealt 

with is very impressive. On the 16th April over 70,000 people 

were fed in Emergency weeding Centres; on the 17th April It

i

; Inutes of Meeting of officials from ministry of Public 
Security, Ministry of Home ffairs, Belfast C.D»' , and 
Belfast Union 10th December, 1940 in FA6/3/9656. Note of 
policy decision taken in HA6/3/D1336,

■e oort on work of women's Voluntary Service "V P3A/64/14D 
otes on Belfast Homeless Scheme 12th Feb 1941 in FA,6/3/9656 

■I ures in CAH3A/71/81 inistry of Public Security
illi ence Summary of ft.ir Raids in Northern Ireland.
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wes 60,000. For one week after the April 15/16th raid over

40,000 people were accomodated in the Rest Centres, Over
7,000 people were clothed from the skin out']

The volunteers of the Women's Voluntary Service, the

teachers, the clergymen and all who helped did a marvellous

job coping with the situation as best they could but the

numbers involved swamped the capacity of the people on the ground

to deal with it. The I inistry of Public Security memorand.um

to the Cabinet on the 15th May admitted that "the organisation

was not complete and the staff was insufficient" and in

addition that "the numbers were beyond all expectations and

in the result there was a considerable degree of confusion
2

and disorganisation". The ? inistry of Home Affairs was equally

frank - "There is one prime cause of all failure in post raid

Welfare and that is numbers in excess of the capacity to
.3

handle them",

People were fed, accomodated, clothed regardless of 

whether they were really homeless or not but the Rest Centres 

were unable to carry out their subsidiary functions in regard 

to billeting and evacuation. This was left to the Government 

to sort out and it was the major problem faced by Advanced 

Government Headquarters in the carrying out of the Piiram Plan.

The situation was of course seriously complicated by the fact 

that thousands of Belfast people made their own way out of the 

city and crowded into nearby towns and country villages. The 

responsible officer under the Hiram Plan (Farrell of the Ministry 

of Public Security) made it his priority to clear the Rest

1. Figures in CAB3A/71/87 Ministry of Public Security Intell
igence Summary on Air Raids in northern Ireland

2. Memorandum by Ministry of Public Security on"Questions of 
Government raised by recent air raids on BelfastJ,CAB4/473/lO 
discussed by Cabinet 15th . ay 1941

3. Votes on Post-Raid Organisation written 29th May, 1941 in 
HA6/3/D656
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Centres in the city, ready for a renewed attack. In the first

few "ays after both the n.ejor raids the situation was extremely

confused but rsdually he achieved his object, 'he main

problems he faced were of course shortage of billets, shortage

of transport, confusion over who should be evacuated but most

of all Irek of information. The problems indeed were so major

and the situation so grave that the : inistry of Home Affairs

and the I inistry of education had to be brought in to help and
1

took over the management of the situation on .April 20th (Home 

Affairs ^iven sole control lay 6th),

It did not immediately resolve Itself but indeed dragged 

on for many months. The sheer size of the problem was aggrav

ated by other factors. The administrative task of discovering 

available billets and directing people to them was enormous; 

the sorting out of the chaos in the congested country areas 

around Belfast proved a major headache; dealing with billeting 

rackets and with rofiteering in the end required legislation; 

and dealing with the massive supply and public health problems 

created, required all the ingenuity of the civil servants 

involved. ne major point emerged which shocked many of the 

ad; inistrators and was brought to the Cabinet *3 attention on 

ry 15th - "There are in the country probably about 5,000 

absolutely unbilletable persons. They were unbilletable owing

to oersonel habits which are sub-human. Camps or institutions
2

under suitable supervision must be instituted for these",

As with many of the other problems created by the blitz, 

the overnment just did not forsee its extent. They were not

1. A inistry of Home Affairs 'em ora ndum on 1 2 ivacurtion’
CAB4/470/9 29th April 1941
Ministry of Public Security Memorandum on 'Questions of 
government raised by recent air raids on Belfast’ 0.AE4/473/1C 
15th Hay 1941
Heoorts of Belfast Telegraph Aoril 16th, 1941; April 17th 
1941; A nr A1 25th 1941.
Reports of Northern hig April 18th, 1941; April 19th, 1941
Chronicle of Civil Defence Administration in GAB3/87

2, emorandum from 1 inistry of Home Affairs Cl 34/473/8 discus - 
sed by Cabinet 15th : ay
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prepared for the massive rush of the population to get out of

the city, possibly believing from the failure of earlier

evacuation plans, that the citizens would stay put, however

one cannot blame the many thousands who decided to leave - there

were many genuinely homeless, there were many temporarily

homeless, there were many who felt safer away from Belfast in

view of the heavy casualties on April 15/l6th and in view of

the shelter situation. The Government had therefore to deal

with a completely new situation, which it had failed to 
1

anticipate. With this in mind it would be fair to say that over

the following months after the raid, the Ministry of Home

Affairs did much to salvage the Government's reputation and

certainly during those very long busy April and May days the

responsible civil servants and their voluntary helpers in the

country districts achieved miracles of improvisation in feeding

and sheltering thousands of people. Many a church hall or

school or private home became a haven for sometimes terrified

and sometimes destitute Belfast people, almost 50,000 of whom
2

were evacuated between the 16th April and the 25th May 1941.

Belfast's passive defences and the Government's administ

rative capabilities were therefore seriously tested during 

the April and May raids. First of all the two major raids of 

April 15th/l6th and May 4th/5th were by contemporary standards 

heavy. Secondly the city had had no previous blitz experience 

and therefore the attacks cams as a severe shock. Thirdly the 

active defences were, for the reasons suggested, rather week 

and proved incapable of deterring, destroying or even deflecting 

the enemy. Fourthly the raids fell on the most densely popul

ated areas of the city, caused, especially in April, immense

1, In December 1940 the Belfast C.D.A, had been advised to make 
provision for 5,000 people HA6/5/D656

2. This applied all round the city - Dunmurry, Glengormley, 
Ballyclare, Lisburn, Folywood - all these villages and towns 
provided shelter for refugees from the bombing.
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cp t '.ip It is s and left many looking for an escape out of the city.

i thly both the Civil Defence ervices nnd the 'overnment hrd 

hrd to cope for the previous tv/o years v/ith an undeniably large 

ds; ree of public apathy, hew v/ould take seriously the iovern- 

, ient’s belief that the city was a likely target, .hfe in 

elfrst orior to pril 1941 was very little disturbed by the

■ t there was a war on. Finally the Civil Defence Services 

' nd the Government's plans were not by April 1941 completely 

ready for their ordeal.

Bearin' these factors in mind one must conclude that the 

ordinary Civil Defence volunteers - wardens, rescue workers, 

casualty workers, firemen, ’.'.'omen's Voluntary Service etc. - 

coped extremely well and in feet did a. magnificent job to ease 

the situation for their fellow citizens. In ost cases they 

were able to carry out the tasks for which they had been trained. 

They did not run away from their responsibilities but carried 

on in a situation which was as frightening for them as for 

anyone else. Collectively too many of the Civil defence 'ervices 

in the city and many Civil Defence units performed their funct

ions admirably. On the oositive side also was the work of the 

military in demolition end clearance work, end the work of the

men of the public utility undertakings in restoring quickly
1

the essential supplies of v/ater, gas and electricity.

However one cannot deny that the blitz showed up many 

inadequacies and many failures despite the bravery and deter- 

:inrtion of the wen on the ground. There were personal failures 

of leadership as in the case of the Tortusry Service and the 

Tire Service, There were any failures in organisation invol

ving both the Tovernment and the Civil defence Authority, The

1, . ost people in the city had water, gas end electricity
• .stored within a few days after each of the major raids.
Obviously however In some areas damage to the various mams
was so extensive that repair took longer.
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\
lovernnent ’s Hiram Plan proved too cumbersome end too heavy 

handed reducing the amount of local effort rather than helping 

it to overcome the problems it faced. The Civil Defence 

Authority’s post-raid welfare plans proved far too inadequate 

based as they were on unrealistic numbers. There were too 

many shortages, most of which coliM have been avoided with 

more foresight, imagination and commitment - too few shelters 

too few fire appliances, too little specialised rescue equip

ment, too few stirrup pumps, too few information centres, too 

little transport etc.

Who was to blame for this state of affairs? The answer 

is a complicated one since civil defence was a shared respon

sibility, Originally Government policy was to leave the matter 

almost entirely in the hands of Belfast Corporation and a 

voluntary civilian effort and restrict its role to grant-aid 

and loose supervision. The Corporation however was extremely 

reluctant to accept the financial burdens of air raid precau

tions, many of its members taking the view that it was a need

less extravagance. It therefore dragged its feet. In addition 

the Air Raid Precautions officers had to have sanction for 

their expenditure both from the Corporation and from central

Government, thus the administrative apparatus was cumbersome 
2

and slow. This state of affairs existed until the creation 

of the Civil Defence Authority in 1940,

The Government however must also share some of the blame. 

Initially it too was lukewarm to the needs of air raid pre-

1. lee the statement of Sir Dawson Bates, Minister of Home
Affairs in the debate on the 2nd reading of the A.R.P Bill 
19th Get 1938 Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House 
of Commons Vol.xxi 19th Oct 1938 Cols, 1698-1700 
Reports in northern Whip; 2nd .arch 1938 and Irish Hews 
31st March 1938. Letter from Secretary Ministry of Home 
Affairs to Town Clerk of Belfast 25th May 1939 HA6/3/D107/3 
and Report of ajor Hamill, Belfast A.R.P Officer to Corp
oration on 10th Oct 1940 in HA6/3/D107/4.
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cautions. It felled to instil urgency Into the Corporation, 

it failed to intervene effectively when the Corporation or its 

officers were slow or inefficient and it failed to assirilate 

nuickly the lessons of raid experience in ngland, Perhaps 

its rest obvious mistake was its parsimonious attitued towards 

civil defence as exemplified by Its shelter policy which left 

Belfast with less shelter protection than mainland British 

cities, " Only from the autumn of 1940 did It exhibit a real

istic assessment of the dangers facing Belfast and by then the 

blitz had begun in Britain, dropping Northern Ireland even 

further down the queue for equipment. The government in fact 

ran out of time. If it had acted earlier, much more could 

have been done,

finally the citizens themselves must shoulder some of the 

responsibility for the i istakes of .April and >y 1941, 

were reluctant to depart from their pre-war way of life just 

to facilitate civil defence. Too few of then were prepared 

to make sacrifices, Too many of them failed to listen to 

rereated warnings, preferring to believe "it could never happen 

here". It did and if it had not been for the dedication of 

those who were prepared to listen, the outcome for the city 

might have been more shattering.

I, ;ee Cabinet Conclusions CAB4/456/17 for 23rd December 1940 
1 i • ’ it in,, expenditure on shelters In the Belfast area to
£250,000
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The story of the Belfast raids is therefore one of 

immense complexity. Great personal courage existed alongside 

personal failure; brilliant administrative improvisation co

existed with massive confusion; human misery vied with great 

human kindness, Belfast had been left with few active defences, 

her civil defence services were in some cases inadequate for 

their tasks and her population sadly unprepared for the 

psychological shock of intense aerial bombardment. The city 

paid the price for its apathy. Thousands of houses were 

destroyed or damaged, thousands of people as a result made 

homeless. Nearly one thousand people were dead and. many more 

injured, familiar landmarks had either disappeared or were 

left scarred. Jobs and production were lost. The city shared 

the experience of many others - "It seemed as though each local 

council, its officials and the general public had first to

live through a heavy raid before they could, form any Idea of
.,1

the real nature of its consequences'1 2. Fortunately Belfast

did not have to relive the experience for the rest of the war.

The raids however did have serious effects on the city

and on the country as a whole. One of the major human effects

was the blow to the morale of the city’s population. The

raids, both in nature and extent, came as a tremendous shock

to the majority of citizens, causing a massive evacuation of

population. Perhaps as many as 100,000 people were Involved,

though exact numbers are hard to compute In view of the break-
2down of the official evacuation scheme.

There were in Belfast, as in the other bombed cities, two 

forms of evacuation. First of all there were those who simply 

quit the city for an indeterminate length of time and were

1. R,IP. Titmuss - "Problems of Social Policy11 P306
2, official evacuation figure was 48,09S between 16th April 

and 25th Fay 1941 - CAB3A/71/81
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billeted eventually in the Ulster countryside or found them

selves accomodation. Some of these people were genuinely
1

homeless, some were not, They tended to congregate first in

the towns within a short distance of Belfast, like la rne,

Carrickfergus, Bangor, Newt ownards, Comber, Saintfield, Lisburn,

Dromore etc, and then gradually they were more widely dispersed,

Some, as vie have seen, made directly for Jire where for the

most pr-at they were treated very well. In some areas however

the arrival of refugees from the North was the occasion for

some Irish humour. In Lonaghan they were greeted with a

local song which could be sung to the tune of the ''Protestant 
2

Boys'1 2 3

,I 'en of Ulster 
Loyal and True 
Ran like Hell,
7/hen the Sirens blew,"

This total evacuation swamped the official evacuation

scheme, filling up the reception are^s, taking up all available

accomodation and creating an incredible administrative mess

which it was to take several months for the Ninistry of Home

' ffa irs to sort out. It also led in many areas to abuses like

overcrowding, overcharging of rent and excessive billeting

claims. The position in the country was bluntly stated by the

inistry in a. memorandum discussed by the Cabinet on Hay 15th

1941 - "The position now is that the country accomodation is

completely full. There are 90C people in the Lisburn halls,

2,000 in Dunmurry and 330 in Dublin Rest Centres which we have

promised to remove at the earliest possible moment and for
4

which there is no accomodation whatsoever".

The Inistry of Home Affairs who took over the task of

1. C.A34/473/10 Paragraph 14
2. Prom personel accounts given by R. c^ey, evacuated to

onaghan after the April raid
3. C/' B4/470/9 
4 . Ci B4/4 73/8
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sorting out the evacuation situation first of all attempted

to form an accurate picture of the situation gathering as

much information on evacuees and billets as possible. Only

then did they institute a vast clearance scheme to sort out

priority and non-priority cases and to transfer people using

the Slieve Donard Hotel as a sort of transit camp'.' This

scheme was fully in operation by June and July 1941. In

addition the Ministry prepared, emergency plans, including the

setting up of hutted camps and stricter control of Rest Centres,

Billeting Notices and Travel Warrants, to deal with any further 
2

evacuation^ In June and July 1941 the Ministry were still 

dealing with fifty to sixty thousand official evacuees, though
3

by October this had dropped to 34,000 end by December to 26,000. 

Fear receded into the background, boredom with country life 

set in and many thousands returned to Belfast.

There was however another form of evacuation, more fluctu

ating in nature which caused serious concern at the time. The 

people concerned were described officially as "individuals who 

are not homeless but who live in dangerous areas and will not

sleep In their homes at night but on the other hand are not
4

agreeable to be evacuated", These were the "ditchers'1 2 3 4 or 

"trekkers" - people who set out each evening, usually just after 

six o'clock", along the main roads out of Belfast, Some were 

in cars but most walked. They left to spend the night in the 

fields or ditches, or if they were lucky in the barns, in the 

hills around Belfast.

■nee again the numbers involved are very difficult to

1. CAB3A/76/137 - Minutes of Civil Defence Advisory Committee 
31st July 1941 - eraorandum from ] inistrv of Home Affairs

2. ibid.,
3. ibid - Minutes of 20th January 1942
4. ibid - Minutes of 51st July 1941 - Memorandum of Ministry 

of Home Affairs
3 * from personal accounts given by Professor J.-/. Blake
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calculate but they ran into thousands in the early weeks» in

July 1941 the Ministry of Home Affairs calculated that initially

5,000 were involved each night but by then the number had
1

dropped to 1,000. -lake, the official historian put the number
2higher at 10,000, Occasionally however it could be much 

greater, as on the alert of 23rd July 1941 when bombs were 

dropped near Randalstown. The Ministry of Public Security 

estimated that 30,000 people left Belfast by the Castlereagh, 

;rneau, Malone, Lisburn, Falls, Springfield, Antrim and
3

Jallygomartin Roads," "Trekking” was to continue throughout 

the summer of 1941 and into the autumn, encouraged indeed by 

the return of evacuees and only the return of bed weather and

the continuing absence of a German attack brought it to an
, 4 end,

The Governments' view of the "ditchers" was a little

unsympathetic. They considered the nightly evacuation as a

sign of defeatism. It was something for which they were

completely unprepared, for which they had completely failed

to plan. Therefore it was out of their terms of reference,

unacceptable. It was a sign of poor morale - "It Is however

impossible to resist the conclusion that the morale of the

city as a whole Is not first class. Indeed it is in some ways

definitely disappointing. There is much fear. Many are still

leaving the town nightly to stay in the fields or walk the roads
„ 5

till the danger of a raid is thought to be passed, , . ,:

This view was reflected to a certain degree in the news- 

papers in the period between end after the major raids. The

1, CAB3A/76/137 inutes of Civil Defence Advisory Committee
31st July 1941 - Memorandum of Ministry of Home Affairs 

. J. . Blake "' orthern Ireland in the Second .rorld Tar" P243 

. CAB3A/68/128 ' inistry of Public Security War Diary
, Many "ditchers" took up semi-permanent residence in the 

hutted camps provided by the Government,
5, CAB4/473/10 Paragraph 16
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orb horn Whig in its . pril 19th editorisl made a plea to the 
population to :,Stay Put I:I. . , :ldo not be a blitz-ouitter11'.

It went on - "The vast majority of Belfastians have behaved 

manfully and sensibly but there are some who are betraying a
r

gross and utterly inexcusable selfishness. That must be checked.

In Parliament hov/ever I .P.’s were a little more sympath

etic. Henderson blamed the lack of proper shelters and felt 

the ditchers had a good case - "These people do not fly to the 

hills because they are afraid, ifvery mother and father lies 

2, 3, 4 or 5 children and do you think they are going to sit 

there and, see them destroyed before their eyes if there is any
5

hope of saving them" The Reverend Professor Corkey agreed - 

"No one who passed through the experiences of the recent air
4raid, warnings can blame these people", The 'ode rat or of the 

•eneral Assembly, the Reverend hr. J. B. Woodburn also shared 

this sympathy - "it is terribly pathetic but I suppose you 

know all about it, to see the people on their nightly trek 
out into the country". He feared disease and urged the Govern

ment to give them help.

It is very difficult to be dogmatic about the problem of 

the "ditchers" . One can see the Governments concern for morale 

as being justified, given their assumptions about the nature 

of air attack. The great fear in pre-war thinking on aerial 

bombardment was the panic it might cruse among the civilian 

population, the fear that the war might be lost at home. The 
Government of Northern Ireland obviously did. not want Belfast 

to be singled out as a city where the population panicked and

1.

4.
5.

Northern Whig April 19th 1941
ID10. ,
N or them Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons 
Vol. xxiv 13th Hay 1941 Col, 831 
ibid Col.841
Letter from Rev. Dr. Woodburn to inistry of Home Affairs 
in HA6/2/PVA131.
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therefore it was not anxious to encourage the phenomenon.

This view was shared by the authorities in Britain.

Fowever on the other side of the coin trekking should be

seen as a fairly natural response to a unique situation.

Aerial bombardment proved in Belfast, as elsewhere to be a

frightening, terrifying experience. To remain in a city subject

to aerial attack was to place one’s own life and the lives of

one’s family in immediate danger. The raid of April 15th/16th

was all too obvious proof of that. In Belfast too the shelter

provision was inadequate. There were not enough shelters of

the communal type; the ground was unsuitable for Anderson

shelters which had to be dug in to a certain depth and there

were few suitable basements, no caves, no ''tubes11 nor other

means of underground shelter. In addition the active defences

were insufficient to prevent an accurate German attack.

It is therefore little wonder that many people came to

the conclusion that their only response to this situation,

could be to leave the city either permanently or each night.

They were given little in the way of an alternative. They could

hardly be expected as a matter of course to stay, whatever the

outcome. Trekking therefore was for many a matter of common

sense as well as a search for survival. It certainly was not

disloyal or defeatist for the ’trekkers’ lived their normal

lives during the daylight hours - they kept on working, they

looked after their homes; they kept the peace. Once established

it became a way of life for many people, a way of adapting to

fear and to real danger, Belfast was far from unique in this

respect. Almost every bombed city in the Kingdom conformed

to a similar pattern - in London in the early days of bombing
2

many left through the ’.Vest And each night from East London

1, FA6/3/D1192 "Provision of Deep Shelters"- reasons for failure 
to provide underground shelter in Northern Ireland.

2, T, Harr is son "Living through the Blitz" P63
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in Plymouth the official historian noted - "for '"bout a fort

night after the first Plymouth raid the nightly ebb and flow

of neople between town and country cannot have involved fewer 1
than 30,000"j on Clydeside, on brseyside, in 'outh -les, in 

2
Full the situation was exrctly the same in the Spring of 1941 

- thousands left their homes each night for the safety of the 

countryside. In the absence of adequate shelters and proper 

evacuation ’trekking* should be seen as a safety valve - a 

v/ay of keeping oneself and one’s family safe when the strain 

of d'-n er became too great.

The Government would have liked to ignore this unacceptable

nightly ritual but the pressures were too great. They were

attacked for failing to anticipate it and they were attacked

for failing to make provision for it, once it had begun.

Church leaders like the Presbyterian . oderator of the General

■.ssembly were joined by politicians of all hues calling; on

the Government to do something to help these unfortunate

people, T-'enderson ur ed the °rime minister to "go to the

barns and sheughs, , , to see the people of Belfast, some of
3

them lying damp "round"; Nixon asked what the rnr'-nt
4

was oin to do about "the people in the hedges"; Campbell 

"thanked ^od -dor the succession of dry crisp weather". The 

political pressure on the Government was heavy and they 

res gonded.

On hay 15th, 1941 the Cabinet agreed to take steps to

assist the nightly evacuees by providing huts as shelters and
6

transport facilities each evening, The Prime Minister in

G, R. , Titmuss op, cit, P307
2, T.H. O’Brien "Civil ^efence" P427; see Titmuss op.cit Ch.xvii
3, Northern Ireland Parliamen€ery Debates, House of 0o . ons 

'rol, xxiv 13th ay 1941 Col,828
4, ibid., 13th gay 1941 Col.837
5, ibid., 1st July 1941 Col,1144
0, 0 34/473/11 and CAB9CD/36/2
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p&rticulfr was anxious to provide Government pssistance end

stepped in to urpe a speeding up of progress on the Ministries

of inance and lame f fe irs» The Cabinet’s aim was to provide

fifty huts on the main routes out of the city starting with

four at liewtownerds» !:'owever this ran counter to V/estminster

policy which was to provide no organised prrrn,3ements for the 
2

‘'ditchers'1 * * i, 'This situation was discussed by the Cabinet on 

July 15th end they agreed to go ahead with the provision. The 

Crime Minister believed that "substantial arguments based on 

the inadequate provision, hitherto made in northern Ireland
3

of both active and passive defence measures could be advanced". 

The Minister of Public Security agreed that a case could be 

made on the grounds of the lack of shelter accomodation and
4

on the concentration of homes in the target area," Both men

end the rest of the Cabinet realised the political impossibi-
5

lity of cancelling Government assistance. So Provision for 

the ditchers went ahead and during the summer months many of
6

the nightly evacuees could be sure of a roof over their head.

This large scale dislocation of the city’s population,

Involving a huge official and unofficial total evacuation and

thousands of nightly ’trekkers’ over p period of months was a

. :a j or success for the Germans, They achieved in Belfast, *"S

in many other Cities, a temporary disruption of the city’s

normal life, TTowever the effect was purely temporary. The

Germans did not return to press home their advantage; a mistake

which they made throughout their Spring borbing campaign of 
7

1941, One ‘rust not forget that for the thousands who left the

HA6/2/ J '7/ 237 and Cl B9CD/36/2
C;\B4/478/llA
CAB4/478/16
ibid,,
C: 4/478/11 

6/2/ • 237
. Collier ’Defence of the United Kingdom* P280-281

1-i- »
'•'J >

3»
4
5*. 
6 ,
7.
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city in April and May 1941, there were thousands who stayed 

on, who worked on, and who rodur lly brought the city back to 

norrr^l. The destruction was in no way total, the casualty toll 

in no way crippling, the damage to roads, water mains, gas 

joins and. electricity lines was quickly repaired. Therefore 

the i' mediate effects on the population, though severe and 

though enough to shake their morale, quickly wore off and the 

city returned to Its old routine,

!To one could possibly know that the Germans were not going 

to attack Belfast again, so the raids had a profound effect 

upon the Northern Ireland Government, They had to ensure that 

the Immediate effects of tne April end key raids were dealt 

with but more importantly they had to prepare the city for 

future attacks. This led them to drastically review every 

aspect of their Civil Defence preparations. This process 

Involved every relevant Government Department and was continued 

well into 1942 end even beyond.

First of all the question of responsibility for civil 

defence and the over nr ent' s role in it was looked at. The 

‘ Inistry of Public Security drew; the attention of the Cabinet 

to the confusion which arose becruse both the Civil Defence 

Authority and the Corporation were invloved In features of 

civil defence work In Belfast, The Ministry's appraisal of 

the Corporation's efficiency in these matters was far from 

flattering end they came to the conclusion "that much difficulty 

would be avoided and that efficiency would be promoted if the
T_

whole powers ol the Council were put into commission", in 

1941 the Cabinet would not agree to this oreferring instead 

to discuss matters with the Lord Mayor with a view to promoting

. CAB4/473/10 Paragraph 12



raform fv or: '.thin but In the following ye ^ v they were forcer!
2into r- jr3einy with this proposal, though for rersons not just 

s?3soci''ted with civil defence.

The Government therefore chose in ?•>y 1941 to continue 

to operate Belfast's Civil Defence Services as they had been 

operated previously, mainly through the Civil Defence Authority 

thou h also using the Corporation as an agency e,g. City 

■ urveyor's Department - pescue Cqu.ads, Indeed they placed 

even more emphasis on "having as much done as possible by the 

civic authorities therrselv3 3",',, For this reason the Hiram nlan 

was to be revised and was only to be called into effect in the 

direst of circumstances, direct intervention by the 'Govern

ment in the raid situation was to be avoided if possible.

Indeed in February 1942 the TTiram Plan was cancelled, altogether 

and the Civil defence authority was made completely responsible 

- or the coordination of after-raid arrangements in Belfast 

t hr on "h its ir Paid executive Council, It was to keep in

touch with the Ministry of Public Security '>r Room through
5

the gelfast Control r’entre. Local responsibility was therefore 

reinforced in the light of actual raid experience.

The !overnrnent however was fully aware of its responsib

ility for seeing that the various elements of Civil Defence 

vrere prepared to meet another onslau ht. On June 17th 1941, 

the Government set up a manpower Committee, under the chairman

ship of Sir Basil Brooke, the inlster of Commerce, and it was 

made -aesponsible, among other things, for ensuring an adequate 

level of manpower for "fire-fighting and / Ir Raid Precautions
g

ervices" , Injury, evacuation and natural wastage hvd thinned 

T. C B4/473/11 ’
3, elfast County orough Administration Act (N.I) 1942,

6 G3o6 Cl-, 11
5, C/ 4/473/10 Para raph 12
4, HMS/3/6 and CA 390^/203 

, ibid,,
G. J. , Blake op, cit, ?245



the ranks of the Services but the Manpower Committee aided by

an influx of volunteers quickly replaced those who had been

lost and indeed expanded the personnel of the various Services
to over 12,000 in Belfast elone^"

Accompanying this increase in personnel the Services were

overhauled one by one. The Wardens Service became much more

specialised, in line with the experience of the raids. The

number of Bomb Identification Officers was increased to 180 
2

by March 1942; detailed instruction in incident control began 
3

early in 1942; and a Supplementary Training Course of a general
4

nature opened in December 1941, Authority was given to raise
5

the number of full time wardens to 1,200 (though in practice 

this figure was never reached) and more emphasis was placed 

on maintaining efficiency, to be encouraged by cups like the

Bayes Cup instituted in October 1941 and the Allen Cup in
6

December 1941. The system of reporting was further refined
7

with a new express Report introduced in January 1942 and the 

wardens were to be assisted by a strengthened Messenger Service
g

including a Corps of Despatch riders". Perhaps the main advan

tage from the wardens’ point of view however was the greater 

provision of uniform and equipment which would make it easier 

for him to carry out his allotted tasks.

The Rescue Services also received attention. It had had 

a rough time during the raids handling much of the difficult 

work with too few personnel and too little equipment. Efforts 

were made to solve both these shortages but real progress had 

to await the creation of a united Rescue Service late in 1941,

2.'
3 •
4.
5.
6 ,
7.
8.

CA33A/71/87 
CAB3A/61/14A 
ibid., 
ibid ., 
ibid . , 
ib id., , 
ibid,,
J.V'. Blake op

’History of Wardens

. cit. P245

and Communications Cervices’
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It was pi-ced under a Chief Rescue Officer, W. McF. Martin^

borrowed from one of the city's maior building firms. Under

It direction the Rescue ’’■ervice became a much more important

a no efi icient part of the Civil Defence framev/ork*

In the case of the Casualty Service which had coped well

during the raids, the lessons were still learned. The Fixed

Aid Posts were removed from the extern departments of hospitals?

the mobile aid posts which had proved unwieldy were greatly
3

reduced in number, eventually to only four;; in their place

small medical flying squads were created consisting of one

doctor, two nurses and two first aid men in three cars;

auxiliary first aid points were provided entirely by local

residents to cater for walking casualties - Belfast according

to Professor Flynn was "the first city in the United Kingdom
5

to inaugurate this new scheme"; and the casualty depots though
A

reduced in number were enlarged in size and better dispersed.

The emphasis was placed after the raids on improved training 

and on a fast mobile response to a raid situation. According 

to the finistry of Public Security - "an effective casualty 

service is essentially mobile and the best aid for a dangerous 

area is surely adequate mobile forces standing to on its 

fringe". Obviously standards of efficiency and preparation 

continued to vary from post to post but the reorganisation and 

the new emphasis on the joint training of rescue squads and 

first aid workers were bound to have paid dividends if a further 

raid had taken place.

The major failures of the Casualty Service in the raids

1. FA 6 /0 /Dk 53
J.W. Blake op, cit. P245 

. HA6/3/D107/1

. ib id.,
. ibid.,
. J. , Blake op, cit. P245
. ' S/3/D1C7/1 - Reply from A.A. Farrell to T. Rinall of

’ ' District.
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1.'r1 2 3 been the Irek of casualty information, which was - major

’itant, and the Mortuary Service. Tforts were also made

'que to the raids, to improve these, A Central Information

Office was opened at the City Kail end District Information

Offices in the main District he Ifare Offices, whose job in

future would be to keep the public informed by Issuing
1

detailed casualty lists. This organisation was ready by June

1941, The drtuery .ervice took longer to be reorganised but

by the be inning of 1942 a new, careful code of instructions

had been drawn up, new mortuary accomodation had been arranged
2

and better training facilities bad been created, Once a gs In 

the effect of the raids had been to stimulate r more thorough 

preparation, showing that at least they had somethin; of a 

positive side.

'fter the raids the areas of civil defence which needed 

most attention were those of evacuation, post-raid welfare, 

fire-fighting ^nd shelter provision. hese, too, •■ere re org

anised in the light of raid experience. The evacuation scheme, 

as we have seen, had failed in the first place due to public 

apathy and subsequently it was almost overwhelmed with the 

rush of people to get away from the city. The /elfere Service, 

which was only just beginning to develop, suffered a similar 

fate. Only the voluntary help of the 'omens Volunteer Service, 

of teachers, and indeed of people up end down the Province, 

aided by the rapid administrative improvisation of the Ministry

of Home Affairs in the weeks following the raids, prevented 
3

a disaster.

It was clear that a whole new scheme was required, and this 

indeed was created within a very short space of time by Ministry

1. 6/3/D 1681 - Machinery for dealing with Inquiries after 
Air uaids,

2. HA 6/3/D 107/2
3. J. . Blake op, cit, P240-242
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officis.Is. To ensure thst it worked in the event of mother 

rr'ojor attrck, it was prepared this tine with a sufficient 

scale in mind and all the various parts of the scheme were 

co-ordinated - rest centre accomodation, evacuation, billeting, 

reception, welfare etc.

In the first place however the Ministry persuaded the

Cabinet to treat Belfast and Londonderry as evacuation areas

from which the homeless, mothers and children, aged people,

the infirm and expectant mothers would be evacuated to Reception
1

areas in the remoter parts of the Province, in addition an 

ares v/ithin a twenty-mile radius of Belfast was to be closed

to official evacuation and was to be used as a billeting area
S

for those essential workers who had to be evacuated* To ease 

the accomodation problem in the city, a new census of eccom- 

odation was taken by the Chief Billeting Officer and arrange

ments were made for the erection of ten Nissen-hut camps on
5

the city's outskirts.

Following this the new scheme was outlined at a Conference

of Home Affairs, Public Security and Civil Defence Authority
4

officials on the 19th June 1941, The Belfast Civil Defence 

/uthority was to maintain an-:'1 operate a system of concentric 

rest centres - ''first-line1' centres within the city to give 

immediate comfort to the homeless and "second-line” centres 

in the suburban areas into which only those verified as home

less would be admitted. The inistry of Home Affairs would 

then take over through their Town Billeting Centres for those 

who wished to be billeted in or near the city and their 

Evacuation Dispersal Centres for those who were to be evacuated 

to the Reception frees. The 'inistry therefore retained their

, CAB4/472/11 and CAB9CD/36/2
. ibid'. ,
, ibid , ,
, Report of Conference in • 6/3/D656
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control over evacuation and 'billeting.

This new scheme was amended as the Summer went on. In

July 1941 Special Second-line Rest Centres were created for
1

the :'dirty and verminous", it was expected that these would

number between 500 and 1,000 out of 10,000 homeless, I Is o it

was decided not to set up the Town Billeting Centres but

instead to rely on the Dispersal Centres (which were then at

Lisburn, intrira end Newcastle) and on the "second-line" rest
2

centres for evacuation after a raid.

By October 1941 the scheme was well organised. The 

genuine homeless, recognised by their "Certificate of Homeless

ness" would be moved on the afternoon following a raid from 

the "first-line" to the "second-line" rest centres. On the 

following morning they would be evacuated from there, either 

direct to billets or the Dispersal Centres from where they 

would be moved to their Reception Area. For those who were 

essential workers or who evacuated themselves there were 

special hutted camps appearing round the city. These were 

also used by the "ditchers".

By l arch 1942 the system was even further refined with 

res Dispersal Centres (those at Lisburn, Antrim end Newcastle) 

for priority classes; District Dispersal Centres in towns all 

round the city capable of dealing with 20,000 people; and.

Cushion Dispersal Centres to act as ’shock-absorbers’ for
4

those, not homeless, but eager to escape the city. In addition 

the Slieve Donard Hotel at Newcastle had been taken over as
5

a special hostel and the number of camps had risen to sixteen. 

The whole system was by this stage under a Welfare Headquarters

, isr ort of Conference in KA.6/3/D656 
. HA6/3/D656
. Church halls and schools were used mainly as rest centres 
. CAR3A/76/137 - inutes of Civil Defence Advisory Committee

30th Larch 1942
. ibid,, and J. . "lake op, cit, P247
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and was geared to deal with over 78,000 people. Obviously 

v;e hrve no way of hnowin^ whether this euprented organisation 

could have coped but certainly the officials preparing it 

were fully aware of the nature end extent of the problem, 

having had their fingers burned, as it were, in April and 

ay 1941.

The same could be said of the reorganisation of the Fire

• ervice. The raids had shown shortages of equipment and

trained manpower could affect performance end attention was

■ "dressed to overcoming these problems. : irst of all a review

was carried out by J, 3. lievill, a Home Office Fire Brigade

Inspector as eerljr as P oril 1941 and he recomi ended a large

increase in whole-time personnel, in equipment and in the
2

amount of training. This was followed later in the year by

bher Home Office investigation by F, IT. Smyth and Q, D» Tils on

and they came to some very harsh conclusions. They concluded

that the Tire Service was ''still very sketchy and is clearly
3

not ready to meet a heavy attack," and that the shortage of 

suitable officers and the inertia caused by local authority
4

control were major factors in this. They urged "drastic action" 

By this stage equipment was much . ore plentiful - there were
5

373 fire appliances in melfast, compared to 254 in dpril 1941; 

additional hose, couplings, turntable ladders etc. had been 

provided; considerable numbers of large and small static water
6

tanks had appeared all over the city to augment water supplies;

more stirrup pumps had arrived for use by the Fire Guard,
7

in ctober 1941. There were also y ore personnel.

1

. CAB3A/76/137 - Ainutes of Civil Defence Advisory Committee
30th March 1942 and J.W. " lake on. cit, P247 

. HA6/3/n 107/4
, C.; .4/493/10 Paragraph 7
, ibid ,,
. C/T3A/71/81 
. J, /. Elake op. cit. P248 
. C 33A/64/14D
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The qusstion was therefore one of control end this the 

Government decided to tackle. Gn December 11th, 1941 the 

Cabinet agreed to the creation of a National Fire Service
1

under the control of the ? inistry of Public Security, on

Dece ber 17th this was announced to the Civil Defence Advisory

Committee by Gilliam "rant, the new Finister, on the grounds

of being necessary :'to run the extended service on an efficient
. 2

and reliable footin The ire Services (Emergency Provisions)
ni

Act wr s passed in March 194Ct

This really put the Fire Service on a proper war footing.
4

equipment continued to arrive (460 appliances by October 1942);

personnel increased (1558 ’/hole time and 1426 part-time by 
5

October 1942) and a proper Fire ;uard was organised (15000 in
6

Belfast in June 1942), Once again it is impossible to know 

if the organisation could have dealt with further raids but 

certa inly the Fire Service was better organised and better 

equipped than it had been in April 1941,

The Government's other major field of civil defence 

activity following the raids was shelter provision. Straight 

away -fter the first major raid, the Cabinet agreed to the ext

ension of the valuation limit for free domestic shelter. The 

raising; of the limit to a PLV of £29 increased the provision

of free shelter to an extra 26,000 houses in Belfast and 1,800 
7

in Londonderry, These however could not be orovided before 

the autumn at the earliest.

In Fay 1941 the Cabinet accepted that provision in Belfast 

had been ‘'below the scale of that which was available in comper-

1. C B4/493/10
2, CAB3A/78/137 Minutes of Civil Defence Advisory Committee 

17th December 1941
3, Fire Services (Emergency Provisions) Act (1,1.) 1942 

6 GtG6 Ch, 5
4. IT. 6/3/D226
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rble citios in ireet Britain, due to the waterlogged nature 

of the sub-soil, the l-ck of basements, the heavy demands of 

the Arhed Forces on labour and materials, the shortage of 

bricklayers and the shortage of civil trrnsport. The Cabinet 

therefore agreed to increase the number of bricklayers by 500 

■ond to ask for the release from Great Britain of civilian trans

port vehicles. The "gravity of the problem" was emphasised

as were the "urgent needs of Northern Ireland at the present
,,2time" ,

However shelter construction takes time and even though 

efforts were concentrated on the 48-person communal shelter, 

the programme agreed to on April 29th could not in the end be 

completed until early in 1942, Expenditure on the shelter 

programme including provision of lighting, seating and lavatories
3

was estimated in October 1941 to cost £2,650,000, By this 

stage seventy building contractors were engaged to the limit

of their resources in building approximately 200 shelters a
. 4 week,

This however was only the beginning, ‘.orrison shelters

were beginning to arrive in substantial numbers - over 16,000 
5

by June 1942; provision of communal shelters was extended to

provincial towns and the number of public shelters authorised
.6

m Belfast was raised to 1, , in total during: the war over

19,000 shelters of varying kinds were to be provided giving
7cover to over half a million of the population.

This complete overhaul of shelter policy and the Civil 

Defence Services can be seen as one of the major effects of

1. C 34/475/13 Paragraph 3
2. ibid,, Paragraph 4 and 6
3. memorandum on ir Raid Shelter Policy 6 Oct 1941 in 

IgA 6/3/D361
EA6/3/D361 and C 39CD/71 

0 . ibid .,
6 , ibid .,
7 , ibid ,,
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the blitz on Belfast, The raids made the Government very 

v/sre of the weaknesses in their civil defence preparations 

and forced then to reassess their whole a opr of ch. They chose 

to stand by their reliance on the local authorities (in Belfast’: 

case the Civil Pefence Authority) for the execution of nost 

Civil Defence functions hut their role became much more 

important in every aspect of Civil Defence work. This closer 

supervision undoubtedly bore fruit in the year or so following 

the raids, as the manpower, equipment end organisation of 

each Service improved. Belfast was very lucky in that the 

Civil Defence Services were never again tested but this could 

not have been taken for ^r in 1941, The Government can

be praised at least in 1941-2 for leering from, their mistakes,

The raids also allowed the United Kingdom Government to 

le-rn from its mistakes. It was all too obvious in April rnd 

Icy that the active defences of Belfast were totally inadequate. 

They fa lied to effectively deter the Terr'••ns either by destroyin' 

sufficient of the attacking aircraft or by disrupting the 

'ccur'cy of the att-cks. This failure, combined with the 

rowing strategic importance of northern Ireland, of its positior

in re srd to the Battle of the Atlantic, forced the Chiefs of
1

itaff to once again review its defence needs.

First of all the recommendations of the previous review

of 1940 were quickly carried out. By the end of Kay 1941

Belfast had in position 36 Heavy and 6 Light Anti-Aircraft
2

guns supported by 2 searchlight Regiments, The new review was 

completed in July 1941 and included a comprehensive sir defence 

n. Northern Ireland was to have its own self-contained 

i Iter roup controlling three Fighter Sectors (one for elfast, 

one for Lough woyle area, and one for Lough trne), each of

1. J, . Blake op, cit, P16 9
2. ibid., P169



which would be capable of handling two fighter Squadrons^

In addition the gun defences of Belfast would be increased to 

48 'heavies',

During the remainder of 1941 the air defence plan was put 

into operation. On September 25th, 1941 No.82 Group, Fighter 

Command was made operational in its headquarters at the Senate 
Chamber, Parliament Buildings, Stormontf It controlled three 

fighter squadrons - two at Ballyhalbert to protect Belfast 

and one at Eglinton to protect Londonderry, One of the Squadron 

at Ballyhalbert was equipped with Defiant night-fighters^ The 

3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade received its full compliment of 3.7 

inch heavy and 40 millimetre light anti-aircraft runs^ In 

addition the searchlights were retained, the balloon barrage 

was thickened up, the radar network was strengthened and a
5protective smokescreen and system of dummy fires were arranged, 

Belfast by the end of 1941, and more especially in 1942 when 

more fighters end guns arrived, was ready for the Germans.

It was rather unfortunate that the aircraft and equipment were 

ma^.e available just too late. The active defences, just like 

the Civil Defence Services, were destined to play a rather 

passive role for the rest of the war.

The failure of the active defences in April and l ay 1941 

allowed the Germans to achieve at least a part of their major 

objective in attacking Belfast. While they did not succeed 

in destroying the heart of Belfast's strategic industries, they 

did manage to inflict extensive damage. The economic effects 

of the raids were therefore, at least temporarily quite severe.

The principal target of the Luftwaffe, as evidenced in

1. J. vf. Blake op, cit, P342
2 . J.W. Blake op, cit. P343
3 , ibid ., P342
4. ibid . , P169
5. ibid ., P1S9
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both major raids, was b Hartn ir Istate. They boned obviously 

to nt the port out of action and if possible to destroy the 

s Upbuild in and aircraft factories. 'iturted in the Harbour 

also : Belfast*s main source of electric power, which 

bhey managed to put out of action for 24 hours after the raid 

of bay 4th/5th.

s regards the port the German attack was largely unsuc

cessful. They did succeed in blockin the bufferin Dock for 

several months by sinking the ;'Fair T_e8d!' but apart from that 

and damage to sheds and warehouses, the port was able to 

continue functioning normally. This was obviously of the 

utmost importance to northern Ireland since Belfast was far 

and away, the -revinces main port^ it was also vital to the 

war effort as a whole, since Belfast functioned as an important
5

naval base during a crucial phase of the Battle of the ' tlantic.

Damage to the rest of the Harbour Istate was more severe,

Earlsnd and Volff's received a 0rea.t deal of the Luftwaffe’s

attention. In the Vaster uesday raid various shops were

either destroyed or severely damaged, while in May damage to

build in ;s was very extensive, scarcely a part of the works

escaping. The effect on production, though carefully concealed

by the Government, was worry in , • reduction ceased almost
4

totally for two days after the Kay ra id, due to a combination 

of the havoc caused by the bombing and the dislocation of the 

goo pul' tion In last Belfast. One week after the raid production 

had only recovered to ten per cent and by Kay 21st it was only 

forty per cent of normal. By Kay 21st the firm estimated that 

it would take at least another month to place the Vngine Works 

in temporary repair and three months to recondition the 

electrical plant. By /ugust 31st the shipyard works had only

. JV 77 olake opT cit. see Ch.7 
. Ulster Year Book 1947 P122-3 
. J. , Blake op, cit, P333-335 
. J. , Blake op. cit, P236
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reschsd sixty per cent of normal production, the engine works 

eighty per cent and. the electricians work ninety per cent.

Full production was only resumed after six months in November
1

1941.

Short Brothers and Harland suffered to an equal extent.

Particularly affected was production of the Short Stirling

bomber, which had already been held up by frequent technical

teething troubles. First of all the fuselage factory at Harland

and Wolff was destroyed in April, Then in May the jigs and
2

tools in Shorts on the final assembly line were damaged. In

addition damage to the roofs prevented night-shift work for 
3

many months and there was obviously absenteeism caused by the

evacuation. This serious disruption to these strategically

important industries was highlighted in the unemployment figures

which, in shipbuilding, rose from 418 in .April to 2,328 in May

1941 and in the aircraft industry, from 465 in April to 1,047 
4in May. Total unemployment rose by almost 4,000 in the one 

month'.’

Trowever the economic effects of the raids were not crip

pling. Apart from in Harland and Wolff and in a few of the 

destroyed linen mills, production quickly returned to normal 

in the strategic industries. By the Spring of 1941 Northern 

Ireland's war production was only just beginning to signific

antly increase and the raids did not to any great extent hand- 

icap this effort. Indeed the raids produced one very important 

economic side effect. This was the policy of dispersal which

was universally applied in Jorthern Ireland, starting really
7

in the summer of 1941, The raids showed just how dangerous

1. Reports from Harland and Wolff in CAB3A./71/87
2. J.W, Blake op. cit, P399
3. ibid., P236
4. ibid,. Appendices Is and If P542-543 
3. ibid,. Appendix 1 P537
6, ibid.,, Chapter ix for discussion of N.I's war production 
V. ibid., P400
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it could be to have Important war production concentrated in 

one small area. The Government's newly created "reduction 

Advisory Council chaired by the minister of Commerce, Sir Basil 

Brooke played a major part in stimulating this dispersal, which 

affected ^arland and Wolff, Short Brothers and Harland, the 

Sirocco Works, heckles and the other big engineering and 

munitions firms. The Government too realised the necessity 

for the dispersal of the electricity supply and the go-ahead 

was given for the building of a new power station at Ballylum- 

ford, near Larne, to augment the supply from the station in 

the Harbour Estate»

The economic effects of the blitz were therefore enerslly 

short-term. This was not completely the case with its wides

pread social effects. Perhaps the most important social effect 

of the raids was the realisation brought to many people of 

the social deprivation and the poverty from which many in 

Belfast suffered. This realisation came largely as a result 

of the mass evacuation. Thousands of city-dwellers, many for 

the first time in their lives, were thrust into the country 

to seek refuge, Fany people throughout the countryside were 

shocked at what they saw.

Their feelings were summed up by the 3 oderator of the

General Assembly in June 1941 - "I have been working nineteen

years in Belfast and I never saw the like of them before. If

something is not done now to remedy this rank inequality there
2

will be a revolution after the war"",'’ The main complaints of 

those who had to receive the refugees were of dirtiness, of 

poor personal hygiene, of vermin, particularly head-lice, of
5

enuresis and of poor clothing and footwear,

1, CAB4/490; CAB4/49; CAB4/492 for Cabinet discussions
2, Belfast News Letter 3rd June 1941
3 , CF 34/47679 - ' Memorandum on Evacuation from Ministry of Home 

Affairs: also from personal accounts of personnel involved 
in Ballyclare April/lay 1941.
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The numbers of people involvec'. are obviously verjr difficult

to compute but the ...inistry of Home Affairs put the fi -ure at

r round 5, .GO, who t' ov terraed es “absolutely unbilletable 
1

persons', ?he shock of receiving these people was stated in 

an official report as "second only to the shock they had rec-
2

eived on learning of the disaster which had befallen Belfast".

There can be no doubt therefore that “the war blasted 

away complacency" and brought to the surface problems which 

Lad either remained hidden or had been ignored for years.

These problems concerned mainly the social and welfare services 

public health and hygiene but cannot be divorced from others 

like unemployment, bad housing and poor education. On the 

question of housing for example the I;'ode rat or was equally forth 

right - "I was round some of the devastated places and I hope 

and trust they will never be rebuilt again for dwelling houses, 

minister said to me whose congregation has been bombed and 

who has lost 500 families, that if he could et the people

entirely out of the way he would be thankful if the fen. a ns
4

came again and blitzed the place flat",

health it was true that between the wars the rates of maternal

mortality, infant mortality and tuberculosis were higher in
5

7 Ister than elsewhere in the United ingdom. Unemployment in
6

Ulster even in 1941 stood in January at over 68,000, The blitz 

therefore highlighted enormous social problems in Ulster, 

However the Province was far fro mi ue, 1 ess evacuation

from Cnglish, Scottish and elsh cities in the early years of

1. C 4/473/8
2, Re ort on T7e'lth and local Government Administration 1938- 

1946, Cmd 258 (1948) P122
, . . Lawrence "The overnment of fort hern Ireland51, P67,

Letter from RevT Dr, Woddburn to Ministry of Home Affairs 
in HAS/OVA131
7,J, Lawrence op. cit, P66-67 

; . J. , Blake op, cit, opendix 1 P537
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the war drew attention to similar problems, • r© ' • g a huge

volu..e of complaint against the evacuees - 'it was arid that

the children's clothin; was pens rr lly inadequate and very often

in e filthy condition; that many of the mothers and children

were dirty, verminous and affected with scabies, impetigo end

other s’rin troubles; that a large proportion of the children

’.vetted their beds end soiled their clothes, , , phe problem

of head infestation was so common that Dr. Kenneth i ellsnby

was asked by the Board of education end inis try of Health,
2co continue his investigations into it on their behalf.

It would seem clear therefore that the evacuations carried 

out all over the United Kingdom exposed exactly the same 

pattern of urban, social deprivation affecting at least a part 

of the urban population. The reasons for this deprivation 

;ust be in the Ion; period of widespread unemployment and 

poverty, known as the Depression, which affected the whole of 

the country during the late 1920's and the 1930's. This was 

also ore-'/elfare State ritaln v/hen the level of Government 

interference was insufficient to tackle the ? ultitude of 

social problems. Thy the existence of these problems came as 

a shock would seem to be a combination of a lack of adequate 

public information about the needs of the social and welfare 

services and a lack of interest among those in society who 

could avoid the problems.

In northern Ireland the same basic reasons applied both 

for the existence of the problems and for the shock at their 

coming to the surface. There was no deliberate policy by the 

government to neglect the social and welfare services, Jndeed 

Craigavon'a -ovornment in the inter-war years aimed 'to secure 

for Ulstermen of all creeds a measure of social security

, . . 'itiiuss on, cit. P114
. ibid., P127
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i/iantical to that in ritain1'. This effort es one historian

hc s suggested meant that there were ‘'no resources left to put

throurh the essential long term reforms that ministers had set
2

3ir hearts on in the first flush of enthusiasm'’* Therefore 

poverty, had housing, une\ployrent etc, remained.

The simple fact was that because of the financial frame - 

work crested by the 192 0 Government of Ireland .r ct the northern 

Ireland overnrn.ent could not afford to make up the leeway in 

services which existed between northern Ireland and the rest 

of the United Kin :dom. Ulstermen were, it has been suggested, 

''treated as second-class citizens except for the purposes of
3

taxation". They were taxed at the same level rs the rest of

the United Kingdom but the level of services they received was

uch poorer. In the inter-war years the northern Ireland
4

Government had to live strictly within its means.

It was only in the years after the blitz that the situation

chan ed. In this sense the raids had a positive effect for

Ulster. In 1942 the United Kingdom Government recognised -

■'that in certain spheres “orthern Ireland has considerable

leeway to make up in order to attain equality of standard with

the United Kingdom and you can confidently rely on the Treasury
5

always considering such a case sympathetically11, This was the 

result of Ulsters increased stature due to her active part in 

the war and to the fact that in the air raids she shared a 

cor’ • Ter in'-; with the rest of the United Kingdom,

_ ortbern Ireland -overnment under rooke, began in 1943 prep

arin’- nlste-^s case and all the social problems, highlighted
6

by the blitz, were investigated - maternity services 1943,

1, R,J, Lawrence op, cit, P61
3, t.S.L. Lyons :l ] re la nd s ince the Fa r ine11 17 US 
3, R,J, Lawrence on, cit, P§6

3e r.j, Lawrence op, cit, Ch.3 for discussion of Public 
i nr nee and Tub lie 'ervices in the inter-war ye' rs 

. Northern Ireland Parliamentary Debates, House oi ” ons, 
Vol.xxviii, 14th Sept 1943, Col,79 

C. Report of' Teternity -ervices Committee Cmd 219 (1943)

1
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12 3
housing 1944, education 1944, health services 1944, road

4 5
communications hospitals 1946. iho facts presented an 

obvious case and in hay 1945 the finis ter of Finance was able 

to announce that Ulster would enjoy the full range of Britain's 

post war social security schemes.

The raids of course hr d other social effects, some of 

which are impossible to measure. The family for example, 

always tightly knit in Belfast, became in many cases even r ore 

important. any lost their relatives, many were divided frcm 

tbeir families by evacuation but the com. on worries of the 

raids seem to have made the family in Belfast an even more 

cohesive unit, though naturally this was not universally the 

c4' se,

An even more interesting social effect in view of Belfast's 

history was the temporary truce in the old enmities between 

Catholic and Protestant. Perhaps the main reason for this was 

the unique nature of the raids. For the first time in recent 

times the inhabitants of the city were the target for an attack 

from the outside, lot only that but the attack came from tl 

air - the enemy could be heard, but not seen. any in Pelfast 

could argue that the war was not theirs, that it was Britain's 

■■rr, but the delicacies of that argument were lost on the 

Luftwaffe in April and May 1941, Those same citizens could 

not deny that the Germans were trying to kill them as well.

This cor on suffering had a major effect. The Civil 

afence Cervices had always been non-sectarian with a. mixed 

: rsonnel but the rc ids brought together all the people of

TT Housing in Ireland Cmd,224 (1944)
5, educational Reconstruction in Northern Ireland Cmd.226 (1944)
3. Select Committee Report on Health Services in Northern 

Ireland U.C 601 (1944)
4. Road Communications in Northern Ireland Cmd.241 (1946)
5. ’A Plan for the "ospital Cervices of Northern Ireland1',

Belfast 1946
ee J.i. Oliver ' orhing rt 'torront' P68
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Belfast. There Is a lot of evidence for this. In the city- 

after the raids, Protestants and Catholics worked side by side 

to free those who had been trapped, or who needed first aid, 

or who needed help of any kind7 The way was shown by the 

arrival of the Fire Brigades from south of the border to help 

in both major raids. They fought alongside their Belfast 

colleagues throughout the nights of 16th April and 5th May and 

only returned when they were needed at home on the following 

days.

Similarly those who were evacuated or evacuated themselves

received help, irrespective of their religion. In Ballyclsre

and other small towns around the city the schools and churches
2

opened their doors and offered help to all. People tended to

divide into their denominational groups inside the various

halls used as rest centres but succour was refused to no one.

The grief was shared as well. In the Public funeral on April

21st both Catholic and Protestants lined the route and attended 
4

the services. Human misery proved s great bond, I embers of 

both religious groups suffered casualties, suffered from lack 

of water, gas, electricity etc., and slept in hedges, ditches 

and fields to escape further destruction. However just as 

the misery was temporary, so was the truce. The year 1942 was
5

one of the busiest years of the war for I.R.A. and neither 

group proved able or willing to desert its traditional political 

standpoint.

In the political field the raids also had far reaching 

consequences} First of all relations between Northern Ireland 

and Lire were greatly improved by the prompt offers of help

T. D2742/1
2. rom personal account of T. Harvey, involved in Ballyclare 

' pr il/ray 1941
3. ibid. ,
4. J, . Blake op. cit. F233; Belfast Telegraph April 21st 1941
5. CAB3A/78/66
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from the fire services in the Republic, I’he Government in

Dublin also helped in other wsys, Many of the refugees who

fled from Belfast to Dublin had to be looked after by the Irish
1

Red Gross and this help was offered unconditionally. The re-

aayment for this help raised constitutional problems but was
2

eventually settled by shipments of tea and cocoa. Indeed in

June 1.941 the Irish Red Cross offered to accept l*rge numbers
3

of refugees In the event of further raids. There were also

offers of electricity from Dublin. In May the fort hern Ireland

Cabinet discussed the offer of five to six thousand Kilowatts
4

freon the Republic's grid but decided It was not required. In

return for all these offers of help the Belfast Fire Brigade
5

offered help to Dublin when it was bombed on ay 31st 1941 

but the offer was not taken up. Relations therefore improved 

but like the comin^ together of Protestant and Catholic in 

'elfast it was purely temporary, ’ire's claim to jurisdiction 

over 'forthorn Ireland remained, and Jire's neutrality in the 

war was far too unpopular with Unionists In Ulster for relations 

between the two Governments to show any warmth,

•his was not the case between the northern Ireland and 

Inited in dor1 2 3 ;overnments, rhe air r^i^s undoubtedly streng

thened northern Ireland's position within the United Kingdom 

aince she now shared in the com..on experience of the horrors 

of a ir attack. •lie shedding of blood during the raids in 

'elfast showed i ore clearly than anything else could that 

Northern Ireland was fully committed to the war, 

between Northern Ireland end ire could not have been greater,

1. ' 3/2/ YA 558 and C/1 B9CD/36/2
2 , ibid ,,
3 , " bid ,
41 B4/472/7 and 'lie -12164 of the Taoiseach’s office. The

Government in Dublin was eager to see an agreement between 
the two lectricity Supply Boards on a link-up between the 
two rids,

5, 3e If a st Be le ra oh lay 31st 1941
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rhe va ids of course, were not the only reason for Tlster’s

•eased stature during the war, Northern Ireland became a

base of vital strategic importance for the winning of the

Battle of the Atlantic - a base for ocean escorts, for convoys,

^or Coastal Command maritime recconna issrnce and anti-submarine

aircraft and a base for the entry of merican troops from 1942 
1

omrzv'a, The raids however were the first real si^n of Torthern

Ireland 13 sacrifices in the war. This was recognised very

eloquently by Churchill in 1943, when paying tribute to

J» M. Andrews - "During your Premiership the bonds of affection

between C-re&t Britain and the people of Northern Ireland, have

been tempered by fire and are now, I firmly believe, unbreakable”

hhis recognition of orthern Ireland’s part in the war not

only led to the strengthening of the link, but also led to the

acceptance by the United. Kingdom Government that 'orthern
3

Ireland deserved better treatment. This, Indeed she received, 

in the post-war years, phis was a very important consequence 

of the re ids,

.'he Northern Ireland Government, however, would have liked

to ; fc! )ir cor.-: itment to the war even further. They

■ i ■' bion. In ay 1939, mindful of their 1 irst ”.rorld

r r experience, the United Kingdom Government had decided not
4

to extend compulsory national Service to Northern Ireland, 

Craigavon had visited London to try and make them change their 

minds but his efforts were in vain1. The nuestion was raised 

once a a in in early April 1941 when Andrews wrote to the TTome 

decretary urging that compulsory service be extended to 

orthern Ireland,

, Blake op, cit. Chapter viil 
. ' . ' ance on. cit. P64

. . ibid., 39-7C 
. , . :1a Pc oo, cit. P194

ibid., ?194 
ibi-"., P195



The f3eling in tha Government was that Northern Irel-n^ was
,1

•■'n fron being only half in the war". Just rs tie issuo

ra s resurrected the raids came and convinced the or them

Ireland Government even further that conscription w^s a nec-

ity, . iso felt that perhaps with the common suffering,

the local opoosition to conscription might he reduced.

The lor them Ireland. Gehinet on hay 15th agreed to forward

e or and;- i to the TTorie ( ffice outlining Ulster's case, in

; ;g ii . T 0: 3 :cret^ry asked for further views from _elf'-st,

n . ay 21st the horthern Ireland Cabinet replied - "It further

considers, particularly in the light of recent heavy enemy

a.ttacks, that the orincinle of equality of sacrifice underlying

conscription, is essential to promote the degree of corporate

discipline which r united population must have I It is to

withstand the tide of total war, » J Two days later Andrews

crossed to London to ^iscuss the issue with the TTnite^ kingdom

lovernment, T is •lesion however failed for on ty 27th the

ITnited ingdom lovern ent once a a in decided against extending

conscription to the Province, : 3 ■' o :

because /estminster felt conscription would be '-.ore trouble

than it was worth. They undoubtedly took note of newspaper
7

comment on the TTationlist attitude and of the demonstration
8

held on Sunday May 25th. However the raids had served to

1. O' 14/475/10
2. C. B4/473/11
3. GA 04/475/16
4. C. 4/475/13 Paragraph 7 

J.W, lake op, cit, P197
, The lire Government made their feelings known to the British 

Government during this period - Cabinet minute G»02/270 for 
24th'May in G3/6 2nd Government Vol,4, ’le Valera’s note to 
Churchill in 312432 contained the view - "we could only 
re srd that (conscription) -s a calcula ted act of no lice 
a r'inst a small country struggling to lead its own life"

7, Belfast Telegraph 26th May 1941 Irish rose 24th r 26th 
flay 194’1 H '

0. . . Blake op. cit. P198; kelftst Tetter and Iris!
ews 26th lay 1941
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stimulate the argur ant yet a, sin.

The v? ic> s also helped to stimulate feeling Inst the 

overn ent at home in Ulster, In his last fev; months of office 

Craigavon hsd come under increasing criticism because of the 

rg3 of his ‘overnment, four of vrhose members sp^rt from himself, 

} ^ held office continually since 1921. indeed tv/o Unionist

junior ministers felt so strongly on the issue that in the
1 2 

summer of 1940 they resigned. One of them, J. 3. Warnock,
5

went as far in September 1940 as to move a vote of censure, 

ecusing the Government of clinging to office like a "limpet 

to a rock" and. of being "tired, jaded, men". Andrews, who 

succeeded Craigavon in Eovember 1940 on the letters de-th,
4

do few changes in the Cabinet and gradually came under the 

kind of criticism. The raids with their confusion, devas- 

tion and social 'disruption did little to help him. Indeed 

they undoubtedly helped in the long term to bring about his 

d ownfa 11.

In arch 1941, just before the raids, Cra ioevon 's old

seat at Stormont, North Down, v/as lost to an Independent Union-

ilie. In December 1941 Willowfield was

lost to the Labour candidate Harry Midgley. This v/es followed

in February 1943 by the loss of the kestminstar seat of est
5

Belfast to another labour candidate. Jack Beattie, These were 

’igns of rowing ublic dissatisfaction. Pack-bench criticism 

of the -overnment increased and reached serious proportions.

■re s sure vm s applied for Cabinet chm es to enable the war

. . ' . Srd m, ari ' ry ecretary to in Is try of
unced Ms res nation or

arliJ beS, ] use Commons Yol. xxiii, 19th
Tune 194 Col. 15; 5
J, . r'mnock. Parliamentary Secretary to Ministry of Home 
Afirs resigned 25th 'day 1940: T-Te rave his reasons in 
arlia: mt on ay - ,I» Parliamentary Debates, TTof9,

Yol. xxili, 28th May 194C Col. ]
3. LI Id,, Vol.xxiii, 25th September 194 o3 . 3155-2157 

. . ► ■ v/rence op, cit, P65-66
. » . Lyons op. cit. P735
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effort to be prosecuted with much more vigour! On February 

1st 1943 Brooke offered to resign, followed on 16th March by 

three Junior Ministers, Andrews succeeded in persuading the 

three junior Ministers to stay but he could not persuade Brooke. 

On April 16th Andrews was re-elected President of the Ulster 

Unionist Council and stated categorically that he would not 

change but gradually the support of the Parliamentary Party 

ebbed away from him to Brooke, The confrontation came at a 

meeting of Cabinet and of the Parliamentary Party on April 28th 

and two days later Andrews resigned. There can be no doubt 

that the raids and the criticism of the Government's handling 

of them contributed to the development of a feeling that new 

men were required.

The raids of April and May 1941 had therefore both short

term and long-term consequences for Northern Ireland, They 

led to a massive reorganisation of the civil Defence Services; 

to greatly increased protection for the Province; to a temporary 

loss of war production which was quickly made good; to a 

temporary softening of old attitudes; indirectly to the fall 

of the Prime Minister; and they led to a reappraisal about the 

future of Northern Ireland after the war, involving a desire 

for social and economic reconstruction. The raids therefore 

produced both negative and positive effects.

The raids were few in number, short in duration but on 

two occasions of very great severity. They created a very 

grave sense of shock among large sections of the population.

They left many families bereaved and homeless. They left many 

physical scars on the face of the city, some of which are still 

with us today. However the Germans had no victory in Belfast, 

The city quickly recovered. Life got quickly back to normal

1. or discussion of the removal of Andrews, see J.F. Harbinson 
11 The ‘ 'Ister Unionist Party" P139-142
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end within a few months Belfast and Northern Ireland were 

contrihuting more to the war effort then they had ever done 

before. The raids serve to illustrate the general failure of 

the Germans Spring bombingcampaign of 1941, when time and time 

again they failed to press home any temporary advantage, they 

might have gained. They also serve to illustrate the resilience, 

fortitude and good sense of the people of Belfast who had to 

endure such a sharp, savage attack.
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END IX 1

ORGANISATION OF UNITED KINGDOM

AIR DSF NIC ES 

APRIL/'AY 1941

FIGHTER GROUPS BALLOON COMiAND INTI-AIRCRAFT
com: and

o. 9 W England. 5 Balloon Groups 7 Anti-Alucre ft 
Divisions

No. 10 - j . 7 England

No.11 - S.E England

0.12 - E. C ount ie s ,
: idlands .

N o. 13 - S c ot la nd,
N. Ireland.

No.6 0 - Rader Chain

OBSERVER CORPS

AIR DEFENCES IN NORTHERN IRELAND 

No,245 SQ. - HURRICANES - AH ROV (Part of No.13 Group) 

3RD ANTI AIRCRAFT BRIGADE - 24 3.7" HEAVY ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS 

(PART OF 3RD A .A DIVISION) 16 4Qmm LIGHT A NT I - A IR CRA. FT GUMS 

No's 92 0, 968 Balloon SQ's

(PART ON NO.34 BALLOON BARRAGE GROUP)
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AP. ... DI,. 2

IGHT ATTACKS ON U.K. CITIES 

APRIL-MY 19411

DATE TARGET AREA A/C HE TONS

April 3rd Bristol - Avonmouth 76 79

4th Avonmouth 83 80

7th Glasgow - Clydeside 179 2 04

Liverpool - Birkenhead 43 65

8th C oventry 237 315

9th Birmingham 237 285

Tyneside 116 152

10th Birmingham 206 246

11th Bristol - Avon, outh 153 193

15th Belfast 180 203

16 th London 685 890

17th Portsmouth 249 346

19th London 712 1,026

21st Plymouth - Devonport 120 139

22nd Plymouth - Devonport 125 146

23rd Plymouth - Devonport 109 118

25th Sunder la nd 57 80

26th Liverpool - Birkenhead 92 113

27th Portsmouth 38 69

28th Plymouth - Devonport 124 159

29th Plymouth - Devonport 162 210

Fay 1st Liverpool - Mrkenhead 43 48

2nd Liverpool - Birkenhead 65 105

3rd Liverpool - Birkenhead 298 363

4th Belfast 2 04 237

Barrow in Furness 55 81

INCENDIARY
CANISTERS

248

546

722

376

710

1,110
1,396

1,183

969

808

4,200

1,280

4,252

1,000
994

574

263

426

198

82 0

531

112
167

1,380

2,667

312
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qi TARGBT ARIA A/C f13 TONS INCENDIARY
CANISTERS

4th Liverpool - Birkenhead 53 57 321

5th Glasgow - Clydeside 386 351 1,300

6th Glasgow - Clydeside 232 271 1,140

7th Liverpool - Birkenhead 166 232 807

Hull 72 110 268

8th H ott ingham 95 137 189

Hull 120 157 540

Sheff ie Id 34 53 802

10th Lond on 507 711 2,393

16th Birmingham 111 160 58

Taken from B. Collier t fhe Defence of the United Kingdom' 
London 1957. P504-5C5



APPdlFDIX 3

TONS OP PTE DROPPED IN Ilk JOR NIQET ATTACKS

ON U.K. CITIES
1

FROM 7th Sept 1940 - 16th May 1941

LONDON

A,CL - - I D

BIRMINGHAM 

GLASGOW - CLYDESIDE 

PLYMOUTH - DEVONPORT 

BRISTOL - AVONMOUTH 

COVENTRY 

PORTSMOUTH 

S OUTHAMPTON 

HULL

MANCHESTER 

3 ;L:MST 

SHEFFIELD

NEWCASTLE - TYNESIDE

NOTTINGHAM

CARDIFF

of Major Raids Tonnage

71 18,800

8 1,957

8 1,852

5 1,329

8 1,228

6 919

2 818

3 687

4 647

3 593

3 578

2 440

1 355

1 152

1 137

1 115

i Taken from B. Collier 'The Defence of the United Kingdom'
P506



APPENDIX 4

C IVILLA.N CASUALTIES CAUSED HI UNITED KINGDOM 

BY BOMBING AND VARIOUS FORMS

OF LONG RANGE BOMBARDMENT1

KILLED
SERIOUSLY

INJURED TOTAL

Bombing 51,509 61,423 112,932

Flying Bombs (V-l) 6,184 17,931 24,165

Rockets (V-2) 2,754 6,523 9,277

Cr oss-Channe 1 Guns 148 255 403

60,595 86,182 146,717

Of these 80,397 occurred in the London Civil Defence Region

1. .'aRen fror . . _»prien ’Civil fence * London 1955 P677
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AP^IUDDC 5

CIVILIA.N AIR RAID GAS HALT IRS 

IN NORTHERN IRELAND.
A PRIL/ivLAY 1943 1

BELFAST - APRIL 1941 

758 KILLED

454 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

1,138 SLIGHTLY INJURED

MAY 1941 

191 KILLED

136 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

615 SLIGHTLY INJURED

BELFAST: TOTAL APRIL/MAY 
1941

949 KILLED

640 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

1755 SLIGHTLY INJURED 

3,542

LONDONDERRY - APRIL 1941 

12 KILLED

17 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

12 SLIGHTLY INJURED

BANGOR - APRIL 1941 

5 KILLED

7 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

26 SLIGHTLY INJURED 

MAY 1941

1 SERIOUSLY INJURED

REST OF NORTHERN IRELAND 
TOTAL APRIL/MAY 1941

18 KILLED

34 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

38 SLIGHTLY INJURED 

90

OTHER PLACES - APRIL 1941

4 SERIOUSLY INJURED 

MAY 1941

1 KILLED

5 SERIOUSLY INJURED

1. Taken from EA6/3/D733
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APPENDIX 6

AWARDS TO ULSTER PEOPLE 

IN CONNECTION WITH THE AIR RAIDS

Belfast Gazette E6th September 1941

George pedal Constable William Brett - RUG

Constable Alexander FcCusker - RUG 

Constable Robert Moore - RUG

British Empire
Medal Det Sergent Dennis Michael Cremin - RUC

Constable Alfred King - RUC 

Alexander Cecil Hill - Messenger 

Nathaniel Nelson - Senior ARP Warden 

Commended George William Otway Woodward - Messenger

Belfast Gazette 7th November 1941 

British Empire
Medal Samuel Campbell - First Aid Party Stretcher

Bearer

William John Ford - Bomb Identification
Officer

William Ernest Bennett - Messenger 

Denise Forster - Auxiliary Nurse

Commended Eleanor Elizabeth Aicken - Matron, Ulster
Hospita 1

Isobel Margaret Dickson - Radiographer,
Ulster Hospital

Robert John McConnell .IB MCh - Honorary 
Surgeon, Ulster Hospital

Belfast Gazette Both February 1942

Commended Robert Clyde Rainey - Leading Fireman, APS

John Walsh - Petrol Officer, AF5
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' TV 7

WARNING SYSTEK IN OPERATION
APRIL/MAY 19411

YELLOW Preliminary warning - issued by phone to limited

number of recipients who were 

to take preparatory measures to 

be ready to act instantly when 

next message was received,

PURPLE Lights warning - issued by phone to selected

recipients meaning that raiders 

were expected to pass over the 

area - all lights to be extin

guished .

RED Action warning - message issued by phone to

selected recipients meaning 

that a raid might occur shortly - 

public signal to be given

WRITE Raiders Passed - message issued by phone to all

on previous lists meaning that 

raiders had left or that threat 

of raid was no longer imminent - 

again to be followed by public 

signa1

Taken from FA6/3/DEkJ6
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AP/JKDIX 8

A.R.P. CONTROL CENTR S IN N. IRELAND

APRIL/. J.Y 1941

t: o, i BELFAST

1:0,2 HAST - Control Centre BANGOR (3 Report

Centre Areas - Bangor, Newtownards and

Downpatrick)

No.3 S, :F\ST - Control Centre LISBURN (3 Report

Centre Areas - Lisburn, Banbridge and

Newry)

N o. 4 SOUTH - Control Centre PORTADOWN (3 Report

Centre Areas - Portadown, Lurgan and

Armagh)

No,5 N, EAST - Control Centre BALLY.. ENA (4

Report Centre Areas - Ballymena, Larne,

Antrim and Portrush)

No, 6 YIDIAND - Control Centre OMAGH (3 Report

Centre Areas - Omagh, Dungannon and

Nagherafe It)

No. 7 S. WEST - Control Centre ENNISKILLEN (1

Report Centre A,rea - Enniskillen)

No.8 N. VEST Control Centre LONDONDERRY (2

Report Centre Areas - Londonderry and

Strabane)
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APPENDIX 9

A.R.P. HEADQUARTERS DIS . GTS IN BELFAST

Advenced Governrrant I- . . under Hiram Plan

ministry of Public Security War Room

- CitjT- Hall; Law Courts

Peril*went Buildings, 
St ormont

Belfast Control Centre Chichester Street, 
RUG Barracks

/ »R »P» Headquarters - Academy Street

DISTRICT

B

AREA COVERED

Centre of City

REPORT CENTRE

Husgrave St, RUC Barracks

Falls Rd; Albert St; 
Springfield Rd.

Springfield Rd. RUC 
Barrs cks

C

D

Shankill Rd; Peters Hill Brown Square RUC Barracks

Antrim Rd, RUC BarracksCliftonville Rd; Antrim 
Rd; Ardoyne; rellysillan

East Belfast

TP Orosvenor Rd; Lisburn Rd 
Malone Rd; Done gall Pass

Kountpottinger RUC Barracks 

Donega 11 Pass RUC Barracks

York Rd; Shore Rd York St. RUC Barracks

H Harbour Area (north of 
River Lagan)

Corporation Square RUC 
Barracks

Harbour Area (south of 
River Lagan)

Sydenham Rd RUC Barracks
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APPENDIX 10

PERSONALITIES INVOLVED IN CIVIL DEFENCE MATTERS 

DURING THE RAIDS ON BELFAST

The Prime Minister : Rt. Hon. John Miller Andrews

I inister of Home Affairs : Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Dawson Bates

: inister of Public Security: Rt. Hon. John Clarke 1 rcDermott

Senior Officials of Ministry of Public Security:- 

Perr.ianent Secretary - W. A. B. Iliff

Assistant Secretaries - E, W. Scales: A, A. Farrell 

Senior A.R.P. Officer - Col. C. S. Davies 

A.R.P. Inspector - Capt. C. C. McCreight

Chairman of Civil Defence Advisory Committee: W. Lowry, Parlia- 
rentary Secretary, . inistry of Home Affairs

Vajor Parliamentary critics of the Government’s Civil Defence 
Policy:- T. Henderson, Independent Unionist M.P. for Shenkill; 
J, Beattie Indenendent Labour M.P, for Pottinger; J. W. Nixon, 
Independent Unionist M.P. for Woodvale; T. J. Campbell, Nation
alist M.P. for Central.

A own Clerk, Belfast Corporation - J, Archer

Belfast Civil Defence Authority - Councillor Percivrl Brown
Councillor James Collins 
Councillor Malcolm McKibbin

Civil Defence Officer - Capt, C, A. Hayes

Deputy A.R.P, Officer - F. W, Hezlett (appointed A.R.P officer
3rd May 1941)

Chief of Fire Brigade - J. Smyth (resigned 17th April 1941)

Commandant APS - B. White (appointed Chief of Fire
Brigade 24th April 1941)

Chief Casualty Officer - Professor T. T. Flynn

Chief Air Raid Warden - H. W, Gooding

City Surveyor - R, B. Donald

Commissioner of Police - R, D. Harrison
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APPJKDIX 11

SI-TELTER PROVISION IN THE lAJOR NORTHERN IRELAND
1

TOWNS 22ND Iv'AY 1941

BELFAST COUNTY BOROUGH POPULATION:- 437,827- 

PROVISION - 684 50 person public sneIters (754 planned)

4432 individual household shelters

1270 48 person communal shelters

Lumber of people for whom shelter still has to be provided -
315,000

LONDONDERRY COUNTY BOROUGH POPULATION:- 47,813

PROVISION - 53 50 person public shelters (100 planned)

Number of oeople for whom shelter still has to be provided - 
43,000

BANGOR BOROUGH POPULATION:- 15,769

PROVISION - 29 50 person public shelters (29 planned)

LIS URN BOROUGH POPULATION 13,042

rROVISIGN - 28 50 person public shelters (28 planned)

LARNE BOROUGH POPULATION 11,090

PROVISION - 14 50 person public shelters (23 planned)

''■PWTOWNARDS BOROUGH POPULATION 10,546 

PROVISION - 5 50 person public shelters

, Taken from HA6/3/D361



APPiivDIX 12

2VACITATION FIGURES FOR BELFAST1 

PRIOR TO STH APRIL, 1941

No. officially evacuated to rest of N.I. - 2568 Accompanied

6140 Unaccompanied

No. officially evacuated to G.B. - 3244 Accompanied

145 Una c c ompa nied 

TOTAL -12 095

of these, 5,053 returned prior toS-feh April 1941 

FROL 16TF ^PRIL 1941 TO 25TH MAY 1941 

o. officially evacuated to rest of N.I. - 42,132 Accompanied

5,960 Unaccompanied

No, officially evacuated to G.B, - 2,323 Accompanied

153 Unaccompanied 

TOTAL - 50,548

o. of residents billeted in Northern Ireland at 31.5.41-67,800

at 30.6.41-62,015 

at 30.11.41-29,535

C"B3A/71/81* Ts ke n fr or-



APPENDIX 13

BUILDINGS DNS TROY ID OR DA MG ED IN THE R/lIDS 

POSITION AS KNOWN ON 313T AY 19411

OFFICES &
HOUSES BUS INSSS 

PREMISES
INDUSTRIAL
PREMISES

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

DEMOLISHED 1,32 0 295 33 14

BADLY DAMAGED 5,070 248 •38 56

SLIGHTLY DAjOAGED 29,443 855 62 127

TOTAL 35,833 1,398 133 197

. Taken from HA 18/3/2
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D - B-V diaries
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B3A./5O/ISA - Papers relating to northern Ireland 'District

O' 3A/52/18G - Papers relatin to historj7- of ' overrent Control - 
'f and ' ' ;perational Plans

CAB3A/58/13 - Papers relating to Civil Defence - Medical, The 
work of the Casualty Services

CT;3A/6(/14 - Papers relating to Civil Defence - Lnemy Air 
r<- ids - reports on dams, e caused bj/- 1941 Air Pa ids

O' S3A/61/14A - Papers relating to history of Air Raid -recau
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Fiat orxasCAB3A/62/14B - Papers relatin'' to Civil Defence - 
of local Air paid Precautions Units

CAB3A/63/14C - Papers relating to Civil Defence - trigins 
until :.ay 1940, Also recommendations of the Air Raid Precau
tions Committee

CAB3A/64/14D - Papers relating to Casualty Services in 
Northern Ireland; the Fire Service Emergency Provisions Act 
and fire prevention in northern Ireland

CAB3A/41/9 - Papers relating to Royal Air Force; Squadron 
peration Records; Royal Air Force bases in Northern Ireland 

a nd pe rsona1 a c c ount s

CAB3A/44/83 - Papers relating to Aerodromes of the Royal Air 
Force in Northern Ireland 1939-42

CAB3A/17/135 - Papers relating to Transport - Railways, Roads, 
Harbours and Post Office Lines of Communications and their 
respective roles in the War

CAB3A/65/121 - Papers relating to the Finis try of Public 
ecurity - Review of _ ir Raid precautions actions during the 
ir Saids, Distribution of Air Raid Shelters

CAB3A/66/122 - Papers relating to Air Raid Precautions methods 
and lessons learned in ungland

CAB3A./67/123 - Photographs of Air Raid Precautions Operations 
Room

CAB3A/68/128 - Copies of official papers relating to - Report 
books of ]nemy Air Raids in Northern Ireland, Also Damage 
and Repair lists. Pictures of Damage

CAB3A/69/129 - Papers relating to Air Raid Precautions Circu
lars. Photographs showing damage in Belfast

CAB3A/70/130 - Copies of inistry of T'ome Security Pamphlets 
dealing with Air Raid Precautions

CAB3A/71/81 - Papers relating to _ inistry of Public Security 
Intelligence Summaries concerning Northern Ireland Air Raids;
ir ^aid Precautions Photographs; involvment by Provincial 

Air Raid Precautions Groups in Belfast Air Raids; Rest Centres 
Re-Bugging Centres. Lists of damaged buildings

CAB3A/72/5C - Papers relating to Saint John's Ambulance Brigad

CAB3A/73/51 - Papers relating to Civil Nursing Reserve

CftB3A/74/78 - Papers relating to History of Fire Prevention 
in ' orthern Ireland

CAB3A/76/137 - Papers relating to membership of Civil Defence 
'dvisory Committee - A.ttendance records and draft minutes for 
1940

CAB3A/77/66A - Papers relating to Blake’s notes on Hone Guard 

CAB3A/78/66 - Papers relating to Jar T-Tistory of Royal Ulster



0ons'tabnlary including Irish Republican Arniy activity files

CAB3,'/79/40 - Papers relating to Northern Ireland Government- 
'istory, Structure, Home Defence Executive Committee; admin
istrative Divisions of Northern Ireland Government

C B3A/85/29 - Papers relating to Defence Regulations - Emer
gency powers Orders. the Constitution of Northern Ireland in 
time of War

C B3A/87/58 - Papers relating to unemployment - Employment 
figures and unemployment figures fo~ various industries for- 
the war Years

CAB3A/107 - Copies of Official Papers relating to the Home 
Defence Forces Awards

C 33A/1C9 - Copies of Official Papers relating to the Civilian 
List of Northern Ireland Awards

CAB3B/3/102 - J.W. Blake’s Personal Correspondence

G. B3B/6/1C5 - Correspondence with Regimental T!ist orisns , 
inistry of Finance and Civil Defence Association

CAB3B/8/108 - Correspondence with the Air rinistry

CAB3B/9/109 - Correspondence with the Admiralty

CAB3B/lo/llO - Correspondence with the War Office

CAB3B/13/113 - Correspondence with Harland and Wolff

CAB3B/14/114 - Correspondence with Short Brothers end Harland

CAB3B/19/140 - Communications with the Air . inistry and the 
Royal Air Force

CAB3C/1 - Northern Ireland ,ar Record. Newspaper Cuttings

CAB3C/10 - 'rTlster,s war effort - Paper cuttings June 1959- 
: T ovem.be r 1941

C B3D/2/19 - iter Diary of 3rd Anti-Aircraft Brigade 

C--B3D/7/23 - Var Diary of 66th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment 

CAB3D/8/24 - Var Diary of lC2nd Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment 

C B3D/10/26 - /ar Diary of Fixed Defences, Belfast Lough

(b) CAB4 - Cabinet Conclusions and 'em ora nda from, relevant 
'epartments. Numbers 370 - 500 covering period 1936 to 1942

(c) CA39CD - Cabinet Secretariat Civil Defence Files

CA.B9CD/12 - Correspondence and Hemoranda in connection with 
arrangements for Naval Defence bases in Northern Ireland

CAB9CD/30 Correspondence; emoranda relating to the Civil 
Defence Bill (Imperial)

CAE9CD/33 - Reports b;: Commander Pirn on general defence
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natters including reports on the position of Northern 
Ireland’s vulnerability In time of war and on P ir 'aid 
Precautions

C ~9CD/35 - .'emorsnda in connection with ' or them Ireland's 
defences against air attack

G"B9CT)/36/l - Correspondence and memoranda in connection with 
evacuation plans for the Belfast Area

GAB9CD/36/2 - Correspondence concerning arrangements for 
evacuees from Great Britain, evacuees in ^ire^and Overseas and 
the Hutment Programme necessary for the accommodation of 
evacuees in Northern Ireland

CAB9CD/42/1 - Correspondence and memoranda concerning arrange
ments for Air Raid Precautions 1939-1940

CAB9CD/42/2 - Correspondence and memoranda concerning Northern 
Ireland's Air Raid Precautions 1941-1945

CAB9CD/60/1 - Correspondence and memoranda concerning Air 
Raid Precautions "ill (Northern Ireland) 1936-1938

CAB9CD/60/2 - Correspondence and memoranda concerning Civil 
nefence Bill (Northern Ireland) 1939

Cf C9CD/72 - . iscellaneous Civil defence Department reports 
dealing with functions of Civil Defence

0A N9CD/77 - Correspondence and memoranda in connection with 
ir Raid Warning System

CAB9CD/116 - Correspondence and memoranda in connection with 
Air Raid Precautions and the camouflage of Government Buildings

CA39CD/176 - Correspondence in connection with the Civil 
"efence Advisory Committee and the minutes of some of the 
meetings

CAB9CD/203 - emoranda regarding an emergency scheme for the 
restoration and reconstruction of Services following a heavy 
Air Attack

CAB9CD/2G7 - .onitored radio reports of German Propaganda 
especially aimed at :ire and Northern Ireland

(d) HA6 - inistry of Home Affairs and. Public Security Civil 
Defence Files

KA6/3/D107 - Belfast County Borough Air Raid Precautions 
1937-1938

BA6/3/D107/l - Belfast 
Casualty Service

C ounty Bor ou h Air Ra id Precautions

HA.6/3/D 1(7/2 - Belfast 
ortuary Service

C ounty Borough .Air Ra id Precautions

NA6/3/p107/3 - Belfast 
1939-1940

C ounty B or ou gh A ir Pa id Precautions

6/3/D1C7/4 - Belfast 
ujciliary Fire Service

C ounty 5 or ou ~ h A ir Ra id Pra cautions



' 6/S/D1C7/5 - Belfast County Eorou, h in Bald Precautions -
Civil Defence vehicles

HA6/3/D1Q7/6 - Belfast County Bor ouch ^ ir Be id. Precautions - 
]st imates

Hi6/3/B107/7 - elfast County Borou.gh Air Raid Precautions - 
Civil Defence iscellaneous Premises

R; 6/3/D221 - elfast Harbour Commissioners - fire fighting 
and yenera1 correspondonce

;6/3/D2R6 - Warning System

' 6/3/D;C57 - Belfast Fire brigade

BA6/3/D237/1 - "elfast Fire Brigade

B 6/o/D2oy - Air Raid Precautions Bill

HA6/3/D253 - Rescue Parties ^ Belfast

HA6/3/D274 - Air laid Precautions Policy

HA6/3/D277 - Conferences of Air Raid Precautions Officers 
1939-1944

KA6/3/D287 - Deaths due to War Operations - ' ortuary arrange
ments

EA6/3/D281/1 - Lists of Casualties 

HA.6/3/D361 - Shelter Policy 

HA6/3/D409 - Civil Defence Act 1939 

HA6/3/D46Q - Local Casualty Services

HA6/3/D656 - Provision for persons in Belfast rendered homeless

HA6/3/D733 - Casualty Figures

HA6/3/D1096 - Working after the sirens

HA.6/3/D1186 - Communal Shelters

HA6/3/D1192 - Provision of deep Shelters

HA6/3/D1336 - Provisions for people rendered homeless

M6/3/D1570 - Shelter Wardens

EA6/3/D1572 - Instructions regarding use of shelters 

HA6/3/D1592 - Bomb effects on shelters 

BA6/3/D1661 - Clearance of debris

HA6/3/D1681 - schinery for dealing with enquiries after 
Air Raids

HA6/3/D2217 - Salvage and storage of furniture

B Q/3/D2228 - Arrangements with Assistance Board on homeless
pers ons
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”'6/3/1)22,45 - Requisition of houses

EA6/3/D3323 - City /mbulance Service

F36/3/D3942 - Information for vital factories

6/5/1)3953 - Press cuttings regarding Air Raid Precautions 
matters

HA6/3/D4305 - Continuance of transport services durinv Air 
Ra ids

6/2/dvi131 - emergency Camps

5/2/ 7A.279 - Billeting of homeless in evacuation areas 

IL' 6/2/ '.VA558 - Refugees in Eire

HA6/2/EVB341 - Inquiries regarding receiving accommodation

(e) HA18 - inistry of Public Security Air Raid files

Hi 18/2 - Establishment of Ministry of Rablic Security

HA 18/3/1 - inistry of Riblic Security war room messages

HA 18/3/2 - inistry of Public Security war room - Situation 
reports

18/3/3 - Belfast Control Centre reports

16/3/ - deports sent to inistry of T ome Security war roorn
from inistry of Public Security war room

17.13/3/6 - Hiram Plan

HA18/3/7 - inistry of Public Security Intelligence summaries 

18/3/8 - War Diary of . inistry of Public Security war room

(f) Other sources - Public Record Office Northern Ireland

D1896/1-2 Luftwaffe air photographs of Belfast

D2742/1 Saint 'Tinian's Church : Notes of Air Raids by 
William Ward

>33'4/1-3 \ttendance registers : Templemore Avenue fixed 
First id ^ost

• bate Paper Office, Dublin 

(a) Cabinet minutes

13/5 2nd lovernnent Volume 4 G2 196-264 covering period 
September 1940 to hay 1941

63/6 2nd Government Volume 4 DC2 270-340 covering period 
Hay 1941 to December 1941
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(b) Cabinet 'S' Files

312161 n 312164 - Papers relating to linkin up of 
Electricity systems

312405 - Air Raid Precautions report 1941

312432 - Papers relating to conscription issue in 
northern Ireland

Belfast City Hall

. inutes of o If - st Corporation general purposes Committee’s 
■Air Raid Precautions Bub-Committee ' 1937-1S41

inutes of Belfast Civil Defence Authority 1941-1942

Private Papers

H.R. Allen - Civil Defence Volunteer, Belfast 1941 

T, Harvey - Civil Defence Volunteer, Ballyclare 1941 

2, Printed Sources

(a ) ates, House of o ommons
5th series, Vols, 305-345

orthern Ireland Parliamentary debates, vouse of Commons 
Vols. 18-25

northern Ireland Parliamentary debates. Senate, Vols. 18-25

Dail Eireann Parliamentary debates. Official renorts, Vols, 
81-84

. .

Civil Defence Act (IT. I. ) 1939 25:3 Ge o 6 Chapter 15

: .inistries Act (N, I.) 1940 4 Geo 6 Chapter 11

Repair of Aar Damage Act (N.I.) 1941 5 Geo 6 Chapter 12

Fire Services (Emergency Provisions) ct (IT. I.) 1942 6 Geo 6 
Chapter 5

(c) Statutory Rules and Orders

ir Raid Precautions Schemes Regulations (N.I.) 1938 
3R&0 (II. I. ) 1938 (Ho. 137)

ir Raid Precautions Finance Order (N,.I. ) 1939 
3R&0 (N.I. ) 1939 ( To. 5)

Civil Defence (Specifled Areas) Order (N.I.) 1939 
RAO (N.I. ) 1939 (No,. 125)

Civil Defence (Voluntary Areas) Order (N.I.) 1939 
SRA.O (N.I.) 1939 'To. 126)

Civil Defence (Compulsory Area) Order (IT, I.) 1939 
’•AO (IT..I..) 1939 (No. 127)
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Civil defence (Air Raid he Iter Standards of Expenditure) 
Regulations (IT. I.) 1939 3R&G (IE. I, ) 1939 (No, 136)

Civil Defence (Specified Railway Undertakings) rder (N, I.)
1939 SRU.O (N.I.) 1939 (No. 139)

Civil Defence (Approval and Revision of Code) Order (N»I.)
1939 SRfO (N.I.) 1939 (No. 140)

Civil Defence (Specified Factory Premises No, 1) Order (N.I.) 
1939 SRNO (N.I.) 1939 (No. 147)

Civil Defence (Revision of Code) Order (N.T.) 1940 
?r:0 (N.I.) 1940 (No. 93)

Civil Defence (Compulsory rea) Order (N.I. ) 1940 
SRNO (N.I.) 1940 (No.. 121)

Civil Defence (Compulsory Area) (No. 2) Order (N.I.) 1940 
SR&O (N.I.) 1940 (TTo.. 157)

Civil Defence (Appeals) Rules (N.I.) 1940 
3R&0 (N.I.) 1940 (No. 164)

ir Raid Precautions Schemes Regulations (N.I.) 1940 
3RN0 (N.I.) 1940 (No. 168)

Civil ""efence 'Fire Watchers' Order (N.I.) 1941 
SRNO (N.I.) 1941 (No.8)

Civil Defence Fire Precautions (Access to Premises) Order 
(N.I.) 1941 3R8:0 (N.I.) 1941 (No. 33)

Civil Defence Fire Precaoitions (Business Precautions) Order 
(N.I.) 1941 SR&Q (N.I.) 1941 (No. 34)

Civil defence Duties (Compulsory enrolment) Order (N.I.)
1941 3R&0 (v.l.) 1941 (No. 35)

Civil 'Defence Duties (exemption Tribunals) Order (N.I.)
1941 3R&0 (N.I.) 1941 (No.85)

Civil Defence p1ire Precautions (Access to Premises) (No, 2) 
rder (N.I.) 1941 3R o (N.I.) 1941 (No. 101)

Civil Defence (Ccmnulsory rea) Order (N.I.) 1941 
RAO (N.I.) 1941 (No. 132)

Civil Defence (Billeting Tribunals) rder (N.I.) 1941 
RAO (N.I.) 1941 (No. 174)

(a) Papers by Command

Cmd, 178 Report of the Advisory Committee on Air Raid 
Precautions 1936

Cmd, 221 Report of the Results of the Investigation Into the 
Dorkings of the Financial Provisions of the Air Raid Precautions 
(N.I.) Act 1938

Cmd, 224 Housing, Interim Report 1944

d, 225 location of Industry, Interim Report 1945
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jv.d, 225 Report of the Cormittee on Educational Reconstruction 
1945

Cnid, 227 Belfast Area Interim Planning Report 1945 

Omd, 238 Report on Health 1946

Omd, 241 Road 0omnunication. Interim Report 1946

(e) Northern Ireland House of Commons Reports and Papers

HC 426 - HC 575 1938-1942

(f) Belfast Gazette 1939-1943

(g) Belfast Directory 1939- 1942

(h) German Foreign Policy Documents Series D, Volume XI 1941

(i) Kr iegst age Touch Des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht Volumel 
1940-1941

3. Newspapers

Belfast Telegraph 1938-1942 

Belfast News Letter 1938-1942 

Irish News 1939-1942 

"'orthern Whig 1938-1942 

Irish Press 1941 

Irish Independent 1941 

Co.Dovm Spectator 1941 

Armagh Guardian 1941
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